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ABSTRACT
This study is concerned with the search for workable improvements in the design of
housing schemes by means of feedback obtained through the appraisal and measurement of
performance of existing housing schemes.
Feedback information is seldom fully utilised by designers. This is due on the one
hand, to the scattered and disorganised nature of feedback information sources and on the
other, to the general lack of exchange of experience and information between designers.
Valuable experience gained from past projects is thereby often wasted, resulting in the ten¬
dency to repeat mistakes and to overlook the existence of proven solutions.
There is then, a serious need for access to sources of relevant information, enabling
us to find simply and precisely what we want without continual reference to colleagues or
written sources. This can only be achieved where there is a provision for the structuring of
feedback information, ensuring its easy retrieval and in a form that can be readily used.
To this end, this thesis proposes a computerised housing information service which
will process feedback information derived from the analysis and appraisal of existing hous¬
ing schemes. Furthermore, this thesis explores whether the establishment of such a housing
information service on a national scale would be both a desirable and viable proposition.
Discussion of the conceptual and technical specifications for the proposed service is
followed by the description of a small pilot demonstration system, developed to appraise
potential user acceptance. The results of a series of system demonstrations are analysed.
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PREFACE
The motivation for this study is prompted by my strongly held belief that significant
improvements in the overall quality of housing, both in the general context, and with par¬
ticular reference to Korea, may be achieved through a better informed design process. Fol¬
lowing an architectural training in Korea and the USA, together with a period of practical
design experience in Korea, I wanted to be able to back up this belief by thoroughly
exploring the background to the problem, and by putting forward specific proposals for its
remedy. This has been made possible by the undertaking of this thesis at Edinburgh, in a
country which has a strong reputation in the field of design research.
The process of shaping a particular thesis topic, and the setting of realistic boundaries
to its overall scope, were considerably aided by many discussions with Dr. P. F. Crofts and
Mr. R. D. Talbot, to whom I owe grateful thanks.
From the outset it was felt important, not only to make a number of practical propo¬
sals, but also to be able to test them against the theoretical and practical considerations of
practising designers. Therefore, I would also like to thank the various people who partici¬
pated in the series of demonstrations described at the end of the thesis.
Finally, as suggested above, this thesis is not intended to finish up on the shelf. I feel
strongly that the proposals contained herein should be carefully studied by those institu¬
tions, mentioned in Chapter Ten, concerned with the practice and profession of housing
design. In particular, it is to be hoped that the relevant arm of the Government of Korea
will view these proposals favourably, in view of its wide scale and continuing programme
in support of both public and private housing developments throughout the country, and its
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Architectural design is distinguished from other design fields by the great number of
decisions required to be taken before a design brief can be realised as a building product.
Furthermore, changes in both society and technology render the scope and magnitude of
architectural design increasingly complex. This in turn increases the quantity and diversity
of design decisions which a designer has to make. Accordingly, the place of information
in architectural design is gradually receiving greater attention and consideration by the pro¬
fession, yet the amount of information used by designers throughout the design process is
still inadequate when compared to the overall scale and complexity of today's design work.
In general, designers show little enthusiasm for the search for information, preferring to
design with only minimal amounts of information. Information activity only occurs when
there are critical requirements placed on the designer involved. However important infor¬
mation may be for the quality of a project, a full commitment to information activity sel¬
dom occurs.
The general consensus amongst designers is that it invariably proves difficult to locate
relevant information quickly and in a usable form. The difficulty varies in degree accord¬
ing to the type of information required. One of the most difficult is often said to be that
on the performance of various design treatments embodied in existing and past building
schemes. This type is often referred to as 'feedback' information, that is, the analysis and
appraisal of past design work organised in such a way that it may be used in any future
design work.
The need for feedback is prompted by analogical thought processes which are an
integral part of thought as a whole. Designers are at any one time faced with a variety of
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possible actions and varying degrees of uncertainty about the possible consequences of
each action. Much of this uncertainty may be significantly reduced by appropriate experi¬
ence and knowledge. There is however, a limit to the experience and knowledge that a
designer will have, thus providing only an imperfect simulation of reality and giving rela¬
tively inaccurate forecasts of what may occur. Design solutions or decisions derived
therefrom may be far from optimal. Design decisions based on inadequate experience have
often had catastrophic consequences. Even where designers are greatly experienced, initial
predictions of the outcome of design decisions can be unreliable as knowledge and experi¬
ence becomes obsolete and irrelevant This prompts designers to look for external sources
of appropriate 'analogical' feedback. However, such information is a scarce commodity and
where it does exist, it has been obtained and converted into a usable foim only at great
expense in both time and money.
Appraisal of past projects is in fact one of the most important, yet most neglected
parts of architectural practice. It is a powerful means of signalling designers to potential
faults and of improving the performance of current projects. Ultimately, it can provide
better value for building users and greater accountability for those responsible for its imple¬
mentation. The role of the appraisal of buildings in use for future projects needs to be
further recognised and emphasised. The improvement in the quality of the physical
environment can only be achieved by constant appraisal and assimilation of the perfor¬
mance of buildings subjected to the acid test of day-to-day use. On the basis of such an
appraisal, realistic performance specifications can be formulated, resulting in valid goals for
designers of projects of a similar character.
Architects, as well as other building-related practitioners, receive little feedback about
buildings in use and are chronically habituated to operating with minimal external feedback
information, instead depending heavily on their personal experience. Most practices find it
very difficult to use feedback, mainly because the information is widely scattered and unor¬
ganised, and because designers customarily have little time for proper information search.
Furthermore, there is an ambivalence on the part of practitioners towards the practical
significance of feedback information. Certainly, this lack of motivation is one of the most
fundamental reasons behind the underuse of feedback information. Five interrelated rea¬
sons may explain this:
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(1) The lack of formal instruction in the collection and use of information in university
and professional training.
(2) An overconfidence in the intuitive design talents of practitioners.
(3) A scepticism toward the usefulness of overt feedback information.
(4) The administrative difficulties inherent in gaining access to feedback information.
(5) The Lack of time in which to search for feedback information, and organise it into a
usable form.
The practice of architecture is not a static, but an ongoing, dynamic and human enter¬
prise, so for the sake of our future professional performance it is important to make greater
and more effective use of feedback from past work in terms of its overall performance.
Clearly, any improvements in the efficiency of feedback information activity, either by a
reduction in the overall time spent on information search and handling, or the gathering of
more useful information in the same amount of time, will greatly benefit the design process
as a whole.
The problems cited above may be reduced significantly by providing an information
mechanism for practitioners which can secure fast and easy access to structured feedback
information on existing schemes of interest This constitutes the background to the propo¬
sal for a housing information service for planners and designers involved in housing pro¬
jects.
2. OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS
Housing projects are by their nature diverse and complex. Despite a considerable
pool of knowledge about the process of housing design, it remains unevenly distributed,
with few commonly accepted or clearly formulated theories about the nature of the rela¬
tionships which exist between the variables comprising a housing scheme. Yet housing is
the most common building type encountered in everyday life and is the area which absorbs
the greatest proportion of building resources. Moreover, houses provide the shelter in
which we spend the greatest portion of our time and we want the life within them to be as
comfortable as possible.
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Any analytical system which seeks to improve the performance of architects,
planners, developers and the like, will lead to the more efficient use of the enormous
resources invested in housing development, and of course, better value for clients. Such a
system must be viewed with special significance in countries where housing is a major
social policy concern.
The physical appearance of housing for low income groups in heavily populated
countries such as Korea is, in general, taken for granted. The attitude of society may be
regarded as somewhat fatalistic in this respect; rows of identical, closely spaced buildings
are justified, it may be argued, by the social and economic circumstances. The scanty pro¬
vision of open space, the monotonous slab blocks in parallel configurations, the resulting
poor spatial quality and the lack of segregation of pedestrians and vehicles all contribute to
the existence of harsh environments with the in-built factors of noise, lack of privacy and
proliferation of safety hazards and vandalism. Needless to say, in such conditions, com¬
munity spirit and civic pride are virtually non-existent.
The roles of the architect, planner and other related professionals in such cir¬
cumstances are now more complex than ever. The ultimate goal of this study is to
improve the quality of life of people who live in such environments by helping the profes¬
sionals involved in housing projects to identify and assess all the relevant factors in the
early stages of the design to determine what scope there may be for improvement, and to
incorporate appropriate value judgements in the finished product This thesis suggests a
means to achieve this goal by exploring a structure for a computerised Housing Informa¬
tion Service (HIS) which will provide architects and other professionals with easily
accessed feedback information derived from the analysis and appraisal of existing housing
schemes.
3. CONTENTS
This thesis consists of three parts comprising twelve chapters.
Part One (Chapters 1 to 5) explores the problem area - the state of the art in design
information handling - and sets out the goal of establishing the proposed HIS.
As an initial point of departure, Chapter 1 describes the three categories of design
information and their interaction in the general design process. Two opposing views and
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attitudes regarding the flow of information and concomitant information activity of
designers are identified. In Chapter 2, the information activity of designers is discussed
from a phenomenological point of view, focusing on the prevailing attitudes of architects
towards the importance of design information. This chapter explores problems associated
with the underuse and ineffective use of overt design information, and shows how two
approaches, the information-science based approach and the designer based approach, may
be evolved in an attempt to cope with them. The topic of the information-science based
approach is extended in detail in Chapter 3, focusing particularly on modem public infor¬
mation services and the possibilities offered by current technology, particularly computers.
Chapter 4 sets out the conceptual background behind the proposed information service and
reviews the principal criteria of project information services. Chapter 5 describes the per¬
formance specifications of the proposed HIS in terms of the potential areas for its eventual
use. This is explored initially by identifying its use in the general context of design deci¬
sion making. The principal categories of end-users are described, together with the infor¬
mation requirements unique to each category.
Part Two (Chapters 6 to 10) forms the backbone of the study. The structure of the
HIS is described, together with the exploration of potential barriers to the successful reali¬
sation of the HIS, principally, informational, organisational, legal, financial and technologi¬
cal considerations.
Chapter 6 sets out the preliminary concerns over informational, organisational and
legal issues relating to the practical implementation of the HIS. Chapter 7 explores the
data structure for the HIS and describes the strategic and classificatory considerations
involved. Three technological issues regarding the user-system communication of the HIS
are dealt with in Chapter 8. These include the ways in which information is researched
(and the role of the 'information intermediary' linking the user to the HIS), the dissemination of
information and access to the HIS, and the technological options relating to the user-system
communication. In Chapter 9, cost-effectiveness of the HIS is measured on the basis of
establishing a new independent organisation for the smallest practical size of the service, so
that a measure of the cost-effectiveness unique to each potential candidate organisation may
be derived from a common yardstick. Chapter 10 describes in detail those potential organi¬
sations most suitable for the HIS implementation in Korea, together with six possible
implementation strategies.
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Finally in Part Three (Chapters 11 and 12), there is a discussion of the results of a
pilot project designed to appraise user acceptance of the HIS. This project involved a lim¬
ited number of individual practitioners and organisations in Korea and the UK.
As a preamble to the main discussion, Chapter 11 details the pilot system developed
for the investigation of user acceptance, the sample of housing schemes contained within it,
and the selection of participants involved in the investigation. Finally, Chapter 12
describes the level of user acceptance apparent among both a limited number of individual
practitioners and certain potential organisations eligible for the HIS implementation, with




INFORMATION HANDLING IN ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
AND THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF
THE PROPOSED HOUSING INFORMATION SERVICE
CHAPTER ONE
INFORMATION IN ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
Whilst having great variety of shades of meaning, information is generally regarded
as knowledge acquired through reading about, listening to, or direct observation of the
world around us. We gain information on matters in which we are to some degree
ignorant, or uncertain.
Information in our complex modem society is a commodity which may be produced,
distributed and exchanged like any other, with a value related to both its usefulness and the
difficulty of its acquisition. It is an ability to gain access to relevant information that dis¬
tinguishes the professional from the lay person.
The above view holds for the realm of architectural design. Like all day-to-day deci¬
sion making, design is a process fed by a constant supply of information. In other words,
the end product of design is the embodiment of a number of decisions crystallised by con¬
sideration and evaluation of relevant information. As the initial point of departure, this
chapter begins by describing a classification, into three categories, of design information in
the context of design decision making and goes on to explore the interactions between the
categories. This classification will be used to explain the flow of design information dur¬
ing the design process, in which two distinct views become apparent.
1. CATEGORIES OF INFORMATION IN ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
Information and ideas are inseparable in the sense that an idea is a structured organi¬
sation of information elements, selected and organised by the human mind in response to a
particular problem. In this way, information in any decision-making activity may be
separated into two categories according to its source of origin. These are:
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(1) Information externally available outside oneself (factual data).
(2) Self-generated information in one's head.
Category (1) may be separated into two further subcategories:
(la) Obligatory, referring to the information relating to the essence of the problem.
(lb) Auxiliary, referring to the information acting as intermediary between the problem
and its solution.
Category (2) refers to newly generated information - whether it is a new idea or a
solution to the given problem - which is created within one's schema from a composite of
external information received and personally held knowledge and experience (see Table 1).
TABLE 1. Categories of Information in Architectural Design
OBLIGATORY AUXILIARY SELF-GENERATED
(problem) (intermediary) (new idea or solution)
Intention of client and Technical data, Conceptual building form,
his requirements and budget, Product data, Site layout concept,
Site constraints, Building type study, Imagery of building materials,
Building regulations, Anthropometric data, Further enquiries into
Codes of Practice, Ergonomic data, auxiliary information,
etc. etc. etc.
In architectural design, 'obligatory' information is typically something over which an
architect has little or no control. It establishes bounds within which a feasible solution is
to be sought. Obligatory information is set down by the client, by central and local
government organisations and, in a few cases, by prospective non-client users of the build¬
ing. Ordinarily, it is contained in the forms of a client's brief, conventional design gui¬
dance (design guides and design briefs) and in various forms of regulatory controls such as
building regulations, building and planning acts, specifications, codes of practice, standards
and so forth. It represents the policies, objectives, intentions and general advice of the
various people concerned in a particular building project. Obligatory information ranges
from the explicit, such as time-scale, capital expenditure, density restrictions or other
numerically measurable standards, to the less explicit, even vague, for example: "the
conflict between pedestrians and vehicles should be appropriately resolved ..."; "each
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dwelling must have adequate sunlight and daylight "all materials shall be of the
highest quality ..." As the amount of this obligatory information increases, the designer's
creative freedom on any given project becomes more restricted.
Once the set of obligatory information has been assembled, the architect generates an
idea of the general direction to be taken and simultaneously gets an idea of what other
kinds of information he will need from the external environment. A search is carried out
for new information relevant to the resolution of the problem, now defined within the con¬
text of obligatory informatioa The new information collected in this respect may be
termed 'auxiliary', since it supports the activity of decision making by acting as intermedi¬
ary between problem and solution. The architect is for the most part responsible for the
collection of this auxiliary information. Typically, this will cover the following areas:
(1) The study of the project site in terms of its physical and socio-economic contexts
(2) The study of the prospective building users, their normal activities and particular
requirements
(3) Ergonomic and other data on physical comfort
(4) Studies of similar schemes and their actual performance
(5) Requirements for special equipment and structures
(6) Standard product and technical data
The above information is obtained in various ways, specifically:
(1) Communication with client, prospective users, colleagues, specialist consultants or
organisations, building centres, product manufacturers or suppliers, commercial infor¬
mation services and public authorities concerned
(2) Special seminars and conferences which are relevant to one's interest
(3) Site survey
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(4) Visits to buildings similar in nature to the new project
(5) Recorded sources of information in written form1 such as reports, books, magazines,
conference proceedings, monographs, specifications, sales literature and catalogues,
maps, plans and drawings; and audio-visual forms such as videos, films or microfiche
and microfilms
The experienced designer possesses a wealth of knowledge in his field. He will also
have developed 'heuristics' - techniques or strategies found to be helpful in solving partic¬
ular problems. Likewise, every architect builds and enlarges on his own idiosyncratic
design schema by which design problems are approached. As information on design prob¬
lems is added to his schema and reservoir of knowledge, a particular set of design stra¬
tegies develops to cater for the particular circumstances of a design problem. At the same
time, the need for auxiliary information may arise. Upon receipt of the required informa¬
tion, an architect may repeatedly attempt to tackle the given problem on a trial and error
basis until a solution is found. We may refer to the stream of information generated in
this way as the 'self-generated' information, being either a solution to a given problem, or
a new idea resulting from the mixture of obligatory and auxiliary information and the per¬
sonally held knowledge within the architect's schema.
2. INFORMATION FLOW IN THE DESIGN PROCESS
The design process is a process in which the aforementioned types of information
interact and become organised, processed and translated into the end products of design.
In this section, the design process is viewed from the standpoint of information flow.
There are two antithetical views on how information is processed until it is finally
embodied as the end product of design. The first, upon which the traditional design pro¬
cess is fundamentally based, looks at the design process as largely irrational and inexplica¬
ble. It places great emphasis on intuition, imagination and chance, rather than rationality,
1 There are three types of written information source: primary, secondary and tertiary. 'Primary' sources
refer to those which describes the required information at first hand. 'Secondary' sources refer readers to
primary sources, for example, the Architectural Periodicals Index of RIBA. 'Tertiary' sources carry re¬
views or other forms of analysis of primary or secondary sources of information, for example, the Infor¬
mation Sources in Architecture [1] or the Construction Information Source and Reference [2].
logic and order. This is sometimes referred to as the 'black box'2 approach [3], the
'designerly' way of thinking [4], or the 'solution-focused' strategy [5], The second, which
provides the basis for a systematic design process, looks at design principally as a logical
and explicit decision-making procedure. This might be called, in contrast to the above, the
'glass box' approach [6], the 'scholarly' way of thinking [7], or the 'problem-focused'
strategy [8]. Taken to its extreme, this latter approach assumes the design process to be
entirely explicable, a rational and orderly sequence of (information) activities. This
implies that the design problem can be well defined and decomposable into discrete sub-
problems, sub-subproblems, etc.
In common with the word 'information', the term 'systematic' has a variety of shades
of meaning employed and enjoyed in everyday speech. The dictionary definition which best
fits our understanding of 'systematic' in the phrase 'the systematic design process' reads,
"an assemblage of material components operating within a prescribed boundary and united
by some form of regular interaction or interdependence to form a coherent and integrated
whole. "[9]
It is worthwhile to take a brief historical view of the origin of the idea of a sys¬
tematic design process. Distinct from the traditional design process, it grew out of the
development of the 'systems concept', originating from the emergent fields of systems
engineering and operation research actively developed in the UK during World War II as a
method for more efficiently deploying military equipment and resources. From the early
1960's, its adoption has been widely attempted in various design professions, with a view
to coping with the ever increasing scale and complexity of design work generated by the
rapid pace of post-war socio-economic and technological change and the increasing expec¬
tation of clients.. The results of using this new design process however, have not proved to
be as fruitful and encouraging as people had once expected, although the degree of success
(or lack of it) depended largely upon the individual methods employed. Thus, since its
heyday in the 1960's, enthusiasm for the theory-driven study of systematic design process,
involving the nature of design and design methods, has waned considerably. The focus has
been directed more towards practical design methods and the application of information
technology into design.
2 A system in which the precise connexion between input and output variation is unknown is referred to as
a 'black box'.
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The systematic approach does in fact take place within the traditional approach but in
an implicit, informal and even covert fashion. In this sense, the term 'systematic' attached
to the formal and overt design process may be a misnomer. Instead, Bijl [10] describes the
principal differences between the two approaches as follows (Table 2):






Activity Relies on explicit knowledge
plus intuitive judgement of
practitioner.
Explicit knowledge forms the
primary means for progressing
from problems to solutions.
Discipline Informal and inconsistent;
practitioners must be res¬
ponsive to a volatile world.
Formal and detached>a shared
base for assessing new
developments.
Procedures Arbitrary and covert Methodical and stable, overt.
Whether we approach the design process in a traditional (experience based) or sys¬
tematic (knowledge based) manner, we will invariably begin with the identification of
problems whereby the problem statement and associated design criteria, be they overt or
covert, are to be established. This simultaneously involves the task of generating a strategy
for the collection of information. There is however, a marked difference between the two
approaches in the way that information is collected and handled throughout the period of
designing.
In the traditional approach to design, having come to a general understanding of the
pattern of the problem, the designer will start out with a manageable amount of basic infor¬
mation and later progress to more specific information as the design becomes more and
more substantiated through a series of sketch plans on a trial and error basis. In other
words, an initial concept for the building plan, form and general construction is developed
using little information other than the client's brief, the site constraints and the architect's
own experience. It is then further developed and refined using more particular information,
modified as necessary, in response to emerging constraints and changing requirements [11].
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Thus, as far as this method is concerned, the information which is required for the
whole period of designing is not absolutely predetermined from the outset. This method is
characterised by a divergent information flow (see Fig. 1). At each level of decision mak¬
ing, there exists a number of potential paths down one of which information should con¬
tinue to flow. Taking the point (P) in the above figure as the stage of problem formula¬
tion, the designer must, at each decision-making level, not only evaluate each potential
onward path, but also gather and analyse the information relevant thereto. Thus the next
path in the flow will not be determined until the designer has evaluated all potential paths
and made a decision (although the decision may, in many cases, be tentative). If it should
prove that none of the possible branches from a particular decision-making level are satis¬
factory, then the designer is forced to retreat back to the previous (higher) level where
other potential paths exist. In the figure, should branches Pill, PI 12 and PI 13 prove unsa¬
tisfactory, the root of these three, PI 1, must be discarded in favour of another at that level,
P12, PI3, and so on. This process of elimination often leads right back to (P), the original
problem formulation. The path of information flow is in effect not hierarchically but arbi¬
trarily determined: the flow at any one point may jump up or down any number of levels
or move horizontally within one level. For these reasons, the information search, whether
it takes place frequently or not, does not cease until the design has reached completion.
This can also be explained by the observation that, while on the one hand the amount of
information an architect can accommodate at any one time is limited, on the other, design
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progresses from the general and abstract to the particular and concrete according to deduc¬
tive logic, in which any prior imposition of a part-solution may adversely affect the design
as a whole.
By contrast, a 'systematic' approach aims to obviate many of the difficulties and
problems presented above. In the extreme sense, it assumes that the information seeking
activities of the architect can progress by a series of well ordered and logical steps from
the inception to the completion of a design task, and thus, that they can be packaged at a
particular instance of the design process. Information required for the entire design process
is collected from the very earliest stages, or else at certain predetermined stages in the
design. An exhaustive listing of design requirements is initially prepared from the obser¬
vance of a problem context, which might otherwise be used in the traditional design pro¬
cess as a checklist for the subsequent appraisal of solutions generated in the intermediate or
final stages.
The fact that all necessary information for the entire design process is predetermined
may imply that the form of the end product of design was sought in an overly constrained
or deterministic manner, not taking into account the myriad permutations of form made
possible from the combination of many choices at various levels of decision making. Best
[12] observed in both the theoretical attitudes typified by Alexander and the formal design
methods prevalent in architectural schools throughout the 1960's, that there was a distinct
tendency for the supposed analytical diagrams of information requirements to be directly
transformed into a building configuration.
In reality, it is not possible to predetermine, and therefore to collect, all information
necessary to a particular stage of the design process, especially at the early stages. Deci¬
sions on part-problems affect decisions on other part-problems, both those immediately at
hand and those forthcoming, each of which will have different information requirements
proving difficult or impossible to forecast In addition, designers often encounter situations
where decisions must be put off until the very last minute of the design process - this
occurs for several reasons, typically: client indecision, uncertainty of planning approvals,
concurrent commitment of designers to other projects, and so forth.
A further typical problem with this approach is the lack of criteria for final evaluation
of a design product, since it is these very criteria that have caused the design in the first
place. It is exemplified by the experience of Hanson [13] who had once in his student
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days applied Alexander's methods to his design projects. Having researched the most
exacting information requirements at the outset of design, he found that the information
(i.e. design criteria) produced was virtually indistinguishable ffom the building regulations
or the standard checklist for normal design procedures.
FIG. 2. Convergent Flow of Information in the Systematic
Design Process
(pnij) (pm^(pm|) (pirn) (pmj) (pmj)




Once information on design requirements has been collected, these requirements are
further subdivided into independent subsets. If there are many requirements to be subdi¬
vided, a computer may be found useful. As a further step, the subdivided information is
organised into a hierarchical structure. Within this structure, design problems are sequen¬
tially solved from the lowest level of subproblem to the highest - the final design solution.
Thus in the systematic design process, information flow may be said to be convergent (see
Fig. 2). The shortcomings of the theoretical nature of this approach are not only that it
tends to disregard the horizontal relationships of design requirements, which can seldom be
independently isolated and examined, but also that it prevents the modification of earlier
design intentions as the decision-making process advances. Thus it divests the design pro¬
cess of any degree of procedural flexibility it might have: alternative decisions can only be
made at the very beginning of the design process by modifying the conditions of, and rela¬
tions between, design requirements. In addition, it tends not to allow the incorporation of
'lateral' thinking [14] which is spontaneous and open to new (and possibly threatening)
insights, by stepping outside the problem and attacking it from all sides. This inherent
shortcoming may lie at the heart of the difference between the systematic approach and the
traditional.
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But for all these criticisms, the emergence of systematic design processes has at least
encouraged improvements in some aspects of the designer's information activity. Design
problems are more thoroughly examined; even small areas of the problem are now taken
into early consideration, areas which were likely to be neglected in the traditional design
process. This allows the designer in the first stages of design to judge how much informa¬
tion to gather for a given problem [15]. The systematic method eases a number of very
practical considerations: teamwork and the division of tasks, especially for large scale pro¬
jects, are made possible; communications between all concerned information sources, such
as client, prospective users, consultants, are made at the proper time of information needs
during the design process; regular feedback to the original decision-making groups or indi¬
viduals is ensured, together with proper records of the process leading to those decisions as
a reference for future projects [16]. In addition, objective criteria for measuring building
performance have begun to be established and the application of design tools such as com¬
puters have been widely introduced into the practice of architectural design.
3. THE ACQUISITION OF EXTERNALLY AVAILABLE INFORMATION DUR¬
ING THE DESIGN PROCESS
There are therefore two distinct and opposed approaches towards design and its asso¬
ciated information activities. However, no one individual designer stands at one extreme
or the other, although a general inclination in design attitude may often be clearly discerni¬
ble. Design arises from a combination of these two complementary attitudes, for each of
which there exists a distinct pattern of information activity among practising designers.
The polarity between them may be thought of as analogous to that between the analytic
ability of 'left brain' and the holistic ability of 'right brain' as suggested by Ornstein [17].
A good designer will instinctively alternate between the two.
With the divergent pattern of information flow in the traditional design process (Fig.
]), a designer will inevitably face two problems associated with information gathering at
each level of decision making.
Firstly, as previously mentioned, there is a limit to the experience and knowledge of
the whereabouts of relevant information a designer may possess. Thus the designer may
simply be unaware of the existence of relevant information with which to explore any new
ideas or potential design solutions.
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Secondly, even if he or she were aware of the existence of such relevant information,
there is the common problem of simply laying one's hands on it. This is in seeming con¬
tradiction to the present-day 'information explosion'. It appears that the huge volume of
information now available to designers makes the procurement of any particular relevant
item increasingly difficult. Locating the requisite information tends to be time-consuming
and costly. Even if the information can be found, the level of detail provided may, in
many cases, be unsatisfactory. And if there should be sufficient information available at
hand, there may be a lack of time for its proper evaluation and organisation, as information
is not always available in a form that can readily be applied to a design problem.
Those problems associated with information in the traditional design process gen¬
erally apply to the systematic. However, with the systematic design process, extensive col¬
lection of information is of the utmost importance. Successful design is for the most part
dependent upon the quality of information researched in the initial stages of the design pro¬
cess. Thus the time required for information collecting will commonly take up a great pro¬
portion of the available design time. Knowledge about, and ease of, access to relevant
information are critical to design efficiency in the systematic design process.
Designers seem neither able nor willing to cope with these problems in a positive
way. In practice, they place a heavy reliance upon themselves as a major source of infor¬
mation and tend not to become intensively engaged in the researching of externally avail¬
able information. This tendency is more discernible among older designers than among
younger and less experienced designers [18],
So far in this chapter, a categorisation of design information in architectural practice
according to the fundamental sources of origin has been described, followed by a discus¬
sion of information flow and interaction in two different design approaches. Finally, the
problems inherent in the information activity of designers during these approaches have
been explored to lay the groundwork for further enquiries in the following chapters.
Clearly, there is no one single cause of the problem but rather a collection of individual




THE ATTITUDE OF ARCHITECTS TOWARDS DESIGN INFORMATION
As Rosenberg, an information scientist, declared, people do not like to work too hard
or travel too far for their information [1]. The principle of least effort is a universal truism
in information gathering and architectural practice is no exception to this rule.
An information search is only prompted when there is an indispensable need for par¬
ticular information (for which ignorance would be no excuse), or when there is a tem¬
porary 'surplus' of manpower (as with the engagement of student trainees). Information
channels are chosen on the basis of ease of use and accessibility regardless of the quantity
and quality of information. It is true as well, that if an architect cannot find the desired
information quickly, it will simply be ignored.
Empirical studies on the demands and subsequent uses of information, often called
'user studies', are now quite numerous in certain scientific and technological disciplines.
They are however, as yet few and far between in the architectural profession, and the stu¬
dies that do exist rarely go into the subject in any depth.-
Studies of this nature involve the use of survey techniques (comprising observations,
interviews, questionnaires, diary methods, etc.). In many cases, the design of surveys
imposes problems of methodology, with a variety of factors proving critical to the execu¬
tion and results of a survey. Most critical are the size and characteristics of the selected
sample, the timing and environment of the survey, and the content and format of survey
media. Identical questions may get wholly different responses according to the balance of
these factors. Additional problems inherent in surveys are as follows [2]:
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(1) Limitations of the informer, e.g. deliberate falsification.
(2) Limitations of the surveyor, e.g. biased questioning.
(3) Limitations inherent in the nature of survey, e.g. time and financial expenditures,
misinterpretation, the problem of communication, and over-simplification of the real
world.
Any analysis of results and the drawing of conclusions pose yet further problems,
especially in a field such as architecture which is conspicuously lacking in sound theoreti¬
cal or conceptual frameworks. Nevertheless, survey findings on the behavioural aspects of
architects in dealing with design information suggest that there still exists a considerable
degree of consensus. In this chapter, the available research findings are investigated in
order to provide an overview of the information habits and needs of architects. Particular
emphasis shall be laid on the following questions:
(1) Which sources and types of information are particularly researched by architects
during the course of designing, and what particular types of information are con¬
sidered to be most difficult to acquire?
(2) What are the major reasons which deter architects from making more extensive
searches for information?
(3) In practice, what proportion of an architect's design effort goes into an information
search?
1. SOURCES AND TYPES OF DESIGN INFORMATION PREFERRED BY
ARCHITECTS DURING THE DESIGN PROCESS
There is an undeniable tendency amongst architects to avoid written sources of infor¬
mation. A survey in the mid 1960's conducted by Burnette and Hershberger [3] gives
strong evidence for this, based on information supplied by 19 American architects. Table
1 below is a summary of the results of the survey, showing various information sources
used for hospital planning, ranked in order of frequency of use.
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TABLE 1. Rank of Information Sources Used For Hospital Planning
Sources and Methods Used Total
1. Administrators and department heads 106
2. Conversation with individuals 104
3. Participation in a meeting or conference 103
4. Experience, chance and current awareness 98
5. Medical and paramedical staff 91
6. Reference books and professional journals 81
7. Codes, standards and operating rules 75
8. Reference to private files and literature 72
9. Periodicals and review articles 72
10. Visits to existing facilities and displays 70
11. Minutes and reports 69
12. Consultants and advisors 69
13. Correspondence 66
14. Research and regulatory agencies 64
15. Directors and trustees 62
16. Service staff 62
17. Architects, engineers and staffs 51
18. Use of information service or library 50
19. Bulletins, announcements and advertisements 37
20. Abstracts, indexes and bibliographies 22
21. Research papers and student theses 19
SOURCE: C.Burnette & R.Hershberger, "User Research," An
Information System for Hospital Planning, USPHS 00420-01,
Inst, for Environmental Studies, Univ.of Penn., 1967, p.35.
This table indicates the architect's reliance on informal contacts and ready-reference
by showing that informal sources (1-5) are most often used and that formal information
sources (18-21) least used. Although the focus of the survey was directed towards the
sources and methods of gathering information used by architects involved in hospital plan¬
ning, the findings seem to apply generally across all practices.
The most vigorous and detailed studies in this area have been carried out at the Insti¬
tute of Advanced Architectural Studies (IAAS) at the University of York, under contract to
the Building Research Establishment (BRE). In one study, completed in 1982 [4], infor¬
mation was seen not only as that which is externally available, but also anything that
influences design decision making. Specifically, it classified information into four
categories:
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(1) Outside events and agencies, and associated constraints
(2) Experience
(3) Personal choice and tradition
(4) Recorded design data
The findings from surveying 12 jobs in 6 local design offices again disclosed that the
first three kinds of information have the strongest influence, especially in the earlier design
stages, revealing the common tendency of designers to avoid formal written sources of
information.
This tendency may be attributable to the cumbersome nature and overall slowness of
formal communication. The designers' preference for informal communication still seems
to persist, although in recent years there has been some slight progress owing to the grow¬
ing availability of various forms of written information tailored to meeting the particular
requirements of designers.
An account of the widespread preference for informal channels of communication is
given by Allen [5], who argues that the preference for such channels is determined by the
nature of a subject field. According to him, the information-processing system of 'science'
displays an inherent compatibility between input and output, i.e. they are both in verbal
form (see Table 2). However, he goes on to argue that for 'technology' (for which we
may here read 'pragmatic design'), there is a fundamental and inherent incompatibility
between input and output. The physically encoded format of the output of pragmatic
design (e.g. paintings, sculptures, buildings, etc.) makes it very difficult to retrieve the (ver¬
bal) information necessary for input to further developments. Because outputs (and result¬
ing feedback) cannot serve directly as inputs to the next stage, reliance upon the written
word for the designer will be much less than that for the scientist.
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TABLE 2. Information Processing in Science and Technology
Input System Output
verbally encoded —» Science verbally encoded
information (papers information (papers)
and discussion)
direct feedback
verbally encoded —> Pragmatic physically encoded
information (papers Design information (hardware
and discussion) I and other products)
L verbally encoded information ;
as a by-product (documentation)
problematic feedback ■
SOURCE: Adapted from TJ.Allen, Managing the Flow of Information,
MIT, 1977, pp.2-5.
In the IAAS study [6] mentioned previously, we find a listing of written sources of
information most commonly used by architects in practice (Table 3):
TABLE 3. Information Sources Preferred in Architectural Practice
Building Regulations and other Acts of Parliament
Planning requirements
Client brief
Official bulletins (DOE design guides, etc.)
Office records of previous designs
AJ handbooks and Information Sheets
General reference books (e.g. McKay)
General price books
Specifications
Building reviews in architectural journals
British Standards and Codes
BRE Digests and Current Papers
NBA publications
Trade Association publications
Trade literature (independent of Trade Associations)
SOURCE: MMackinder & HMarvin, Design Decision Making in
Architectural Practice, York: IAAS, 1982, p.78.
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Of the sources listed, the most frequently used were found to be technical references,
i.e. trade literature, British Standards, official bulletins and notes, and miscellaneous gen¬
eral reference books. These were mainly used in the detailed design stage. The informa¬
tion contained in such references covers technical information together with costs and
dimensions for equipment, structures, building products, and the like; failure to consult this
kind of information will inevitably lead architects into serious difficulties. It was further
identified that architects limit themselves to only a few favourite reference sources: they
tend to use a small, somewhat arbitrary, personal selection of the available technical infor¬
mation. These sources are chosen on the basis of each designer's assessment of whether
the information in a document is quick and easy to understand and use.
Further studies concerning preferred sources of information (Bumette and Hersh-
berger [7], Goodey and Mattew [8], and Atkins [9]) demonstrate a marked tendency
towards traditional sources of technical information such as trade literature, magazines and
journals, reinforced by telephone and personal contact with trade representatives. Supple¬
mentary sources of information such as design centres, research literature and much else
seem to be largely used only when there exist special problems.
Cohen [10] conducted a survey, with subjects from selected offices of different sizes
in Wisconsin (USA), into the rating of categories of information by the difficulty of their
acquisition (see Table 4). He found that, from a total of eight information categories, 'user
needs' turned out to be precisely the kind most difficult to obtain, followed by 'activities
and functions of buildings'.
TABLE 4. Categories of Hard-to-Get Information
Categories of Hard-to-Get Information No. of Respondents
User needs 17
Activities & Functions of Buildings 16
Zoning and Codes 7
Site 4
Construction and Structure 4
Building Components 1
Appearance and Form 1
No Response 28
TOTAL 68
SOURCE: U.Cohen et al., "Information Needs and Information Use
in Architectural Offices," Wisconsin Architect, Oct. 1976, p.11.
In practice, architects rarely bother to get hold of such difficult information. This is
further demonstrated by Allen [11] who reveals that architects largely ignore information
pertaining to the social sciences. Although not specifically categorised in the list given
above, it would seem to be equally difficult to obtain information on the performance of
previous design treatments with respect to similar basic problems. This kind of informa¬
tion is often referred to as 'feedback' information, and may be considered a scarce commo¬
dity. Where it does exist, it has been obtained and converted into a usable form only at
great expense of both time and money. The truth of this is repeatedly argued by practition¬
ers and researchers alike.
The reasons for these types of information being customarily difficult to locate may
be inferred from the nature of the information itself. Firstly, the information is often par¬
ticularly difficult to verbalise concisely and precisely. Secondly, there are certain commun¬
ication difficulties in the absence of direct experience of the subject matter. Lastly, there is
an absence of a standardised and widely recognised terminology and recording methods.
2. THE UNDERUSE OF DESIGN INFORMATION
As a second topic for discussion, the major reasons which deter architects from mak¬
ing adequate searches for information are dealt with below.
In general, use of design information is limited by architects and seen as a time-
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consuming activity. The majority of architects attribute this to presentation problems aris¬
ing out of the form and quality of design information, and ultimately to a lack of time and
money. They complain that the present fee scale for the profession does not make
allowances for intensive information searches. There are a number of studies which have
looked into this problem area in an attempt to improve the use of design information
(Bishop and Alsop [12], Goodey and Matthew [13], the Directorate General of Develop¬
ment in the Department of Environment [14], Powell and McAra [15], Cohen et al [16],
Bumette [17], Mackinder [18], Ritter [19], Powell and Nichols [20], Bonshor and Harrison
[21], and many others including studies carried out by the IAAS [22, 23]). Collectively
their findings may be summarised as follows:
(1) Availability and accessibility :
The requisite information is simply not available to hand. Although architects feel
that they are overwhelmed by a flood of information, access to any particular piece of
information is too time-consuming and costly.
(2) Awareness :
Architects simply do not know what exists.
(3) Applicability :
Information is usually too general to answer a specific problem because much of the
information is intentionally generalised so as to cater for all circumstances.
(4) Conciseness :
Information is often unavailable in a concise and readily understandable form suitable
for using directly into problem solving, i.e. it is lengthy, wordy or circumlocutory.
The assimilation of the content of such information demands considerable time.
(5) Essential contents :
Manufacturers' literature often lacks information on prices and test performance,
which are very important design criteria.
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(6) Communicability:
Information is presented in ways unintelligible to most architects. For instance, test
performances are often presented in a way that is only communicable to the highly
technical professions such as engineering, physics, chemistry and so on.
(7) Authenticity:
Product and equipment data is often debased by glossy advertising: the possible
weakness of a product is often kept secret! Many architects have little confidence in
the quality of such information. It is for this reason that they limit themselves only
to information certified by recognised authorities.
(8) Obsolescence :
Certain types of data, such as product and equipment data, rapidly become outdated
and may be considered rather risky to use without confirmation.
Communication of information is a two-way street. Further to the problems of infor¬
mation demand, there are problems imposed equally on the part of the information sup¬
pliers. Typically these are [24]:
(1) That it is difficult to make sure that the information reaches the right person or organ¬
isation and so the suppliers often feel that their information is wasted. Even when it
does go to the proper organisation, it is not always passed on to all the interested per¬
sonnel.
(2) That the wide diversity of products, plus the varied methods of supplying informa¬
tion, make the up-dating of information difficult. This is even worse in the case of
price information because of frequent price changes.
(3) That the publication of material in a satisfactory format and with good visual quality
is expensive and beyond the resources of many suppliers and manufacturers.
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(4) That low profit margins in the industry do not encourage manufacturers' promotional
efforts.
(5) That feedback is extremely difficult to obtain on such matters as the effectiveness of
publicity, the origins of enquiries, competitors' sales and products, the customers'
requirements and on the designers' ideas.
The conflicting requirements between users and suppliers of information are not likely
to be solved in the near future. The underuse of information however, does not seem to be
due solely to its inconvenient form or inadequate quality. As Lera, Cooper and Powell
[25] point out, it would be rash to assert that improvements in the form and quality of
information would eventually lead to its greater use by architects. Another equally impor¬
tant reason for the underuse of design information lies in the ambivalent attitudes held by
architects themselves: while the majority of architects agree that good information is a
necessity, in reality, they show a general unwillingness to consult design information. This
is endorsed by the results of surveys conducted by Asprino, Broadbent and Powell [26],
Powell and Nichols [27], Cooper and Crisp [28] , the IAAS [29, 30, 31] and many others.
In fact, a true understanding of information use may involve rather abstract concepts of
human motivation which are difficult to establish with any certainty.
To summarise, three interrelated reasons seem necessary to account for the underuse
of design information by architects. The first is that architects are chronically habituated to
operating with minimal information, instead relying heavily upon personal experience.
Secondly, architects, peihaps as much as other groups of professionals, prefer to seek
information by simple and informal methods (e.g. talking amongst colleagues, browsing
the literature, etc.). These first two reasons must be dealt with at the psychological level,
that is, beyond the phenomenological. Lastly, during the traditional university and profes¬
sional training, little instruction is given to architecture students about how to collect and
use information. In only a very few instances has formal instruction of this kind been
instituted as a part of the design curriculum.
3. TIME AND EFFORT INVOLVED IN INFORMATION ACTIVITY
This section focuses on the proportion of an architect's effort which goes into infor¬
mation search during the design process.
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Very little is known about the amount of information that is required for a particular
task. The amount of adequate information required to complete a design task changes with
the nature of the project and the architect's own experience. There is some evidence to
suggest that too much information is in fact disruptive; however, as stated previously,
architects are used to operating with minimal amounts of design information. Yet the time
and energy which architects spend upon information searching and handling is not trivial.
In fact architects spend a considerable part of their design time managing or searching
through mismanaged information. Redpath, in his opening address to a conference organ¬
ised by the Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA) in 1969
[32], claimed that the amount of time designers spend searching for information would be
between 10 and 20% of their total design time, collectively equivalent at that time to 10
million pounds a year. This proportion may well have increased since then due to the
increased amount of information requirement caused by the ever-increasing scale and com¬
plexity of design projects.
It might be presumed that different proportions of design time are spent on informa¬
tion activities by architects belonging to different types of office. However, a survey [33]
conducted by the RIBA Council during 1960-61 revealed little variation across the whole
spectrum of office types. This somewhat surprising result may be an interesting area for
further investigation.
There are very few studies which have dealt with the overall activities and
corresponding time efforts of designers at woric. One of the earliest studies, the AIA sur¬
vey in 1950 of over 3,000 U.S. offices [34], investigated the distribution of architects' time
spent on 28 types of activity (Table 5).
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SOURCE: T.C.Bannister, The Architect at Mid-century:
Evolution and Achievement, New York: Reinhold Publishing
Corp., 1954, pp.37-38 and table 28 in Appendix.
Over 80% of the architects' time was spent on the first seven activities, whilst the
remaining 19.4% was distributed thinly over 21 other activities, none of which represented
any information oriented activity. The place of information search in the design process
was not reflected in the earlier surveys on the activities of architects at work, suggesting
that the significance of information activity had not been properly appreciated. The
indifference towards information activity has changed gradually over the years. Later sur¬
veys started to enquire about the place of information activity in an architect's overall
activities.
In 1960-61, the RIBA Council surveyed 69 offices in England and Wales [35], on
how architectural staff spent their time on the various activities specified in Table 6.
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TABLE 6. How Architectural Staff Spend Their Time
1. Drawing: design, revision, checking 55.0%
2. Meetings, discussions, telephoning (all
concerning the job) including site surveys - - - 14.5%
3. Site supervision 2.5%
4. Travelling 3.0%
5. Reference to technical or trade literature or
standard data - - - 1.5%
6. Staff supervision, directing activities of team - - 3.0%
7. Correspondence, preparation of reports 8.0%
8. Searching for, and filing, drawings, documents
and letters 1.5%
9. General office activities; administration 4.0%
10. Absence due to sickness, attendance at school,
tea breaks, etc. (but not lunch) 7.0%
TOTAL 100.0%
SOURCE: RIBA, The Architect and his Office, London: RIBA, 1962,
p.49.
The activities which can be regarded explicidy as information activities in Table 6 are
(5) and (8), which together count for only 3% of the total design time. A much more
liberal estimate is that of the Building Research Station (BRS) study [36], which estimated
that designers spend from 10-20% of their time searching for information. It added further
that a great deal of time goes into 'translating' information from the collected form into a
usable form.
An interesting survey was conducted by Evans et al. [37] in 1971, which employed
more scientific techniques of observation. Along with questionnaires and interviews, it
incorporated a time-lapse camera for the observation of ten design projects. The technique
enabled the changing patterns of activity of architects to be observed. Table 7 presents
their list of 'activity profiles' and the proportion of time spent by their subjects on each
activity at both an early sketch stage (I) and a much later design stage (II).
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TABLE 7. Activity Profiles
Activities
% Total Time
Stage I Stage II
Setting up paper 0 0
Referencing buiding manuals,
previous drawings, etc. - - - 0 22
Writing annotation







SOURCE: C.R.Evans, PA.Purcell & JWood, An Investigation
of Design Activities using Analytic Time-lapse Photography,
Division of Computer Science, National Physical Laboratory,
Report Com. Sci. 50, July 1971.
However disarmingly scientific and interesting this kind of technique is, the problem
with this survey is that its finding is based on an experiment with only a few local county
architects and fails to consider their educational and work backgrounds. Whether they
were acting naturally in a controlled environment with the camera's presence (Fig. 1) is
also debatable.
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SOURCE: C.R.Evans, P.A.Purcell & J.Wood, An Investigation
of Design Activities using Analytic Time-lapse Photography,
Division of Computer Science, National Physical Laboratory,
Report Com. Sci. 50, July 1971.
Nevertheless, the findings reinforce the general contention that designers start out
with a bare minimum of design information, gradually building up material relevant to the
project as it progresses (this is again confirmed by a survey conducted by Marvin [38] in
1983). A further noteworthy aspect of the survey by Evans et al. is that the researchers'
own interests in information activities are clearly reflected in the design of the classification
of activities.
Needless to say, any selected classification greatly influences the nature of the results
of a survey. More recently, surveys have begun to be carried out on more detailed
classifications. To take an instance of a case study based on a more detailed classification
of architect's activities, the Building Design Partnership survey quoted in Broadbent [39]
shows that the average young architect spends at least 7.6% of his or her time in informa¬
tion research. In the survey, all the activities of a young job architect are grouped into six
categories, each having their own detailed subgroups as follows (Table 8):
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TABLE 8. Percentages of Time Spent in Various Activities
Drawings and associated activities: Information-seeking:
Drawing and lettering 19.2% Referring to catalogues 1.2%
Measuring 2.3 Referring to drawings 1.9
Selecting colour scheme 1.2 Referring to specifications 0.6
Erasing 1.7 or bills of quantities
Searching for pencil 1.6 Checking specialists' drwgs. 0.1
Sharpening pencil 0.3 Searching for drwgs. 2.3
Setting up work space 2.7 Searching for other info. 0.9
Colouring prints 3.9 Other info, away from work 0.6
Obtaining prints or drwg.paper 0.4 place
Folding prints 0.1
Subtotal 33.4% Subtotal 7.6%
Discussion & verbal communication: Letters & written communication:
Discussing w/ colleagues or 14.5% Dictating letters 1.0%
admin. Writing letters 1.0
Internal telephone 0.5 Signing letters 0.3
Consulting quantity surveyor or 1.7 Reading correspondence 1.0
heating & ventilation engineer Making notes 1.0
External telephone 4.0 Preparing reports, specs.. 1.1
Discussion w/ contractor. 0.7 financial
client or rep. Writing schedules 0.3
On site or visiting client 8.3 Costing work, filling in time 0.6
Admin, or design session 1.4 sheets or expenses sheets
Subtotal 31.1% Subtotal 6.3%
Thinking: Miscellaneous:





Subtotal 9.5% Subtotal 12.1%
TOTAL 100.0%
SOURCE: G.Broadbent, Design in Architecture, New York: John
Wiley & Sons Ltd., 1973, pp.205-6. ( Based on figures provided
by Building Design Partnership, Preston )
The above analysis allows us to reasonably infer that, apart from overt 'information-
seeking' activities, there are still many activities covertly or informally involved in infor¬
mation searching and handling. It suggests that the figure of 7.6% only represents the time
spent on laboriously collecting recorded information such as catalogues, drawings and
specifications. We may reasonably infer from the analysis that a considerable proportion
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of verbal and written communication also involves the activities of information search and
handling.
The list of studies described in this chapter is by no means exhaustive. It is
extremely difficult to gain a completely accurate picture of design related information
activities for many reasons. Firstly, each design project has a different time scale and
complexity (by type and size), each of which requires different levels of information
activity. Secondly, although it contradicts the finding of the survey of the RIBA Council
[40], the pattern and intensity of information activities of architects might well vary with
the size and characteristics of the practice to which they belong (e.g. public versus private
offices, specialist versus general practice, etc.). Thirdly, at the individual level, designers
have quite different approaches to the amount of effort they put into information activity.
Fourthly, continuous observation of a design programme is rarely possible because of the
designer's inevitable commitment to other projects and to concerns quite apart from that of
design. Fifthly, there is always the limitation of time and money on the part of investiga¬
tors: surveys of this nature are most likely to be conducted at just one of the many stages
of the overall design development resulting in a very partial view of the role of information
in architectural design. Lastly, and most importantly, we have a somewhat poor under¬
standing of the design process taken as a whole. These make any generalisation of survey
findings rather difficult.
Nevertheless, it is true to say that a great deal of architects' design time is spent in
information-seeking, even if much of it is profoundly informal and might not be considered
to be an active search. Moreover,, it may be generally inferred that the time and effort
spent on information activities have been gradually increasing in the light of the growing
scale and complexity of contemporary building practice, and the growing awareness of
architects to the importance of information. Clearly, any improvements in efficiency in this
area (whether it be a reduction in the overall time spent on information search and han¬
dling, or whether it represents the gathering of more readily usable and useful information
in the same amount of time) will greatly benefit the design process as a whole.
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4. THE COMPLEXITY OF USER STUDIES
In conclusion, architectural design is characterised by a number of idiosyncratic
features that make the assessment of information use and needs by architects particularly
difficult The user studies which exist have concentrated solely upon fragmented parts of
the total sphere of architects' information activities and the methods of investigation
employed are themselves idiosyncratic and heterogeneous due to the absence of sound
theoretical and conceptual frameworks. Further problems in current user studies lie in the
tendency of researchers to concentrate too heavily upon too few variable factors, avoiding
the wider complexities of reality.
There exist many factors about which we still have no clear knowledge which
nonetheless have considerable impact upon working architects attempting to draw upon the
elaborate communication network that connects them with sources of necessary knowledge.
For instance, the selection of a suitable communication channel, the effect of information
quality, quantity and diversity on productivity, etc. These are in turn influenced by the fol¬
lowing fundamental factors:
(1) Individual and personality variables :
Educational background, professional experience and qualification, motivation, atti¬
tudes and beliefs, age and health, decision style, work habits, etc.
(2) Contextual variables :
Cultural, socio-economic, institutional, organisational, technological, physical environ¬
ment in which a designer works.
It is unlikely that any one single method could be appropriate for the assessment of
the dynamic nature of information research and subsequent use by architects. The
intertwining of many complex factors will continue to preclude proper assessment until we
can construct mechanisms for the objective measurement of designers' needs and behaviour
patterns with respect to information.
As Lera [41] has suggested, two distinct types of information research may be clearly
distinguished. The first is the information-science based (information-oriented) research
with its focus on the form, quality and communication medium of information. It assumes
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that improvement in this area would lead architects to the wider and better use of informa¬
tion and ultimately to producing better buildings. The second is the behavioural science
based (designer-oriented) research which focuses instead on the behavioural aspect of
designers in their information activities. It assumes that the mere possession of informa¬
tion does not guarantee its utilisation by designers and thus improved productivity and per¬
formance will not be achieved without an accompanying improvement in this area.
The proponents of information rich design environments pay little attention to the
behavioural aspect of architects, and naturally, vice versa. Each approach is meaningful
and worthwhile in its own right, but both would be gready enhanced by a conjunction of
the separate disciplines in user studies. In reality, they greatly influence each other. For
example, emerging new information technologies shape the information activities and
behaviour of users; equally, the behavioural patterns of information users motivate the
emergence of new methods or devices for information handling. They meet together in the
study of information needs and usage. Unfortunately, we, as architects, are not able
enough to look into this area on our own. We need considerable contributions from other
bodies of knowledge, particularly those of information science, psychology, behavioural
science and other related fields.
CHAPTER THREE
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AND HANDLING SYSTEMS
FOR ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE
The purpose of user studies is to define problems inherent in information activity as
they exist in practice, and thereby to provide a direction, not only to those information
users, but also to those involved in the design of improved systems. In the preceding
chapter, an attempt has been made to explore some of the information-handling activities of
architects, together with their associated problems. The frequently cited problems of
underuse and ineffective use of design information have led to the evolution of two distinct
remedial approaches: the information-science based and the designer based approach. This
chapter is concerned with the information-science based approaches, with particular refer¬
ence to the use of current information technology in the architectural profession.
The mere possession of vast quantities of information does not guarantee its effective
utilisation by those who require it; many studies of architects' searches for information
show that they often simply cannot find (or therefore use) relevant information in the lim-
-ited time available. The lack of readily usable information militates against the produc¬
tivity of architects and the quality of their design products. The extent of the problem is
not easily assessed, but a survey by the Department of the Environment (UK) on design
faults revealed that 26% of such faults were associated with deficient design information
[1]. To obtain the right information at the right time and at the right cost under the present
circumstances of a continually expanding information reservoir is a serious concern for
architects in this resource-conscious society. Traditional ways and means of information
handling are losing their effectiveness to cope with this problem, particularly within the
constraints of current design time schedules. Accordingly, increasing attention is being
given to the possible use of information technology in design.
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1. AN OVERVIEW OF THE USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN ARCHI¬
TECTURAL PRACTICE
Since its rapid emergence in the mid 1970's, information technology has been widely
introduced into various fields of design. Like designers in other fields, architects are
increasingly liable to be influenced by the use of information technology in professions and
practices impinging on their own. It is also true however, that they have been slow to
adopt its use in practice. In many cases, current information technology using computers
can replace human labour in particularly tedious jobs, such as repetitious calculation and
drawing up of various kinds of schedule, and can carry out these jobs at great speed.
Computers can also perform analyses which would not otherwise be practicably feasible,
e.g. experiments in simulation and the monitoring and control of buildings.
The current uses of information technology in architectural practice may be categor¬
ised into three broad areas - (a) storage and retrieval of design data, (b) generation of prel¬
iminary design solutions and (c) prediction of performance - although, according to indivi¬
dual system designs, these distinctions will commonly be blurred around the edges.
Between them, these categories encompass information handling and retrieval, construction
management, accounting, structural analysis and design, environmental simulation and cal¬
culation, visualisation (including drafting) and design appraisal.
An increasingly broad range of versatile computer software, designed specifically for
use by architects, is becoming available as a result of the rapidly decreasing costs and
widening availability of powerful and reliable computer hardware. However, for all its
seeming power and effectiveness, computer applications in architectural practice have been
surprisingly few. In the early days of computer-aided architectural design (CAAD), the
huge capital investment required for computer hardware could only rarely be justified, and,
even now, the serious application of computing requires considerable financial commit¬
ment.
The need for large scale capital investment however, does not explain alone the
present underuse of computers by architects. One critical reason seems to be architects'
preconceptions of, and opposition to, a mechanistic and depersonalised approach to design.
The computer is seen as an instrument of this evil, constraining the freedom of design
decision making. This preconception of architects is perhaps partially justified, since, as is
observed from the failure of the first generation design methods in the 1960's, many
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computer programs have been developed on the basis of overly idealised or artificial prem¬
ises. Furthermore, as Rosenbrock [2] suggests, the design of CAD/CAAD systems has not
been properly directed towards accepting and manipulating the skills and empirical
knowledge of designers with a view to giving them improved techniques and facilities for
exercising this skill and knowledge. But an equally important reason for the continuing
underuse of computers is that architects have been generally unwilling to examine
thoroughly the possible benefits of using computers, and the proper circumstances in which
they can be beneficial [3].
Clearly, humans and computers have different strengths and weaknesses. One must
accept both the creativity, judgement and intuition peculiar to humans, and the speed, accu¬
racy and attention to detail peculiar to computers. When the strengths of each are com¬
bined, the application of computing resources will reach an ideal. Technology and society
respond dynamically to each other. The introduction of a new technology to a society,
especially to a society steeped in the equilibrium of tradition, will always suffer initially
from a degree of social resistance.
2. THE PRACTICAL USES OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
As distinct from other uses of information technology, an information system (or
more accurately, an information retrieval and handling system) may be defined as a system
which stores, organises and disseminates information, manipulating raw data into a form
useful to users. A good information system will structure and process information in the
most efficient way possible and ensure regular updating of its data contents, thus providing
an effective basis for sound and timely decision making.
Any system that processes and produces data may be said to be an information sys¬
tem. In this sense, the computer applications previously quoted can all be said to be infor¬
mation systems since they operate on data input. But here, a stricter definition confines the
use of the term to those systems processing data, not as hypotheses to be tested (i.e. model
oriented systems for representation and optimisation) but as factual data externally available
in the real world (i.e. data oriented systems for data retrieval and analysis).
Although the present use of the term 'information system', by and large, implies the
use of computers, an information system could just as well be implemented manually by
searching through coded shelves or files, or mechanically by using partly automated recall
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equipment. Depending upon the given circumstances, one method of processing will tend
to be preferable in terms of efficiency and economy than another. In small practices,
manual handling of design data is still favoured, but as the volume of information involved
expands, this method soon becomes tedious, prone to error, and time-consuming. While
mechanical handling is superior to the manual, the analysis and manipulation of design data
is never as efficient as computer processing. When it is well organised, manual and
mechanical methods of data processing are still acceptable. Computer processing however,
is considered to be significantly superior when:
(1) The amount of information demanded is large.
(2) There are commonly recurring information needs.
(3) Fast access to information is essential.
(4) Complex and accurate manipulation and analysis of information is necessary.
As described in Chapters 1 and 2, there are various types of design information, each
with their own individual form, characteristics and particular area of use. Consequently,
each requires a different specification and handling procedure: it would be overly ambitious
to imagine that a single system could handle all types of design information. Furthermore,
the computerisation of information handling and retrieval, often needing to be tailored to
the needs of a particular design office, might prove to be inefficient simply because the
gathering of raw data and its transcription into machine readable form would take as much
or more time as doing it all manually. There is also the time and cost incurred by regular
updating of the system. In reality, only a few practices actually require (and can afford)
computerised information systems for their design data handling. In short, the cost and
effort of establishing such a system for private use will only rarely balance against the
benefits subsequently obtained. Consequently, the sharing across professions and industries
of useful design information has been emerging in the form of information services - cen¬
tralised stores of information, usually computerised, from which such information can be
provided to their subscribers.
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3. TYPES OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND SERVICES
Of all existing computer applications in architecture, information systems are prob¬
ably the least used. This is mainly because their potential has not been properly exploited,
typically confining their use to limited areas such as searching for bibliographical refer¬
ences, building product specifications or local housing management records. Thus the
extent to which a system can contribute to the entire design process has been so meagre
that its uses have never been popularly championed or economically justifiable.
The information systems used in all building related fields may be distinguished on
the basis of the areas of use for which they have been developed. The Working Party on
Data Co-ordination was established in late 1968 by the National Consultative Council
(NCC) of the then UK Ministry of Public Building and Works to initiate a theoretical
groundwork for data co-ordination in the construction industry in order to improve the sup¬
ply of technical information. In its concluding report (1971), it defined three kinds of
information system for the construction industry [4]:
(1) General Information Systems handling information which is generally applicable to
any building project and available to all. For example:
Codes of practice, manufacturers' catalogues, building regulations, research reports,
standard methods of measurement
(2) Project Information Systems handling information which is specific to a project,
such as:
Client brief, production drawings, conditions of contract, heating calculations,
correspondence with project participants, etc.
(3) Project Management Information Systems handling information which is specific
to an organisation, such as:
Standard office details, cost and output records, construction techniques, and so on.
Later in 1976, the International Council for Building Research Studies and Documen¬
tation (CIB) [5] adopted the same breakdown of information systems as a basis for the
description and evaluation of current types of information system, but with certain minor
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name changes. The three categories above became, respectively, product, project, and
management information systems. The discussion here, however, will use the original ter¬
minology of the NCC.
Many general information systems have been developed commercially, and are
widely used, owing their success largely to the increasing efforts put into standardisation of
terminology and classification of 'general' information. Their uses have been increasing in
line with improved user acceptance. Users of these systems may, in some cases, possess
commercially packaged software for their own particular use. Other practices will prefer to
have access to larger systems, either through computer bureaux, or directly through view¬
data systems (such as British Telecom's Prestel or the French Minitel service), telephone or
postal enquiries or visits to organisations operating information services. User enquiries
are answered, either directly by the system employed, or by onward referral to other
appropriate sources of information. Examples of such services used in various countries
are [6, 7, 8, 9]:
Architectural Periodical Index (API) by British Architectural Library, RIBA, UK :
Contains literature on architecture and allied arts, construction technology, landscape,
planning, etc.
PICA by Property Services Agency (PSA) Library Services, UK : A bibliographic
database containing details of journal articles and other literature on construction and
architecture.
IBSEDEX by Building Services Research and Information Association (BSRIA), UK
: A bibliographic database covering all aspects of the mechanical and electrical ser¬
vices in buildings.
CONTEL sponsored by PSA and compiled by NBA, UK: Construction industry
information service on Prestel; a wide range of technical, statutory, cost and product
information mainly in summary form.
RIBA VIEWDATA Services (RVS) by RIBA Services Ltd. jointly with AVS Intext,
UK : Product and practice data such as building regulations, acts and BSI Stan¬
dards.
BODIL by Swedish Institute of Building Documentation ( BYGGDOK ), Stockholm,
Sweden : Information on technical, economical and legal aspects of housing, civil
engineering, building services, low cost housing in developing countries, etc.
Building Commodity File (BVR) by Swedish Building Centre, Stockholm, Sweden :
Product and supplier information.
ERGODATA by Universite Rene Descartes, Paris, France : Anthropometric and
ergonomic database for use in the design of products, materials and environments.
ARIANE by ITBTB-CATED, France : Building products and technology.
TED by Saarbrucker Zeitung, Federal Republic of Germany : Invitations to tender
for millions of pounds worth of contracts.
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JICST by Japan Information Center of Science and Technology, Japan : Literature on
civil engineering, architecture and urban planning.
Marshall and Swift Computerised Cost Programs by Marshall and Swift, Los
Angeles, USA : Construction costs for nearly all types of buildings, reflecting up-
to-date labour and material costs for more than 650 locations in the US and Canada.
NAHB County Database by National Association of Home Builders (NAHB), Wash¬
ington D.C., USA : Information on housing-related topics for all US countries. Data
coverage includes housing starts, building permits, population and personal income.
Orr System of Construction Cost Management by Constech, Inc., DFW Airport,
Texas, USA : Data on worldwide construction materials and labour costs.
Vendor Information File (VEND) by Information Handling Services (IHS), Engle-
wood, Colorado, USA : An on-line index containing names, addresses and phone
numbers of 26,000 vendors of industrial products. It also contains extensive descrip¬
tive information on industrial engineering products.
National Master Specification by Public Worics Canada, Master Specification Secre¬
tariat, Ottawa, Canada : Canadian master specification system.
CIS by Canadian Construction Information Corp., Ottawa, Canada : Building pro¬
ducts, standards, codes, costs, administration, accounting, statistical and project
management information.
By contrast, information services for the two other types of information, i.e. project
and project management information, have not been developed to anything like the extent
of general information services. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, much of the infor¬
mation that would typically be incorporated in either system is of a confidential nature.
For example, construction details developed at considerable cost, cost particulars for certain
projects, personal or 'off the record' details concerning clients, etc. The second and more
important reason is the enormous difficulty presented by standardising the terminology and
the many and varied classification systems for these kinds of information currently in use.
Where widespread standardisation has been achieved, public information services
have emerged, although these are often restricted to areas such as costing, networks and
schedules of previous projects. Few project information services have been developed.
Examples are [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]:
Building Cost Information Service (BCIS) by Royal Institution of Chartered Sur¬
veyors, Kingston upon Thames, UK : Cost information, e.g. cost indices of tender
prices, cost trends in building activity, data on labour and material costs, etc.
Bauobjektdokumentation (BODO) by Informationszentrum RAUM und BAU der
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft (IRB), Stuttgart, W. Germany : The file contains information
from the professional literature on the planning and completion of buildings. Basic
data on costs, architects, engineers and sites are included. All types of buildings are
covered. The database consists of journal articles, monographs, proceedings, thesis
and descriptions of buildings.
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Canadian Inventory of Historic Building (CIHB) by Environmental Canada, Ottawa,
Canada : An inventory of 190,000 buildings (up to 1985) that represents early Cana¬
dian architecture. It contains data covering architectural features (number of stories,
doors, windows, roof, remodelling, building materials, etc.), present and past uses,
etc.
Dodge Construction Potentials Data Bank by McGraw-Hill Information Systems
Company, F.W. Dodge Division, New York, USA : Contains statistics on construc¬
tion, both aggregated and at the individual project level. At its present level, data is
available by structure category, ownership, county, number of stories, builder type,
framing code and whether new or an alteration.
Architecture and Engineering Performance Information Center by University of Mary¬
land, Architecture and Engineering Performance Information Center, College Park,
Maryland, USA : Reports on incidents involving the performance of architecture and
engineering projects, e.g. water drainage, masonry disintegration, structural collapse,
air pollution.
Inventario del Patrimonio Arquitectonico (IPAA) by Ministerio de Cultura, Madrid,
Spain : Contains information on Spanish buildings of architectural interest. It
includes a description of each building: its use, location, state of preservation, acces¬
sibility, etc.
User access to these services is essentially similar to that for general information ser¬
vices. With few exceptions, project management systems are implemented on a proprietary
basis.
The distinction between 'project' and 'project management' information system will
rarely be clear-cut, since project information may well become project management infor¬
mation during or after the completion of a project (and vice versa) owing to the cyclic
nature of information in its form and usage. Furthermore, project or project management
information may become 'general' information after completion of a project.
More usually, project or project management information systems centre around pro¬
perty files. These are then referred to as 'management information systems' and display
many of the characteristics of both project and project management information systems (as
defined by the Working Party on Data Co-ordination). Their function is to support users in
monitoring and controlling the physical conditions and administrative requirements of a
scheme, in order that they may effectively carry out their managerial responsibilities. The
areas of use are typically property inventory, rent collection and review, tenants details and
allocations, valuations, maintenance conditions of properties, repair history and schedules,
or office document management Ordinarily these systems are related to the housing
affairs of large organisations, such as national and local authorities, New Town Develop¬
ment Corporations, housing associations or large private developers. They are in fact
nearly always proprietary systems and are seldom available for public access. A great
number of management information systems have been developed and are used throughout
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the world. Some examples 1 in the UK are:
CMIS (Land and Property Database) currently used by Calderdale M.B.C.
HOMEREPS (Housing Repairs) currently used by 23 authorities including Tunbridge
Wells B.C., Worcester City Council, etc.
PIMS (Property Information Management System) currently used by the SSHA
LAMIS (Local Authority Management Information Systems) currently used by 5
authorities, including Dudley M.D.C., Doncaster M.B.C. and Tameside M.B.C.
4. CRITERIA FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
The aim in using information systems in architectural design is ultimately to improve
both the quality of the design product and the productivity of the architect through
improved access to information in both quality and quantity. Various types of general
information are now available through information services and at generally acceptable
cost. Commercial information services for project and project management information are
however, few and far between. Even those which do exist are of limited use to architects,
and will only be properly useful on rare occasions. The potential benefits to the design
process of these two types of information system have not yet been adequately exploited,
even though they may be, at times, more valuable than the general information systems.
The difficulty of the standardisation of data categories, the proprietary nature of most sys¬
tems, and the physically scattered, unorganised nature of the information itself seem to mil¬
itate against their proper use.
The full value of information is only obtained when every potential beneficiary has
easy access to it at an acceptable cost. The communal provision of valuable information
must be arranged not just for the purposes of a single section of a profession but for the
profession and industry as a whole. To achieve this goal practically, many requirements
must be satisfied in the establishment of public information services for architects.
First of all, cost-effectiveness should be of primary concern in the establishment of
information services. The initial cost of setting up a computer-based information system is
high, although it is in general dependent upon the size and capacity of a data base and its
1 Although every local authority and New Town Corporation has one or more such systems, their names
are often very broadly descriptive such as, property management, property gazetteer, property register,
property repair systems, and so on.
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peripheral equipment. Operational costs are also high as there will inevitably be a neces¬
sity to employ specialist technical staff in many areas, e.g. systems analysis, user program¬
ming, computer operations, user liaison, hardware maintenance and systems-level program¬
ming. The availability (or otherwise) of (these kinds of) technical specialists should be of
prime consideration in choosing the degree of automation of an information system. Apart
from considerations of computing equipment and staff, equal weight must be given to the
costs to be incurred by the administrative and managerial side of the service, including data
handling, staffing, office accommodation and equipment, etc. These various cost factors
may increase the cost of the information product beyond those levels expected by individu¬
als relying customarily on manual or, at most, mechanical methods of information process¬
ing.
Conventional ways of measuring cost-effectiveness however, are not satisfactory.
There are always problems in forecasting demand and in measuring whether the benefits to
be obtained would exceed the outgoing costs of such operations, since the benefit of
improved information is particularly difficult to quantify.
Apart from simple cost-effectiveness, there are further requirements for a successful
implementation of any practical information system designed for public service. Many of
these requirements will apply equally to the specification of any computerised application
in architecture.
First, the categories of potential user and their needs must be carefully studied prior
to the development It will often be the case that a single system is used by several
different types of user, whose priorities in terms of information requirements and use will
differ.
Second, the use of an information system should not upset the normal pattern of
design. In order to sustain the designer's chain of thought, the system should be readily
and quickly accessible and easily operated.
Third, information systems must be continually updated to provide the users with the
most recent information: this is one of the most important reasons for using an information
system. Furthermore, the system has to be flexible enough to accommodate any newly
arising needs of its users.
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Fourth, the presentation of information output should be carefully thought out. There
will often be greater value in a short letter than in a wordy thesis, or in a simple table
rather than in a complex statistical analysis. Simplicity of display, and the reduction of
output to a necessary minimum, effectively increase the usefulness of the information pro¬
duced by the system. In addition, information will be better used if presented in a form in
which no further modification is necessary.
Fifth, convenience in accessing the system greatly influences user acceptance, critical
to the wide use of a system. The system may be accessed by on-line interaction, personal
visits, telephone, postal correspondence, viewdata systems, etc. The choice will depend
largely on the socio-economic and technological environment of the region or country in
which the service will be implemented.
Sixth, the capabilities of a system must be carefully and precisely pointed out to users
so that the service is less likely to be misused, overused or underused. A further advan¬
tage to making explicit a system's capability will be the larger perception shown in those
users' subsequent opinions on its operation. These opinions can then be considered for
further refinements to the system.
Finally, although it is not possible for an information system to supply all of the
necessary information for the entire design process, systems should aim to meet a wide
range of information needs, thus helping to further justify the initial cost of the system.
CHAPTER FOUR
THE PRINCIPAL PERFORMANCE CRITERIA OF
PROJECT INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND THE NATURE OF
THE PROPOSED INFORMATION SERVICE
This study concerns the development of a project information retrieval and handling
service, one that is substantially different in concept from current services where usage is
limited to a few specialised areas and is subsequently of little value to the design process.
The service proposed here aims to be of much greater use to the designer throughout the
design process by providing him with the feedback information currently unavailable, but
considered essential for practical decision making in design. This chapter presents an over¬
view of the principal performance criteria of project information services, and sets forth the
conceptual background behind the proposed service.
1. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF FEEDBACK IN DESIGN PRACTICE
In the proper sense of the word, 'project information' is a kind of feedback informa¬
tion, providing designers with knowledge of performance and consequences of decisions
made in the past. The dictionary definition of 'feedback' reads: "return of part of the out¬
put of a system to the input as a means towards improved quality or self-correction of
error". Analogously, in architectural design, feedback is a monitoring action comparing
actual performance of the built product with the predicted performance of design decisions.
This enables corrective action to be taken when prototypical problems arise. Feedback
leads to improved performance and should be an integral part of every project [1].
Architects traditionally receive little feedback about buildings in use and do not
bother to record it even for buildings they have designed themselves. In fact, feedback is
seldom made explicit and tends not to be easily communicated. Thus, useful experience
gained from past projects is seldom shared amongst the practice as a whole. In practice,
organised feedback is available only to a very few offices maintaining a continuous pro¬
gramme of largely similar work. Amongst these offices, only a few will have established
proprietary methods of recording feedback information on their past work. The scope and
depth of its coverage tends however, to be idiosyncratic and, to a large extent, limited.
With the exception of these few offices, particular types of project are not sufficiently
likely to recur in general practice to justify wide scale recording of feedback from previous
projects. Practical experience then becomes something designers carry round in their
heads, thus incurring the several disadvantages of inaccuracy over time and problematic
access for other designers.
By and large, the recording of feedback is seen as a non-productive activity, and
therefore wasteful of design time. Even in cases where such activity is undertaken, it is
readily abandoned when pressure of work requires. So we are consciously discarding valu¬
able as well as costly lessons from past jobs.
Perhaps surprisingly, the importance, in principle, of utilising feedback from past
work has often been emphasised by design theorists and practitioners; even the official
advice on the subject is explicit about this. For instance, Part IV of the RIBA Handbook
of Architectural Practice and Management stipulates the need for obtaining feedback data
on completed buildings as an essential activity for designers. The essential role played by
the appraisal of buildings in use needs to be further recognised and emphasised: the only
way to effect improvement in the quality of the physical environment is through the
appraisal of the performance of buildings subjected to the acid test of day-to-day use. On
the basis of such appraisal, performance specifications can be formulated as valid goals for
designers of projects of similar character. No one however, has indicated a specific direc¬
tion for this endeavour, it continues to receive far less attention than, for example, informa¬
tion activity for technical data.
Feedback can be a powerful means of alerting designers to the potential faults of
current projects, and of indicating the areas for their improved performance. Ultimately, it
can provide better value for building users and accountability for those responsible for
design and development.
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2. USE OF FEEDBACK IN THE DESIGN PROCESS
The need for feedback is prompted by analogical thought processes, which are an
integral part of the thought process as a whole: seeking out sources of relevant feedback
information and subsequently incorporating it into thinking ahead. As a point of departure,
this is described in the contexts of general problem solving and architectural design.
In problem solving, there exists a series of steps which are largely independent of the
particular problem area. The following essential steps are identified:
(1) Problem identification: attempts to understand the problem and define the boun¬
daries of the problem area.
(2) Hypothesis making: generation of a hypothesis as a possible solution to the prob¬
lem.
(3) Hypothesis testing: testing the hypothesis against original criteria.
There is a further reasoning process taking place concomitantly with each of the
above steps - the act of analogy, which posits certain likenesses between unlike things.
Drawing analogies is an essential and natural part of every problem-solving activity,
through which one broadens one's understanding of problems and their potential solutions.
Whilst the compass of useful analogy will vary greatly with the nature of the given prob¬
lem and other factors, drawing analogies from parallel examples in the wider field of con¬
cern can help a designer to identify the practical range of variation of problems and solu¬
tions in a given context, and, at the same time, to understand their more general implica¬
tions and consequences.
It should be noted that in drawing analogies, we often depend not only on our own
experience and knowledge but also on that of others. Our dependence on the latter will
vary according to personality and circumstances. After the identification of a problem
(problem identification), the designer will enquire into whether the requirements of the
given brief have been met in past design schemes of his own. However, if his experience
of the building type is insufficient, he will need to become familiar with the building type
in question. A building type study may range from a brief review of the recent periodical
literature to a more careful and formal one consisting of collecting prototypical plans of the
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building type, sorting them into groups, and deriving from these groups the several basic
schemes that have been used to design buildings of the kind in question. If the designer
discovers schemes which nearly fit his requirements, he will examine each past solution in
terms of its relevance to the problem at hand. He will then be forced to generate a scheme
(hypothesis making) in the light of these analogical solutions, or in the light of some
preconception he may have. These two approaches are, however, usually combined to
varying degrees depending upon circumstances. Subsequent appraisal of the scheme
(hypothesis testing) is carried out according to the criteria established in the problem
identification and from the review of past schemes [2].
Design decisions in all problem situations involve an element of conjecture. We nor¬
mally test our conjectures, or hypotheses, by means of drawing or physically modelling
that which is to be produced. Scaled drawings and models are indispensable tools for
hypothesis testing but in most cases there is a limit to the precision with which they can
make useful predictions. The precise performance of a design will rarely be known before
the building has been built and occupied. The divide between what is predicted through
modelling and what is finally realised will always exist. Experience can reduce but never
completely remove it.
Whereas predicting the eventual performance of a small craft design product before it
goes into mass production can be successfully achieved by constructing a full-size mock-
up, it is in most cases quite impractical to do this, especially when it comes to the testing
of large or expensive design products such as buildings. Present simulation techniques
using information technology allow the generation of tentative design solutions and predic¬
tion of their performance. But they can show only a very small subset of the total range of
design possibilities. Neither they nor physical models can take account of all the
influences of the real world on these possibilities.
The principal drawbacks of simulation techniques are worthy of further mention.
Design is an activity carried out with necessarily limited resources: designers are neither
offered unlimited budgets or unlimited design time. Their task then is to find the best pos¬
sible solution within the limits imposed upon them. As all designers with any experience
in using currently available computer-based simulation or modelling packages will be
aware, useful results can only be achieved by spending a great deal of time building up the
computer model. Usually, such packages require the operator/designer to specify particular
values or series of values related to a number of variable factors - each of these variables
may then be explored independently. In practice, the necessarily limited number of vari¬
ables and their interactions cannot fully reflect the complexities of a real world building
and its relation to the environment Even with the largest programs, incorporating large
numbers of variables, the problem remains significant. Furthermore, operator time may
become a considerable cost factor, and error and confusion may occur from the sheer com¬
plexity of such packages. To illustrate this, with just 10 variables and 10 possible values
assignable to each, a total of 10 to the power of 10 possible relations must be analysed and
considered. The general consensus amongst designers is that current simulation and
modelling techniques may be of some use to the researcher but are of little practical value
to themselves.
A more practical and effective way of testing a conjecture is to estimate its potential
performance from existing real world embodiments of that conjecture, where the real world
examples are seen to be design responses to similar constraints and context. To this
extent, factual descriptions of existing similar designs greatly help to suggest to designers
those associated design values that have been employed in them.
In architecture, existing buildings show the different ways in which different
designers solve design problems and the actual performance of their solutions. For exam¬
ple, with the continual problems of conflict between vehicular and pedestrian circulation,
established precedents give us the following examples and the experience of their perfor¬
mance in various contexts: the horizontal separation of the Radbum type layouts; the verti¬
cal separation of the Cumbernauld town centre type of layout; the unsegregated mixture of
the traditional street; and many others, and of course, local combinations. Analysis of
these at both the conceptual and detailed levels can serve as a yardstick for appraisal and
as a stimulus for new ideas in any current design process. The limits to feedback informa¬
tion, which are limits of variety, precision and detail, are imposed solely by the extent of
one's own knowledge and experience and the accuracy of recall.
3. TYPES OF DESIGN PROBLEM AND THE BENEFITS OF FEEDBACK INFOR¬
MATION
The degree of difficulty of a design problem will depend as much upon the experi¬
ence of the designer as upon the nature of the problem. Design problems may then be
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categorised as:
(1) Problems of an extremely challenging nature for which the designer has no experi¬
ence or knowledge of precedent
(2) Problems relating to the design of a type for which the designer is personally inex¬
perienced, but for which the fundamental concepts are well understood.
(3) Straightforward problems for which considerable experience and understanding is at
hand.
We have two sources of feedback design information: one, internal, comprising one's
own experience and knowledge; the other, external, derived from the experience of one's
colleagues, documented sources and existing schemes themselves.
Our reliance upon external sources will vary greatly with the type of given problem.
Of the three types outlined above, one's dependence upon analogical feedback from the
external environment will inevitably be the highest in case of (1) followed by (2), and least
in the case of (3). This follows the recognition that designers with most experience will
have least need for external information resources, and vice versa.
In practice, experienced designers tend to depend less, or not at all, on external
sources of analogical feedback, particularly in cases where they feel themselves to be self-
sufficient in knowledge and experience. There is a pitfall to this attitude as the IAAS
study of 1985 [3] suggests. Designers tend to make use of their previous solutions without
any knowledge of their proven success or failure. They tend not to recognise the need to
look outside for additional information or to consider alternative solutions. There is the
risk that they will apply old solutions inappropriately to new circumstances. Sadly, we
have a long record of the unfortunate consequences of design decisions based on such ill-
informed predictions.
In the case of the supposedly straightforward problem (3), the advantages of a degree
of feedback information, however small, should not be overlooked. For certain types of
building, there is a vast wealth of established precedents and the general form of the solu¬
tion may be considered to be well known - housing, for example. Countless housing pro¬
jects have been designed, built and lived in, and as a result, a huge body of information
and design experience has been accumulated. Whilst some designers have little or no
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experience of housing design, many others have years of practical involvement in the field.
It is understood from the outset that a housing project consists of a number of dwelling
units grouped in a certain spatial layout; that each dwelling needs to be safely linked to
public open space, shopping, schools etc., avoiding conflict with vehicular traffic; that
children's playspaces should be located in areas with continuous or regular adult surveil¬
lance; that the distance between facing windows should be sufficient to ensure visual
privacy; etc. These points are now common knowledge to every designer. However, the
difficulty is not necessarily in finding a general solution, but in the choice of parameters
which best meet the conflicting requirements in accordance with given criteria.
Solutions to a problem may be numerous. From a single problem given to, for exam¬
ple, 100 designers, no two solutions will be identical
Many problems can be divided into subproblems, which in turn may be further
divided into sub-subproblems, and so on. At the same time these problems and subprob¬
lems are so bound up with each other and exhibit such complex patterns of interaction that
often we can barely distinguish between them. Thus designers are faced with a variety of
possible actions and an uncertainty about the possible consequences of each action. Faced
with two simple choices (for example, larger open spaces with high-rise, or smaller open
spaces with low-rise), an experienced architect may yet be faced with a considerable
dilemma since the seemingly simple decision is closely related to many factors, such as the
number of dwellings to be accommodated at ground level, the pattern of building to park¬
ing layout, the overall costs, etc. The great number of such cross-evaluations makes the
overall design process yet more complex.
There will always be the possibility of finding a better mix of parameters to meet
conflicting requirements leading to a better solution. Although most designers firmly
believe that their final solution is the best one within the constraints given, they never pro¬
duce the ultimate solution to a problem. The final solution is merely the last of a series of
hypotheses in a continuum tending towards a closer fit between the hypothesis and the
problem statement. This matching however, for a variety of reasons, is never one hundred
per cent. This is why designing is fundamentally different from those sorts of problems
better described as 'puzzles' which have a single deterministic solution or solution set.
Thus the usefulness of analogical information for the design process will always exist as
long as the potential for better solutions remains.
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In practice, with the usual time limitations placed upon design, it is quite impossible
for architects to make design decisions on a particularly rational basis, logically derived
from a fund of relevant, well researched and properly evaluated feedback information.
Given twice the time, they could not do so. However, the equally important reason under¬
lying the insufficient research of such information may lie in a complacency about one's
own design ability, the lack of an instinctive exploratory attitude or an inadequate academic
or practical training.
4. WAYS OF SEARCHING FOR FEEDBACK INFORMATION AND ASSOCI¬
ATED DIFFICULTIES
While not showing great enthusiasm in the search for externally available sources of
analogical feedback information, many designers acknowledge that their reviews of the
concepts and detailing of existing buildings are an important source of ideas and inspira¬
tion. Their reviews of buildings in use may take various forms, from a simple scanning of
the most recent periodical to a formal study of a building type.
The review procedure will benefit greatly when the detailed characteristics of existing
schemes may be matched to one's current design requirements. In order to carry out a
review of buildings which have been designed to meet a particular set of requirements, the
designer can search for information in two mutually complementary ways [4],
(1) Documented information: searching through books and magazines to discover reports
on such buildings.
(2) Site visits: observing buildings at first hand, which the designer happens to know
exist.
Many buildings which are considered to be of value to the current design and cultural
environments (either by editorial policy or through the establishment of certain awards and
prizes) receive extensive documentation in the professional journals to assist readers in
their proper interpretation. However, finding particular examples of buildings which meet
particular requirements usually proves to be overly time-consuming. Not only are such
reports difficult to locate, but they will commonly not describe the building in sufficient
detail to provide information at the level needed to answer particular problems. Further¬
more, if a building has not appeared in any of the better known journals, it may be
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extremely difficult to locate.
The coverage of schemes in popular magazines and monographs is limited in many
aspects: in its pictorial information; in the necessary brevity of the physical description of
the buildings and the site; in the description of the context or scenario, both of the
architect's past history and principal design concerns; and in the particularities of the illus¬
trated project. These publications are mainly concerned with communicating a broad
current awareness of the field, focusing mainly on the imagery of buildings.
One of the few exceptions to the above is the Project Reference File [5] of the Urban
Land Institute in the USA, which is a publication purely for feedback of recent, interesting,
innovative and financially successful building schemes of the type most demanded by its
subscribers. Four full A4 pages are allocated to the detailed (textual and graphical)
description of each scheme, covering the site and its surroundings, planning history,
finance and marketing details, and the particular experience gained from the scheme (see
Appendix A). There are still certain limitations to this creditable publication: its scheme
coverage is small - just 5 schemes per issue and 4 issues a year - and certain aspects of the
schemes touched upon are still overly brief, leaving out many details of aesthetic, mechani¬
cal and social aspects.
Another rare exception is the Architects' Journal (UK), a weekly magazine carrying a
monthly 'building study' section complete with detailed cost breakdowns and comment,
together with an occasional energy analysis. However, with only twelve such studies a
year, the coverage of any particular building type tends not to be sufficiently frequent to
allow useful comparisons between the characteristics of past schemes and those of a new
brief. The degree of detail contained in the AJ building study section is similar to that for
the Project Reference File, but the general criticism outlined above applies equally to both.
The section displays certain organisational inconsistencies of format in dealing with
separate aspects of buildings. Sometimes, one area of appraisal may become blurred with
others resulting in difficulties with comparing the details of one scheme with another.
Nevertheless, the Project Reference File and the Architects' Journal are probably the
most important and invaluable sources of building appraisal currently available. Sub¬
scribers' acknowledgement of this is regularly demonstrated. According to the AJ's regu¬
lar readership surveys, for instance, the building study consistently scores very highly. In
their latest survey in 1986 [6] it topped the poll against all other features in the magazine.
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If their scheme coverage were sufficiently widespread, and systematically organised to give
a closer match to designers' requirements, their overall usefulness for the practising
designer would undoubtedly be further increased.
For many designers, firsthand experience of design solutions (i.e. simply by visiting
the site) is the most potent form of keeping up to date with current design thought. Tradi¬
tionally, this has been an important part of a university architectural training which contin¬
ues into professional life.
When faced with practical design problems however, a designer is only likely to dis¬
cover a small sample of buildings with similar requirements to his own. From a purely
practical point of view, the number of buildings he may actually be able to visit will be
even smaller. There are also many hidden aspects that one cannot elicit from simple obser¬
vation.
These two forms of acquiring design awareness, through documentation and through
firsthand experience, remain the only two methods currently available to architects.
There are serious shortcomings. In both cases, it tends to be the case that only excep¬
tional buildings of the type currently in fashion get documented or visited, since the pub¬
lished coverage of buildings tends to concentrate on buildings with a strong image, rather
than those of a simple, good and practical quality. They are rarely typical instances of
solutions to the problems found in day-to-day architectural practice.
Good quality design is achieved not only by a pleasing appearance but by the
efficiency of layout, soundness of construction, and reasonable conformity to budget. The
making of a decent and attractive environment for people to live and work in has a value
outside that of the fashion dictates of architectural aesthetics. We can get equally useful
design feedback from plain, ordinary buildings, sometimes even from bad ones, as we can
from those which adhere to the principles of the latest fashion; often, we will find the
former more informative, particularly in practical terms. However, as mentioned before,
locating the relevant ordinary scheme is far more difficult than locating the polemical icon.
Again, we cannot help but make considerable use of past experience and past work, but we
do so in a grossly inefficient way, thus losing most of the potential benefits.
Useful information on existing buildings cannot yet be properly utilised due, on the
one hand, to the scattered and disorganised nature of information itself, and, on the other,
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to the complete lack of interchange of experience and information in a form widely accept¬
able to practitioners. Experience gained on past projects is thereby often overlooked, so
that the same mistakes tend to be repeated and known good solutions are not reused. The
consequences of this are not insignificant. The BRE's investigations of over 510 defective
buildings during 1970-74 [7] revealed that 58% of the defects were attributable to faulty
design, and subsequently that 90% of design errors arise because of a failure to apply
existing knowledge. In the late 1970's, the consequences were found to be equivalent to
3.5 billion pounds a year [8]. For the sake of our future professional performance, it is
important, not only to make greater and better use of relevant feedback from past work, but
also to ensure that the whole industry benefits across the board.
There is then, a major requirement for the easy retrieval of relevant past work carried
out under similar constraints of client brief, budget, site conditions, building technology
and materials, building regulations, etc.
5. TYPES OF PROJECT FEEDBACK INFORMATION SYSTEM
In the end, the problem of locating schemes which accurately match one's design
requirements remains the major deterrent to making proper use of feedback informatioa
Project information services and systems currently available in the construction industry
fail to cope with this problem to a satisfactory extent.
Project feedback information systems may be classified by their approach to the fac¬
tors shown in Table 1 below.
TABLE 1. Critical Factors concerning Project Information Systems










Under the category of building type, universal refers to the entire spectrum of build¬
ings; principal refers to a typology of buildings related by function (e.g. housing, libraries,
universities or medical buildings); and subtype refers to distinct categories of buildings
within a principal type (for example: bungalows, terraced houses, flats and maisonettes are
all subtypes of the principal type, housing).
Under the general label aspects coverage, limited signifies coverage of a single
aspect of buildings, e.g. social, physical, technological, etc., whereas comprehensive
signifies coverage of all aspects. Generally, systems will fall somewhere between these
two extremes.
In the column level of detail, limited implies a rather broad categorisation for an
aspect of buildings, like a broad breakdown of construction costs into direct costs, over¬
heads, taxes and interests, whereas detailed implies, for example, the much finer detail
which appears in a Bill of Quantities. This is a continuous rather than a discrete range.
There are many different building types or typologies. Each principal building type
has many subtypes. The number of subtypes of a principal type can in fact be very large
as variations may be made in an almost indefinite number of ways, depending largely on
the point of view of the classification of the principal type. For example, housing may be
classified into various subtypes according to its form, purpose, method of construction
techniques, physical location, etc.
The aspects coverage and level of detail can only be expressed in relative terms.
Building schemes may be appraised or described from a great, even infinite, number of
aspects and each of these may in turn be analysed to infinite levels of complexity. Thus it
should be noted that the extent of the aspects coverage and level of detail referred to here,
e.g. comprehensive or detailed, refer to as many aspects or as detailed a level as we can
practicably identify and use in a meaningful way.
Many different kinds of project system are in fact possible from the combination of
these three factors. The least complicated will be the category which involves the set of
[limited] aspects coverage and [limited] level of detail. Examples of this sort will usually
be seen outside the building design field, for instance, as a property record system for a
housing estate used by banks or estate agencies. Most current project information systems
centre around the category of [universal] x [limited] x [limited ... detailed], implying that
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their uses are limited to searching for only specialised aspects of schemes, though some¬
times, to very considerable levels of detail. Examples of this kind are historic building
databases or building cost information services.
The most difficult and complicated system to develop would involve the type
[comprehensive] aspects coverage and [detailed] level of detail for each of the building
type categories, (1) universal, (2) principal and (3) subtype. These have not yet been fully
developed but remain those with the greatest potential for the architectural design process.
Each category is described below, in terms of both their difficulties of development and
their potential benefits for the design process.
(1) [universal] x [comprehensive] x [detailed], involving all building types in every
aspect to great level of detail.
This category of project information system would, without doubt, prove most
difficult to develop. Its development on a common basis applicable to all building types
and comprehensive in all aspects in great detail, whilst not impossible, would certainly
pose considerable difficulty since it would require a complicated classification system and
extremely complex and lengthy data structures within the computer. In fact, there is no
need for all building types to be processed within a single schema. The reason for provid¬
ing a single standardised schema is to be able to compare the performance of schemes on a
common basis. In design practice however, there is little or no need for comparisons
between different principal building types. A specific building type (i.e. a subtype) is
selected only within the general heading of a principal building type. No one would seri¬
ously consider the choice between two or more different principal building types - for
example, between a house and a hospital, a church and a car park. Once a specific build¬
ing type has been determined, further comparison will only be made within the same prin¬
cipal building type. Thus, the concept of a single schema for all building types on a com¬
mon basis would, in reality, prove inefficient for design practice. Instead, two other types
of system should be considered.
(2) [principal] x [comprehensive] x [detailed], involving a principal building type in
every aspect to great level of detail.
There will still remain the problems of a complex classification system and lengthy
data structures within the computer, though less than for category (1) and more than for
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(3). However, its usefulness for the design process will be much greater than category (3)
as it can be used by designers, not only to explore the appropriate subtype for a given pro¬
ject, but also, after a subtype has been selected, to compare his or her own tentative design
solutions to those contained in the system. In fact, specific subtype selection for a design
is, in many cases, not determined until the potential of the many other possible subtypes
within one principal type has been considered. This suggests that this category of project
information system may cover the whole design process from the very early stage of pro¬
ject formulation to the final stage of scheme design.
(3) [subtype] x [comprehensive] x [detailed], involving a subtype in every aspect to great
level of detail.
Of the three categories, this requires the least development effort and avoids many of
the possible shortcomings inherent in the other two categories. However, the use of a sin¬
gle system of this kind would be beneficial only after a specific subtype has been selected
from various subtypes within one principal building type. Furthermore, the system would
prove of no great value even in the later stages of design, when a project involves more
than one specific subtype, e.g. a mixed housing development.
The work proposed here involves the development of a project information system of
the second category, that is, [principal] x [comprehensive] x [detailed], where the principal
building type will be housing. The intention is to support designers involved in housing
projects by providing a public information service which will supply them with feedback
information derived from buildings in use. Examples of the kind of service proposed here
have already proven themselves in certain other professional areas, for example, in legal
practice [9]. The proposal will also address various issues as yet unanswered, notably,
whether this kind of comprehensive and detailed project information service is technically
and organisationally feasible, meeting the necessary professional, financial, institutional and
managerial constraints, and whether it would prove acceptable to practising architects in
terms of its benefits and cost-effectiveness.
In the next chapter, the kind of housing information service proposed in this study is
outlined, together with the ways in which it might be used. Chapter 6 will then clarify the
nature of the above-mentioned constraints, consideration of which is essential to the viabil¬
ity of the proposal.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE HOUSING INFORMATION SERVICE (H.I.S.) AND
ITS AREAS OF USE
The concept behind the Housing Information Service (HIS for short) is straightfor¬
ward. The potential benefits of feedback infoimation which may be gained from the
analysis and appraisal of buildings in use have not yet been fully or properly exploited.
The primary reasons for this result from, on the one hand, the many problems inherent in
the research of feedback information, and on the other, our simple indifference to the
importance of such information. The HIS proposes to significantly reduce these problems
not only for architects, whose particular needs provide the main emphasis here, but also for
related groups of practitioners engaged in housing projects.
Housing projects are by their nature diverse and complex. Despite a very consider¬
able pool of knowledge about the process of housing design, it remains unevenly distri¬
buted with few commonly accepted or clearly formulated theories about the nature of the
relationships existing between the variables comprising a housing scheme. Yet housing is
the most common building type encountered in everyday life and the area which absorbs
the greatest proportion of building resources. In the UK, for example, more than 10% of
the annual Gross National Product is spent and invested on housing development and
related business, involving numerous practitioners, construction workers, building product
suppliers and consumers [1]. Approximately the same figure applies in Korea. Any sys¬
tem which actively seeks to improve the performance of architects, planners, developers
and the like, can only lead to the more efficient use of such enormous resources and, con¬
sequently, better value for clients.
Provided that the potential of a detailed and comprehensive project information sys¬
tem for housing is successfully realised, the following benefits would accrue. First, unlike
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other project information systems, this system will inform the practical decision making
process throughout the design and planning stages of a housing project Second, the sys¬
tem can provide a sound basis for structuring and managing design and constructional
feedback information on a completed housing scheme - information which is, in conven¬
tional practice, inconsistently managed and profoundly wasteful of valuable storage space.
Third, it may also be used for keeping in touch with current developments in the field, and
for retrospective research into past and existing schemes.
Its implementation and effectiveness can only be made possible by the use of modern
computer based information technology. Both in speed of response and the depth to which
the HIS is able to explore relatively detailed aspects of building design, it would exceed
anything currently available to practitioners relying on paper or similar media.
On these premises, this chapter is devoted to the performance specification of the pro¬
posed HIS with regard to the areas for its use, setting out by identifying its use in the gen¬
eral context of decision making, before continuing with the main concern, that is, with
which areas of use the HIS aims to be most beneficial.
1. THE USE OF HJ.S. IN THE DESIGN PROCESS
Drawing analogies from past experience or observations is a common initial step in
any decision-making process. However, the extent to which one can do so will be limited
by the depth and scope of one's own past experience and by the accuracy of recall. Thus
designers may, to varying degrees, come to rely on external sources of analogical feedback
in the relevant field, drawing from them clues to possible solutions to the problem in hand.
Inevitably, the need for considerable resources of time, money and enthusiasm required to
do this properly act as major deterrents to any extensive search for such information. In
consideration of this, the HIS is proposed to inform analogical design thinking amongst
practitioners involved in housing projects by providing detailed analogical feedback infor¬
mation obtained from the appraisal of existing housing schemes, which might not otherwise
be so readily or conveniently available.
The design processes most affected by analogical thought are those found at the




The designer can be helped to identify the general picture of a given design problem
by reference to contextually similar schemes and their known problems.
(2) Hypothesis testing:
The designer can be helped to test potential solutions to a given problem by compar¬
ing predicted performance against that of existing practical solutions; comparison
would be made from a variety of aspects held in the system.
For example, typical instances of the use of HIS in the early design stages may be: to
formulate a practical brief to reasonably balance the design requirements against the given
budget; to investigate in greater detail the feasibility of a brief within its given constraints;
and, to compare alternatives in a general search for solutions at sketch design stage. The
system could also be used to find schemes similar to an outline design solution generated
independently of any reference to the HIS: this original sketch design could then be
modified after examining existing prototypes found through the HIS.
In many cases, the service would provide details of existing schemes, matching
closely with the client/designer's requirements. The potential problem must be considered
of the client/designer group opting to use the original design, in some slightly modified
form, in cases where the resultant saving in design time might be deemed necessary or
where the designers, for whatever reason, consider that there is no possible better solution
to that presented to them by the system. In either case, it should be noted that raw output
from the HIS will not of itself indicate solutions to a given problem. The capabilities of
any building feedback information system of .a similar nature to the HIS are inevitably lim¬
ited by the fact that it can only describe reported instances of past designs and their perfor¬
mance. These cannot be expected to represent the whole sum of possible design possibili¬
ties to an immediate problem. Rather, the system should be used in a decision supporting
role to increase the designer's understanding of the given problem and the general nature
of previous solutions, thus enabling him or her to make better design decisions. It aims to
reduce the degree of uncertainty against which a decision has to be made, by providing
information of a kind otherwise not readily available, and by indicating the likelihood of
success attached to some desired outcome.
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2. MAJOR CATEGORIES OF USERS AND AREAS OF USE FOR THE HJ.S.
There are potentially many and varied uses of the proposed HIS. Having defined the
principal categories of users, some of their respective information needs will be described.
Many of the aspects of past schemes found to be relevant to architects' particular
interests will inevitably coincide with those of practitioners in related practices, although
the requisite degree of detail will probably differ. For example, the detail required of a
cost breakdown by the quantity surveyor will no doubt exceed that of the architect, whilst
the detail required of a functional breakdown by the architect will exceed that of the quan¬
tity surveyor. However, it is presumed that, should the provision of supplementary detail
required by related practitioners (within reasonable boundaries) not go beyond the origi¬
nally stated intentions, the potential uses for the HIS are further extended to many other
areas related to housing development.
Table 1 below illustrates the housing development process, together with the
correspondences between groups of domestic construction practitioners and the project
development stages where use of the HIS would prove to be of value.
TABLE 1. The Housing Development Process and the Areas
of Use for the HIS
Housing Development Process Areas of HIS Use
Preparation of the Housing Programme 1 2
Goal Identification 1 2
Identification of the Main Policy Choices 1 2
Generation and Tests of Alternative Strategies 1 2
Preparation of the Draft Plan 1 2
Preliminary Evaluation of Potential Sites 1 2
Land Acquisition
Initial Design Brief 12 3
Exploratory Design Work 3
Final Design Brief 3
Scheme Design 3
Production and Contract Documents
Tendering Process 4
Construction
Post-analysis of Scheme 5 6
Key l. For Housing Policy Makers and Planners




5. For Research Worker
6. For Public Agency Responsible for the Preparation of
Local and/or National Housing Statistics
It should be noted that it is also possible for other professional and non-professional
groups to benefit from using the HIS when the nature of their practice extends to the
proprietary areas of groups more directly involved. The following subsections describe
representative instances where the HIS aims to be of use.
2.1. FOR THE CLIENT AND BRIEF MAKER
The usual design process first involves the preparation of a project brief (a 'building
program' in the US), outlining the requirements of the client, from which preliminary
sketch plans can be prepared by the architect in order to establish outline siting, space rela¬
tionships and appearance. The client's brief forms the basis on which all participants of a
project will proceed. Thus it should be expressed as clearly and accurately as possible to
minimise the risk of any communication failure between participants in a project which
could result in difficulties and reduced efficiency at all subsequent stages of the project. In
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practice however, the brief will frequently contain heavy imbalances: primarily those
between the client's stated requirements and the proposed budget.
It is not uncommon for clients to be wholly unfamiliar with the building process.
They may have trouble in articulating all their requirements and expectations; there may be
little recognition of normal design and construction time schedules; inadequate budget esti¬
mates for the services of professional groups; and no appreciation of the many indirect
expenses such as tax, insurance, permits, and so oa Accordingly, we may distinguish two
types of clients, i.e. the experienced and the naive. Experienced clients are persons or
organisations who are aware of the general constraints and implications of their require¬
ments in relation to their available resources. By contrast, the naive client is one who
knows little or nothing of building and building design. There is often very real and una¬
voidable confusion for a naive client in exploring and reconciling his or her conflicting
needs. Even experienced clients will not be completely free from this. The effectiveness
of communication between brief maker and client will undoubtedly vary greatly according
to the experience, or otherwise, of both parties.
The brief maker acts as an intermediary between the client and other professionals,
which requires him to have some knowledge of other professions. His first task, for which
he requires considerable assistance from the client, is to make an accurate diagnosis of the
client's problem, by advising what effects may be achieved by changes in the character or
tb«.
detail of A stated requirements and corresponding investment. He, whether architect,
quantity surveyor, administrator, developer or a subgroup of the client group itself, must be
able to show the client (particularly the naive client) a comprehensive appraisal of the vari¬
ous prospects and constraints involved. This is essential to develop a greater awareness of
what is, and what is not, practicable in terms of construction on the given site. However,
in practice, there is seldom a complete exploration of all the client's needs and of the limi¬
tations that must be accepted - nor will the client be sufficiently informed of all the possi¬
ble means of meeting his needs.
There are two kinds of commonly recurring difficulty which brief makers encounter
in communication with their clients.
The first concerns the speed with which questions concerning the possible conse¬
quences of varying client requirements can be answered. Without detailed analysis of the
complex interplay of many factors and constraints, some of them local to the particular
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project, a professional judgement concerning, say, the environmental performance of a
building against entailed cost, could not immediately be given. In many cases, some con¬
siderable time would be needed for the brief maker to examine the proposals and their
consequences, possibly in consultation with other professionals, and possibly with reference
to particular sources of information. Clearly, in such cases, a spontaneous answer would
be impossible to give.
The second difficulty concerns effectiveness of communication. The client and brief
maker often have different priorities and perceptions of what should and can be achieved.
Thus open and precise communication between them is essential to reduce their
differences. Verbal communication is not always very effective, especially when a client is
not particularly acquainted with building concepts or terminology. In such circumstances,
the constructional consequences of a client's requirements will be better understood (by the
client) if presented in terms of a comparison with examples of existing buildings. If a suit¬
able example is well known to the client, communication will be further improved. If not,
pictures and drawings of the comparative examples will certainly improve the client's
overall understanding by giving him a confident mental image of the proposed building.
However, this is the ideal, and rarely takes place in practice. Generally, many of the
client's needs are not made explicit until a sketch plan emerges. These often then nullify
the plan and make a completely new plan unavoidable.
Solutions to the problem are not to be found by improvements to one side only.
They require an interactive approach by both brief maker and client. Given greater under¬
standing and tolerance by the brief maker of the client's confusion, and some tools for
helping him, the task of preparing a brief might be done more expeditiously and more
effectively. It is conceived that the HIS will help to reduce these difficulties, through its
capacity to process structured descriptive information with speed, and by presenting pic¬
torial information on existing housing schemes with similar requirements. Thus the service
will contribute to the eventual production of a more realistic and practicable brief in which
the priorities of clients are more explicitly expressed. It will help clients, not only to con¬
ceptualise their requirements in building terms, but also to identify the most appropriate
practitioners or organisations to approach in order to satisfy these requirements.
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2.2. FOR HOUSING POLICY MAKERS AND PLANNERS
This section describes two of the problem areas for housing policy makers and
planners to which the proposed HIS, on the assumption of its wide scale operation and
with wide scheme coverage, can make a significant contribution.
The first problem area in which the system aims to be useful is that of information
activity. Before any policy or proposal concerning housing affairs can be established, all
requisite information must be collected and analysed to form the basis for the ensuing deci¬
sion making process. Much of this material is obtained by reference to standard statistical
data sources such as the population census and the national dwellings and housing survey.
Whilst such statistical information has quite clear-cut uses, the scope and detail provided
by its analysis is frequently limited by the tendency to cover only the socio-economic
aspects of housing. This tendency is common internationally. Other kinds of information
commonly required by housing policy makers and planners are: local physical and geo¬
graphical characteristics; the availability of resources; general housing fabric conditions;
traffic patterns; capacities of existing utilities (e.g. water mains, sewerage, electricity); etc.
The planner or policy maker has then also to rely on his own local documentation and on
field surveys commissioned as and when the need arises: In these cases, such time-
consuming activities make the time available for the decision-making process significantly
shorter. A large proportion of the overall effort goes into seeking out possible sources of
data, and putting it into a usable form. The time consumed using manual methods, both in
basic storage and simple manipulation, can severely restrict both the quantity and quality of
information brought to bear on each planning exercise or decision [2].
The second problem area is predictive modelling. The planning process for a housing
development starts with decisions primarily concerned with costs, population densities, and
the area and location of the particular site. Subsequently, decisions will be made concern¬
ing the types, forms and sizes of housing, the construction period, and so forth (although
policy decisions on some factors might have been made beforehand). The planner's task is
ultimately to deal with a complex set of interrelated factors and to assign to each a mutu¬
ally consistent set of values or value ranges. In making and examining housing policy in
general, or development proposals in particular, one needs a clear understanding of the
expected impact of policy or proposals in respect of each of the issues examined. Where
options are presented, an exposition is required of the comparative performance of each in
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relation to the identified issues or factors. Quantitative modelling techniques are usually
integrated into this process to predict what the policies and proposals will bring about.
Quantitative models, with their explicit and quantified assumptions, can quickly pro¬
vide superior bases for monitoring the consequences of adopting different key factors
which may in practice be difficult to assume with any confidence. However, for all their
proven excellence in certain well defined areas, there are definite limits to their application.
These arise particularly when there are a considerable number of independent issues to be
correlated, and when there is incomplete information for the model. Furthermore, there is
always the possibility of unforeseen factors arising to upset predictions. These weaknesses
are inherent in all models: the simplified version of reality not taking sufficient account of
the complexities of the real world.
Each of the two problems discussed can be more effectively dealt with by introducing
systematic information handling into general practice. First, by providing up-to-date,
comprehensive and detailed information on housing (which is otherwise not readily avail¬
able) at regional and/or national levels, the HIS will save considerable resources through
minimising the duplication of information activities by housing policy makers, planners and
administrators. Second, the use of the HIS for modelling, with respect to analogical prob¬
lem solving, will offer considerable opportunities for improvement by providing the real
world performance of past housing policies: the HIS will enable housing policy makers and
planners, not only to efficiently monitor the performance of current housing policies, but
also to properly evaluate the likely effects of changes in policy. This will result in the ear¬
lier establishment of policy decisions, and their more effective relationship to the formula¬
tion of housing programmes.
23. FOR THE CONTRACTOR
The fundamental decision of whether or not to tender is often unduly rushed, result¬
ing in the significant possibility of a contractor suffering considerable financial loss. In the
tendering process, a contractor is supplied with written descriptions for a project (e.g. bills
of quantities, schedules and specifications of works) along with production drawings. The
time given for a contractor to study a tender in detail may vary from one week to several
months, depending on the overall scale and general nature of the project. This time is
further shortened by the simple need for final presentation of the tender documentation.
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In this limited time period, there are a great many factors for a contractor to consider.
He has to evaluate his current workload, the availability of capital, human and
material/plant resources, and the general market conditions, together with the various
details of the new project itself. These details will include: type and location of the job;
size, nature and value of the project; terms and conditions of the contract; relevant
knowledge concerning the client and professional groups involved; and any knowledge he
may have about rival contractors known to be tendering for the same woric. He has to
study the given information with enough care to be able to assert the feasibility of the
eventual tender price and tender period. Moreover, he is required to do this in a time
period far shorter than that taken by the architect (and allied professions) to formulate the
design concept [3]. The best of contractors, employing highly skilled staff, and familiar
with the particular type of project, cannot be expected to do this accurately without at least
some form of predictive inaccuracies occurring.
Inevitably, the contractor will tend to rely heavily on his past experience and office
records of similar types of project Frequently, it is this kind of experience which proves
most significant at the fundamental level of decision making, that is, whether or not actu¬
ally to tender. The greater the experience possessed by the contractor, the better he will
accurately predict the profitability of a particular tender. However, there will always be
limitations to this procedure, limitations which will be further highlighted when projects
arise outside the contractor's particular expertise in terms of their scale, building type or
technical requirements. To this extent, the HIS can be seen to be of considerable use in
any review of a range of building types which may be unfamiliar to the contractor. It will
help the contractor to reach a better decision for a tender by providing comparative
analysis of similar schemes in terms of constructional and continually updated financial
detail.
2.4. FOR RESEARCH WORKERS AND PUBLIC AGENCIES RESPONSIBLE FOR
HOUSING STATISTICS
Research workers spend a large proportion of their time and effort searching for pos¬
sible sources of data relevant to their interests. The value of any data will depend on the
degree to which it tests the validity, or otherwise, of a researcher's hypothesis.
In any housing related research, schemes of interest have firstly to be be located and
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their substance understood before any hypothesis may be explored. For any research
which seeks to relate the material attributes of housing schemes to another area of interest,
e.g. socio-economic or psychological phenomena, the HIS may be used as both a primary
source of information, and as a reference source through which further sources may be
identified. It may be of further use in statistical analysis, for example, in the correlation of
data already held in the system with findings from the researcher's own studies. Typical
lines of enquiry might be: the relation (if any) between tower block housing schemes and
recorded cases of crime and vandalism; the significance of this when compared to similar
studies of traditional terraced housing; the degree to which layout type influences social
interaction between neighbours, and so forth. For these types of questions, the HIS may be
used to provide, quickly and precisely, a list of suitable housing schemes exhibiting the
required attributes for the chosen study.
Public agencies responsible for the preparation of housing statistics may save a great
deal of effort by using the HIS, though again this is based on an assumption that the HIS
operates on an extensive scale. Housing statistics are only finally prepared after many
different stages of data collection and processing, with each stage incurring considerable
manpower and cost Nevertheless, the statistics available at present allow for only partial
descriptions of contemporary housing. In most cases, qualitative descriptions of housing
are lacking. It is envisaged however, that for data on many aspects of housing the HIS
will obviate much of the usual groundwork involved in their preparation and provide a
broader and more accurate coverage of the available data. This would be achieved firstly
by the continual addition to the HIS of details relating to housing schemes (new build and
refurbishment) immediately upon their completion; and secondly, by the ability of the HIS
to manipulate such data with speed and in a variety of formats compatible with the require¬
ments of any statistical analysis.
2.5. OTHER AREAS OF USE
The areas of potential use for the proposed HIS so far described are by no means
complete. There will be many other areas and circumstances in which the system may
prove to be of benefit. For example, it could be used for students in their academic train¬
ing, for prospective house purchasers (either on the suitability of a particular kind of hous¬
ing or in choosing the right design team for a new house), and for housing related organi¬
sations and publishing houses in managing their housing information. However, it is
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deemed sufficient here to outline the major schematic conception on which the goals and
associated structure of the HIS are based.
To cater for the wider information needs of all other potential groups of housing
related practitioners, the extent and depth of information suggested here will have to be
supplemented by related data items aimed at the particular needs of these other users.
Such supplementary data items should also serve as a major source for onward referral of
enquiries particular to various types of user.
A small scale experimental demonstration of the proposed HIS will be described in




IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HOUSING INFORMATION SERVICE
CHAPTER SIX
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF IMPLEMENTATION
AND DATA COVERAGE
The previous chapter has described the overall goal of this study, which is to develop
a detailed and comprehensive housing project information service. This was discussed in
the context of the needs and requirements of such a service from the point of view of
many different user groups. These broad requirements will, however, be necessarily tem¬
pered by considerations of the overall scope of data coverage - the practicalities of its col¬
lection, storage and dissemination - and the characteristics of potential implementing organ¬
isations.
The first half of this chapter focuses on those primary factors which critically
influence decisions on the practicable scope of data coverage, namely: the relevant criteria
of schemes to be processed; the overall volume of data; data properties; and methods of
data collection. The second half will be concerned with the organisational and technical
factors critical to the data coverage and successful implementation of the proposed service,
which are: the kinds of organisation considered capable of implementing the HIS; the
information resources available to them; any planned phasing of the implementation; imple¬
mentation at international scale; and finally, the complex issue of copyright over design
data.
These factors cannot be treated individually, as consideration of one will tend to bear
upon each of the others. However, inasmuch as they may be separated, they will be ela¬
borated under individual headings.
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1. PRELIMINARY CONCERNS OF DATA COVERAGE
1.1. SCHEME COVERAGE
The possibilities exist for the HIS to operate at regional, national, or even an interna¬
tional scale. Operating the service on a large scale will undoubtedly maximise the poten¬
tial benefits gained from collective design and planning experience. With the appropriate
implementation, this collective experience can be most effectively shared by designers and
other practitioners concerned with housing.
The first concern is related to the strategic criteria of housing schemes to be involved
in the service. As there are no two identical programmes for housing schemes, there can
never be a scheme on file which exactly matches all the requirements of some new pro¬
gramme, or which exactly matches a user's complete list of information requirements. The
operating philosophy will be simply to meet such requirements as closely as possible. It is
thus obvious, that the more schemes the system contains, the better the chance of a closer
match with a user's requirements. The advantages of having a wide variety of schemes in
a centrally located data bank is equally clear. Valid identification of the practical conse¬
quences of a tentative design solution becomes much easier when reference can be made to
a large number of similar schemes. Useful comparisons can then be made between solu¬
tions aimed at a single prototypical problem. Particularly for planning and statistical pur¬
poses, the HIS may be of little value unless a significantly large number of housing
schemes pertaining to a particular aspect of enquiry are provided.
However, considering the number of housing schemes already in existence and the
number of projects further under construction each year, the collection of data, by whatever
methods, will certainly represent an extremely time-consuming and costly operation. It
becomes a greater burden where a considerable number of data items must be collected for
each scheme.
The collection and handling of such large volumes of data immediately from the
outset of the service would impose a heavy burden on the implementing organisation. A
better strategy would be to initiate the service with a limited amount of data and later to
carry out its gradual accumulation by phasing the implementation of the service. This
would allow time for reconsidering the initial data collection and service strategy, taking
into account any comments from the information users.
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It will be inevitable therefore, that the housing schemes represented in the system
will, in the initial stages at least, be selected according to some imposed criteria. These
criteria may be: the type of user group, type of housing, geographical area, etc. The choice
of criteria will also be affected by the method chosen for phasing the implementation. It
may be that the best choice of criteria is guided by their estimated usefulness to the infor¬
mation needs of architects and, if so, the prime criteria would quite probably become that
of the quality of housing. This is, of course, a relative term - appreciation of the quality of
a built product will differ from person to person, each placing their individual emphasis on
different aspects and details. In an effort to narrow such divergences of interpretation, we
would again inevitably have to rely on the definition of "good quality" used in Chapter 4,
whilst still admitting to the looseness of the term.
12. VOLUME OF DATA
Housing as a physical entity. A housing scheme comprises a multitude of material
components, each in turn possessing various attributes. Components may range from the
very small (e.g. doorknobs and mailboxes) to the very large (e.g. playgrounds and housing
blocks), each having their own particular attributes such as area, size, form, colour, texture,
endurance, cost and so forth. All are intricately interrelated and, in their aggregation,
characterise each scheme uniquely. There will be no two identical housing schemes.
Housing as a social entity. A housing scheme is characterised by the quality of
social interaction and by the quality of life within it. This is far more elusive to describe
than the physical aspect of housing.
The size of a computer file will depend largely on the degree of detail accorded to
the description of each scheme. A number of estimates of the amount of computer storage
required for a typical project database have been made. For example, Bolt, Beranek and
Newman [1] estimated that a computer-stored description for a 188-bed hospital (for
automated checking of building codes only) would require around 40,000 to 50,000 charac¬
ters. A rough reckoning by Jackson [2] estimated a minimum of 10,000,000 characters or
bytes of data for the design description of a 20-storey building (with no particular types or
sizes specified, and without including information on product data, master specification, or
encoding of design drawings). Eastman et al.[3] estimated a typical 10-storey office build¬
ing of about 120,000 sq.ft. to comprise about 150,000 parts requiring separate description -
at even ten characters per part, this amounts to some 1,500,000 characters. These figures
will be significantly increased where the scope of data extends beyond the mere physical
description of a building, to include relevant information from say, the behavioural sci¬
ences, as it bears upon the architectural design.
Although such highly detailed housing information systems (processing every minute
characteristic detail of housing schemes) are technologically possible, real systems must
inevitably, from the outset, be justifiable in terms of their cost to benefit ratio. That is:
whether there is an apparent or foreseeable need for such a detailed system; whether there
is sufficient capital, technology, time and manpower available to develop, operate and
update such a system; and ultimately whether the needs of the first will outweigh the
monetary and human efforts of the second. Any lack of consideration for the practical
economic aspects could easily lead to early abandonment of the project.
13. DATA PROPERTIES
The collection of enormous quantities of data for the fine-grain description of housing
is clearly impracticable. Similarly, the processing of data typically requiring considerable
effort of data transcription and entry, and subsequent error checking, will be costly, time-
consuming and tedious - going a long way to cancel out the benefits otherwise gained by
the establishment of a computerised information handling system. Thus it becomes neces¬
sary to question the ontological properties of raw data which a system is to process. Par¬
ticular attention must be focused on the following:
(1) Is the data difficult or costly to obtain? (data acquisition)
(2) Is the available -data in a form suitable for easy computer input, or will it need costly
translation? (data translation)
(3) Are the values of data static over time? (data stability)
Obtaining access to data is of the utmost importance - the amount of time and effort
involved therein will depend largely upon the sources of that data and the degree of
difficulty of acquiring data from them. Information on a housing scheme would be drawn
from its various participants (i.e. client, architect, quantity surveyer, contractor, residents
of the scheme, and those involved with its management), from inspection of the scheme as
it stands, and from any published information concerning it. Each source will most likely
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yield useful but fragmentary information. These fragments have then to be collated to give
a comprehensive description of each scheme. But finding and maintaining contact with
these various sources will inevitably place a heavy burden on the available resources of
time and money. In reality, it becomes impossible to tap all available sources. Thus, the
most practical method for data collection will be to limit information sources to those
yielding large quantities of useful information with relative ease, and at relatively low cost.
The cost of data collection is critical to the realisation of a computerised information
system. By way of example, the Barbour Index, one of the most commonly used product
information sources in the UK, had to give up its original intention to set up a computer¬
ised information system after an experimental attempt in 1972, because of the uncertainty
in guaranteeing its prospective use to justify the high cost of data collection [4], This cost
will be largely dependent on the methods chosen for data collection and on the co¬
operation of information sources (which will be described in detail in the next section).
Just as some types of data require more time and effort to collect, so others require
more in the way of processing. Required information may be obtained in the form of writ¬
ten documents, tables, drawings or verbal communication. It may be in a form readily
usable for computer processing, thus ensuring minimal costs of data translation, but in
many cases it will come in a.form necessitating laborious manipulation of the raw data
For example, extracting data, such as building materials used in construction, from
schedules or specifications is generally a simple matter of transcribing the presented text
and numerical quantities into an appropriate data input form; whereas extracting data from
design drawings, area measurements for a complex site plan for example, presents a con¬
siderably harder task.
Again, while some data may be relatively static over long periods of time, others may
not. Typically, building structure and geometrical configuration will not alter over the life
span of a building, whilst other aspects, such as environmental amenity or user satisfaction
with the scheme, may vary greatly from year to year. Generally, the information system
will function more efficiently where fewer changes have to be made to data elements over
time. The more a database contains temporally variable data, the harder it is to maintain
accuracy within the database. Furthermore, frequent changes made to data content will
necessitate considerable expenditure which could, in some cases, eventually jeopardise the
longevity of an information system. A case in point: a database set up in 1965 by the
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South-Eastern Regional Hospital Board in Scotland, consisting of a complete and priced
list of the equipment required in about 1,200 different types of room found in medical
buildings, had fallen into disuse by the early 1970's due to the impracticability of keeping
the information up to date [5].
Being intrinsically non-static, qualitative data (such as user satisfaction with a
scheme) is unlikely to be measured easily and cheaply. The particular problems associated
with the handling of qualitative data may be categorised as:
(1) Highly subjective methods of measurement and appraisal
(2) Differing results for the same observation arising from temporal and circumstantial
variations
(3) The necessity for extensive field appraisal by means of direct observation, question¬
naires and interviews, demanding considerable human efforts and consequent costs
Even where its collection is seen to be feasible, the processing of qualitative informa¬
tion, for a wide scale service, will frequently attract a degree of controversy. In other
words, the application of results from social surveys to new design projects will invariably
be problematic. User satisfaction, for example, is likely to vary over time - it tends usually
to be most favourable when users first move in, and declines as they begin to appreciate
the real defects of their new living environment. This is also affected by the constant
demand for better living standards. Moreover, there are no widely recognised conventions
for its measurement. Notwithstanding these various problems, the inclusion of certain
qualitative data for the HIS is unavoidable, even though its continuous updating may be
required.
Apart from the volatile nature of survey results with respect to time, there is also a
problem with most current surveys of a qualitative orientation, since they tend to simplify
the complexity of interaction between human beings, their environment (natural and man-
made) and events to simple binary choices - yes/no, like/dislike, or similar.
User responses can rarely be explained by simple and explicit causes. Indeed, the
relation between recorded user response and the potential for corrective action is still a
subject much in need of further research. To take a simple example where, say, users are
dissatisfied with the heating of their housing: in most cases, this will not be explained by
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any one simple defect, rather, it will be a complex interaction of a multitude of factors
such as: human metabolism; boiler size; distribution and material of pipes; number, type
and location of heat emitters; plan form; U value of building materials used; size, location
and areas of windows; climatic factors; etc. This is why the results of social surveys sel¬
dom come in a readily usable format, usable that is, for practising designers. The bearing
of some factors upon overall performance may be reasonably assessed by experienced
designers by collating appropriate factual information, including drawings. Nevertheless,
this information will, in many cases, have to be available in great detail and accuracy:
superficial descriptions are rarely of use or interest to working designers, however attrac¬
tive they may look in the glossy magazines.
1.4. METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION
Linked closely to data availability and accessibility, the method for collecting data
must also be taken carefully into consideration. There are four principal means of collect¬
ing data: by telephone, by post, by personal visits, and by electronic data transfer from
remote data sources. Collecting data by making telephone enquiries alone is generally con¬
sidered inadequate. It may however, be used to complement other means of data collec-
tioa House to house visits may not be very popular, and will certainly be expensive, espe¬
cially where many geographically remote sources must be visited. But they do usually
assure complete coverage of the required information. Associated Building Industries
(ABI) in Beckenham, England, specialises in this approach. It is a commercial firm sup¬
plying computer-based information on new construction projects, e.g. project type, clients
and practitioners involved, tender information and so on. They employ some 30 part-time
regional researchers who each maintain their own information sources. These researchers
record data in a prescribed format and report to the central office [6]. This costly data col¬
lection is imperative for ABI since quickly available information is critical to their sub¬
scribers if they are to sell their professional services and products. Of course, the subscrip¬
tion cost is high enough to justify the expensive data collection. In this way, data coverage
is greater and collection time greatly reduced, when compared to similar operations relying
upon postal replies to information queries.
Mailing is, however, still the most popular and economic method. Typical is the case
of McGraw-Hill's Dodge Building Cost Services in the USA, a part of the Dodge con¬
struction contract reporting operation. As soon as a contract award becomes known, the
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company mails a questionnaire to the project architect in order to collect basic information
on the building, e.g. award cost, floor area, outline specifications and some other detail [7].
A high level of co-operation from the responding sources is evidently critical to this type
of information collection. There are, however, ways in which this co-operation may be
secured. For example, Building Cost Information Service (BCIS) of the Royal Institution
of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) in the UK succeeds in collecting information from quantity
surveyors by supplying information back to them. Cost information on projects, where the
measuring work has been done by a member quantity surveyor, is entered (by the QS) on a
regular Standard Form of Cost Analysis and mailed to the BCIS. Alternatively, the infor¬
mation may be input directly into a computer, and sent down the telephone lines [8].
Electronic data transfer is the most recent means of data collection from remote data
sources; it is much faster and more efficient than earlier methods. The medium of transfer
may be telex, facsimile or computer-based message systems. This requires the prospective
data sources to possess the necessary terminals and to be connected to the data network
used by the HIS. It also requires the highest level of co-operation from data sources and
may be possible only where a clear transaction is made between the parties involved. This
may be by way of the free reciprocal sharing of data, or by monetary contract. An exam¬
ple is the Architecture Engineering Performance Information Center (AEPIQ at the
University of Maryland in the USA, concerned mainly with information on instances of
failure in buildings and civil engineering works [9]. It receives data on claims concerning
such works through on-line data connection to insurance companies, and contributing
members are given free access to the system.
Data collection methods so greatly affect overall data coverage, and ultimately the
essential characteristics of an information service, that it is fundamentally important to
choose the most appropriate of these methods to achieve the desired end.
2. TYPES OF IMPLEMENTING ORGANISATION: ORGANISATIONAL AND
TECHNICAL CONCERNS
Aside from the costs of data collection, an information system of the kind discussed
here would still be expensive and complex. Thus, the question becomes one of maximis¬
ing potential (information) returns against incurred costs of data acquisition, storage, pro¬
cessing, and dissemination. Possible answers will only result from a careful consideration
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of the implementation strategy.
Implementation strategies, and their projected performance, will undoubtedly vary
*
greatly from one implementation body to another, each strategy will have a very consider¬
able impact upon the scope of data to be covered in the service. Given the known
difficulties of data collection, it is highly recommended that the implementing organisation
be one explicitly concerned with housing affairs and with handling information on housing
schemes. This means that the candidate organisation should have ready access to indivi¬
dual designers or to the formal documents, records, and attendant drawings of individual
projects (as submitted by clients or their representatives to local authorities or professional
or institutional organisations). Readily secured access to such data sources can
significantly reduce the necessary effort of data collection to a practical minimum.
2.1. TWO CATEGORIES OF IMPLEMENTING ORGANISATION
In practice, the following two categories of implementing organisation emerge:
Central governmental authorities and agencies, being concerned with the program¬
ming, development and management of housing, and in close liaison with the plan¬
ning, technical services, and other housing related departments of local authorities.
Non-governmental organisations, being closely associated with housing affairs and/or
perhaps already offering an information service to practitioners involved in housing
development.
Organisations do exist which fall into these two categories, with different names and
varying characteristics from one country to another, or even from region to region. In
order to illustrate the nature of the first category organisations (central government agen¬
cies, as described above), it is useful to look at the way in which planning and building
applications are processed, and through which particular channels they pass. In the discus¬
sion of organisations eligible for the HIS implementation, those from the UK are given.
Readers from other countries should easily be able to draw parallels with those described
here.
In the UK, the planning department of the local authority concerned is the first to





The applicant is required to obtain two separate permissions1 : planning and building regu¬
lations.
Upon issue of these permissions, certain data are extracted and reported for record
purposes to one of the central governmental agencies (the Scottish Development Depart¬
ment, Welsh Office or Department of the Environment in the case of the UK), either
directly, or via the county or regional council. This data becomes the basis for overall
housing and construction statistics. A similar procedure is followed for any application for
an amendment to an existing permit, and for certificates of completion.
Finally, the material is archived for the legally prescribed minimum period of time,
sometimes even permanently.
Public sector housing departments also keep records, including drawings, of public
housing projects, commonly storing this information on centrally located computers. A
local housing department deals mostly with administrative information concerning its coun¬
cil housing (e.g. tenants' details, allocations, rents, rates and maintenance programming) for
which it has responsibility. It deals only with council housing, but follows identical pro¬
cedures to the planning and technical services departments in reporting the current state of
housing conditions to centralised governmental agencies.
2.1.1. CENTRAL GOVERNMENT AUTHORITIES AND AGENCIES
This discussion leads us to the central interest here, that is, central governmental
agencies. These may be divided into three principal subcategories.
Firstly, those authorities at highest level with respect to the planning, technical ser¬
vices and housing departments of district and borough councils, i.e. Housing and Construc¬
tion of the DoE, Planning and Housing of the SDD or Housing and Urban Affairs of the
DoE for Northern Ireland.
Secondly, bodies concerned particularly with housing, e.g. the National Housing Con¬
sortia which compiles and publishes information in order to alert the relevant authorities to
1 This is not strictly typical. The UK is one of the few countries to require two separate permits, most
countries requiring just a single building permit, the granting of which implies both planning permission
and building consent.
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the experience of others in the field, and to related research.
Thirdly, an inter-authority body concerned with promoting the common interest and
facilitating the exchange of information, thereby supporting the technical and administrative
services of the local authorities concerned. One example of an organisation in this sub¬
category is LAMSAC which provides special services and advice (especially on comput¬
ing) to the 521 local authorities in the U.K. It is managed by a board of elected members
from (and is responsible to) the Association of County Councils, the Association of District
Councils and the Association of Metropolitan Authorities. It is currently expanding its ser¬
vices to non-governmental organisations and individuals [10].
Still in the public sector, there are government sponsored house-builders such as the
Scottish Special Housing Association (SSHA), the New Town Development Coiporations
(all of which are administered by the Commission for New Towns), and the Housing Cor¬
poration (which is responsible for registering, supervising and funding the many non-profit
making housing associations around the country). These organisations maintain detailed
records of the housing projects in which they have been involved, either as developers or
administrators. Many of these records are stored in computers. Even if they do not prove
to be suitable candidates for the implementation organisation, these bodies must be con¬
sidered as excellent sources of data-for the HIS.
If the HIS is to be realised within the public sector, then complete coverage of hous¬
ing schemes across the region or nation could be obtained. However, even where co¬
operation from data sources such as the local authorities or SSHA can be assured, the
methods for transferral of data from them may be troublesome and laborious - whether it is
in some prescribed data format, or in its original form as filed documents. There are, for
instance, some 458 district level authorities in England, Wales and Scotland, excluding
London. A possible approach would be to seek the establishment of a common fund of
data - a centralised clearing centre - through which each local authority would store its
own data and thereby share that data among inter- or intra-authority departments. This
central fund of housing data might be arranged to become a part of an overall comprehen¬
sive regional or national data system such as the proposed Swedish national information
system [11]. In such cases, compromises on issues of various interest must be made, such
as on data co-ordination; unification of emphasis on data items and their accompanying
management; and methods of data supply and exchange. One further benefit of such a
centralised information system might be the avoidance of task duplication by related
departments within an authority and between authorities, which alone would justify the
establishment of a central data bank for housing information.
2.1.2. NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATIONS
There exist in the non-government sector certain organisations which must also be
considered as potential candidates for HIS implementation.
The National House-Building Council (NHBC) is a non-profit making body aimed at
safeguarding house buyers against constructional defects by issuing ten year insurance
cover on new homes coming within their scheme. Its aim is to raise standards in house
building by requiring all NHBC-registered builders in the private sector to meet its own
rigorous specifications for construction practice and materials. Registered builders are
required to submit their building proposals to the NHBC's examination, prior to any sub¬
mission of planning or building regulation application. (The contents of submissions are in
fact quite similar to those of planning and building applications [12].) The NHBC's con¬
cern is limited to private sector house building, but this still represents a considerable
majority of domestic construction starts in the UK, particularly in those areas where public
sector housing has been severely curtailed in recent years. It provides various information
services for its members, although the scope of information covered is somewhat limited. It
also prepares private house building statistics on a quarterly basis, which include: the
number of dwelling starts and completions: house types and construction processes of new
dwellings; size of building firms; and a buyers' (ability) index.
Another example drawn from the private sector is the National Federation of Housing
Associations (NFHA), which maintains a close liaison between governmental departments
concerned with housing. It has at present some 2,000 affiliated housing associations and
societies, but limits its concern strictly to projects undertaken by housing associations.
The professional institutions present yet further possibilities. Although it is not the
case in the UK, the professional architectural institutions in some countries, e.g. Korea or
Taiwan, examine building applications before a formal application is filed with the local
authority. They also prepare regular statistical analyses of buildings examined. Whilst the
Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) has not been involved in such examinations,
its candidacy for possible implementation of the HIS remains secure in consideration of its
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role as the established channel of communication between architects. Amongst other pro¬
fessional institutions, the RICS stands out for having undertaken an information service on
a reciprocal basis with a small group of member quantity surveyors.
The information coverage to be secured by one of the above non-governmental organ¬
isations might well be sufficient for the needs of brief makers, architects, quantity sur¬
veyors and contractors. However for the planner and social scientist, or for statistical pur¬
poses, a broader coverage, requiring the inclusion of public sector housing, may be desir¬
able. This could only be obtained by operating jointly with, or with the help of, those
organisations which deal with housing information in the public sector. It becomes clear
that very similar compromises on issues of conflicting interest (as mentioned above, in the
case of public sector implementation) must be made.
Apart from these professional bodies (whose principal motives are not necessarily
financial), there are a number of private organisations which may be considered as candi¬
dates. Building information services, e.g. ABI, Glenigan or Contract Leads in the UK, or
building related periodical services, e.g. 'Architectural Design', 'Architect', or the 'Archi¬
tects' Journal', fall into this category. Subscription fees to private building information
services are currently quite high: for example, ABI charges an annual fee of £1,175 (based
on the 1986 figure) for national coverage of information on new construction works. This
high fee is justified where fast access to information is essential to potential building con¬
tracts or product sales. The information of the kind proposed here, however, will not
attract such a degree of demand; furthermore, the success of the proposed service will
depend largely on keeping information charges to the minimum. Thus, the suitability of
such organisations is to some extent lessened by financial concerns.
Traditional publishing houses are considered to be more eligible than those services
mentioned above, in view of their accumulated knowledge and experience in the field and
the established channels of communication with designers through the distribution network
of their own publications. However, this assumption may not hold true for a large scale
service for which the extent of potential subscription might not counterbalance the initial
financial commitment to data collection and implementation of the service. Nonetheless,
initiation of the service with schemes, selected in accordance with their appeal to the jour¬
nal readership, would be a viable proposition which may be quickly implemented. The
system may also be of benefit to the publishing house itself, in the routine office
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management of its own housing information.
The implementing organisation may be one of three possible kinds: a completely new
organisation; a new section of an existing and established organisation; or a composite
formed from elements drawn from several existing organisations. The most appropriate
organisation will certainly vary greatly from country to country. Thus the structural
mechanism, functions and even the co-ordinating potential of potential candidate organisa¬
tions, be they public, private or both, must be studied in depth, in relation to the prevailing
social, economic, and political climate. A list of organisations suitable for implementing
the HIS in other countries, being close counterparts to those UK organisations described
here, has been included in Appendix B.
2.2. DATA TYPES AND ASSOCIATED METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION
Data on a housing scheme may be obtained through the measurement and appraisal of
schemes appearing in current design publications, including periodicals, monographs and
reports. However, the serious limitation of this method lies in the extent and scope of
scheme coverage and associated detail, which is likely to be sparse, intermittent, and disor¬
ganised.
Thus, apart from the data obtainable from publications, there are three kinds of data
categorised according to the methods used for their acquisition:
(1) Data which can be extracted from the set of formal documents and attendant draw¬
ings for building application through desk appraisal and measurement, whether
they are acquired through official channels or from the original designer.
(2) Data which can only be obtained from field appraisal and measurement, i.e. by
observations and/or interviews conducted on housing sites.
(3) Data which can be obtained through correspondence with project participants, par¬
ticularly the original designer, by means of a standard questionnaire.
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2.2.1. DOCUMENTARY DATA: DESK APPRAISAL AND MEASUREMENT
The information content required of formal documentation will normally be standard
throughout each country, although the format of the application forms will vary somewhat
from district to district or from region to region. It normally comprises a set of application
forms, together with plans, elevations, sections, and detail drawings annotated with dimen¬
sions and text. For larger projects, supplementary specifications containing information on
the type and quality of construction, materials, fixtures, etc. may be needed. Application
forms normally carry brief but essential information about the client or client organisation,
architect, site, building, estimated cost, and the detailed proofs of conformity of a particular
project with building regulations and standards. In the UK, the information which must
normally be specified in the planning and building application forms are as follows:
(1) Planning application:
Name, address and telephone number of applicant; nature of proposed development;
location of project site; proposed use and existing use if applicable; estimated con¬
struction costs; description of materials including colour, cubic contents of the build¬
ing; agricultural holding certificate; and notice to parties holding interest in neigh¬
bourhood land.
(2) Building application:
Name, address and telephone number of applicant; nature of proposed operations;
location of project site; estimated construction cost; and proposed use.
Whilst in some countries considerable detail is required for both planning and build¬
ing applications (see Appendix C for examples), the requirements of most UK authorities is
generally less detailed. The format of application forms and the degree of detail contained
therein will have implications for the economics of the implementation of the proposed ser¬
vice.
More detailed data about the physical description of a housing scheme can be
obtained from drawings and specifications, but these naturally incur a great deal of extra
effort, especially in the case of drawings. For the purpose of collation, authorities who
examine the applications are likely to use their own checklists to make sure that all the
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details supplied with the application conforms to prescribed criteria, e.g. building regula¬
tions and official design guidance. Some dimensional data will be taken off from the
drawings, and collated to the checklist. Obtaining that data, if it were available and could
be properly utilised by the HIS, would lead to considerable savings in the cost of data
acquisition. Much of the data acquired in this way will be relatively objective and static
over time.
22.2. FIELD DATA: FIELD APPRAISAL AND MEASUREMENT AND
CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROJECT PARTICIPANTS
However detailed formal documentation may prove to be, it will certainly not
comprise the full data requirements of the proposed HIS. Thus there arises a need for
complementary sources of data.
The 'missing' data is that which may only be obtained by field observation; collected
either by making site visits or by personal contacts (or telephone or postal enquiries) with
the parties concerned, i.e. residents, client, architect, quantity surveyor, and management
officer.
It has been pointed out that direct observations are costly and time-consuming.
Furthermore, results are likely to be so subjective and non-static over time that they must
be processed with great care. Obtaining data from field observations will, in general, be
more difficult and expensive than from pre-formatted documentation. However it will give
a deeper insight into users' satisfaction with the resulting scheme.
Telephone or postal enquiries using a standard checklist or questionnaire may serve
equally well for collecting feedback from project participants (e.g. the designer's feedback
on a resultant scheme as opposed to his initial intentions and the constraints imposed by
the client) or for obtaining detailed factual data beyond the normal scope of standard docu¬
ments and drawings. Some measure of elemental costing feedback might also be acquired
directly from the responsible designer or quantity surveyor. Face to face interviews for
this puipose are impracticable.
A possible danger with using data obtained through communicating with the original
designer may be his or her deliberate falsification of facts. Typically, appraisal of a resul¬
tant scheme by the original project designer may be rather less than objective. This would
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tend to show up as the blurring, disguising or attempted justification of original design mis¬
judgements - quite simply, the designer will not wish to admit to his mistakes. Neverthe¬
less, such information could offer invaluable information on how the present form of a
housing scheme evolved from the initial brief, a crucial factor which might not otherwise
be deduced from other methods.
Obtaining data from correspondence with project participants is dependent largely on
their degree of co-operation. However, it need not be wholly prohibitive, especially in
information-rich countries where sources of information are many and widespread.
23. PHASING OF THE IMPLEMENTATION
Full scale implementation of the HIS from the outset of its development is not con¬
sidered advisable, in view of the common experience of unforeseen problems arising in the
development of any large service. The considerable costs of the immediate full scale
implementation of the HIS would present too great a risk in terms of human effort and
necessary capital outlay.
It is therefore recommended that the implementation takes place in phases where this
is possible. General strategies for phasing, which do not place unacceptable first limita¬
tions on the scope of data coverage considered necessary for the efficient functioning of the
HIS, are:
(1) Starting with a limited geographical coverage.
(2) Starting with one or more particular types of housing in terms of its physical form,
residential density, etc.
(3) Starting with schemes for architects or a few particular types of user group (here
again, the issue regarding criteria of schemes to be involved would arise).
(4) Starting with more easily manipulated aspects of housing in terms of data collection
and analysis, i.e. explicitly measurable aspects.
(5) Starting with more general information categories, before expanding to increasingly
greater levels of detail within those categories. For example, a concise elemental
costing as a more general level than detailed cost analysis.
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(6) Any combination of the above.
Expansion of the system would be gradual, so that any unforeseen problems could be
discovered and dealt with in the earlier stages, thus obviating the need for a possible major
restructuring of the system later on.
The overall strategy recommended is to take maximum advantage of existing formally
documented and coordinated data, in order to save on costly collation of otherwise frag¬
mented data, and to ensure the widest possible coverage of housing schemes with the given
resources. If possible, depending upon the involvement of the organisation concerned, a
compromise may be made over changes to existing forms for recording building informa¬
tion (i.e. building application forms and forms unique to each potential organisation) to a
format serving equally as the standardised data sheet for the proposed service. This stra¬
tegic approach implies the incorporation of the HIS within some existing agency or organi¬
sation, which should already possess considerable data resources, or be influential enough
to ensure adequate collection of data from individual data sources. However, it should be
recognised that there must be some obvious return to such an organisation for its efforts.
This, of course, applies equally to any organisation selected as a potential source of data
for the HIS.
It should be made clear that the HIS has wide ranging application and is not intended
for the sole benefit of a single client or professional group. However, this may not be par¬
ticularly obvious where the service is instituted within the organisation of just one such
group. As described in Chapter 5, the ability to extend the HIS's usefulness to all groups
of practitioners concerned in housing affairs is very desirable, as far as it is practicable.
Although this may somewhat modify the characteristics of the HIS as originally envisaged,
it may be considered as inevitable, in view of the better cost-benefit obtained.
2.4. THE POTENTIAL FOR INTERNATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
HJ.S.
In parallel with a regional or national scale implementation, the idea of international
implementation may be considered. For the international implementation however, cover¬
age of the various aspects of housing schemes, and their associated levels of detail, would
have to be limited, since essential data, techniques of analysis and related classification sys¬
tems for housing would differ from country to country. There will be different cultural,
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economic and social patterns, bringing about different price structures for building goods,
services and land. There would also be differing preferences for building forms, structures,
indoor environmental controls and surrounding environments. Thus the data coverage for
an international service would tend toward the general. Even if it were very detailed, its
value to practitioners in other countries would be reduced owing to the above-mentioned
significant differences. Nevertheless, there is undoubtedly a value to architects and
developers in a system offering information on building practice, construction techniques,
and architectural sources drawn from all over the world - for example, the Swedish patio
housing type and Japanese techniques of garden design have been successfully applied in
many countries.
Sources of housing data for an international implementation could be acquired
through collaborating with foreign counteiparts to those organisations previously discussed,
or by referring to international periodicals, monographs and housing studies. The first of
these approaches would certainly call for considerable international co-operation but would
not necessarily need to involve those organisations having particularly close access to pub¬
lic building documents, since fewer samples of schemes and their lesser detail would be
needed than in the case of a wholly domestic service. Typical organisations would be pro¬
fessional bodies of architects co-ordinated through international organisations like the Inter¬
national Union of Architects (UIA), the International Council for Building Research, Stu¬
dies and Documentation (CIB) or the International Federation for Housing and Planning
(IFHP). Other suitable international co-ordinating organisations may include the Housing,
Building and Planning Committee of Economic Commission for Europe (ECE), Interna¬
tional Union of Building Centres (UCIB), International Congresses for Modern Architec¬
ture (QAM), International Federation of Surveyors (FIG), European Union for Private
Housing Constructors (UECL), etc. The service at this scale would consist of an interna¬
tional database of housing information maintained in high density storage, accessible
worldwide for both input and access.
3. COPYRIGHT: LEGAL CONCERNS OF DATA COVERAGE
As a final point, the various problems of 'intellectual ownership' of design informa¬
tion must be considered in relation to the intended collation and distribution of housing
information. In particular, potential disputes regarding designer's copyright must be clearly
answered.
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There are two main international agreements over copyright protection which form
the basis of copyright law in most countries: the Beme Convention of 1886 and the
Universal Copyright Convention (UCC) of 1952 (sponsored by UNESCO). Outside any
special arrangement, copyright for any architectural design lies with the architect, not with
the occupant or owner of the building. This implies that the architect can make further use
of his work, if it is appropriate, when making plans for other buildings, and that the owner
of the building cannot erect duplicates of his building without the consent of the architect
[13].
This copyright extends only to the design drawings (plans, elevations, etc.) for a
building, whereas the model and the finished (or unfinished) building may be freely photo¬
graphed and published, or included on films and TV without permission.
Filed applications in public offices are open to public inspection and become public
documents. It is internationally common practice that they are made public on the request
of any interested person. Public exhibitions and hearings are frequently held where the
social and planning consequences of some proposed project may be considered significant.
The particular problem posed by the intended use of information to be distributed by the
HIS lies in whether or not the copyright of an architect is infringed by the making or sup¬
plying to any person of any reproduction of the work filed in a public office or profes¬
sional organisatioa Information written on the specified forms provided by local authori¬
ties does belong, strictly speaking, to that authority, but graphical data, in the form of
drawings, may not be deemed to belong to them. Thus the dissemination of graphical
information raises an issue of copyright. In some countries, including the UK [14], repro¬
duction of filed drawings is prohibited (not explicitly codified in law, but interpreted as
such); whereas in others, such as the USA (where all information recorded or filed for per¬
mits is public information under the freedom of information act of 1968), it may be
allowed. In countries where full copyright laws are in force, processing of filed applica¬
tions is only possible with the explicit permission of the original architect
The reproduction of material from secondary sources of data, e.g. periodicals, design
source books, etc., may be yet more complicated. Where reproduction of a photograph of
a building is required, permission must be obtained only from the copyright holder of that
photograph. But where the requirement is for the reproduction of a photograph of a design
drawing, it is likely that permissions will be needed from both the copyright owners of the
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photograph and of the design drawing itself.
In reality, architects are frequently put in the situation where they cannot claim copy¬
right unless a design has, either wholly or to a very great extent, been copied as the source
for another building. Straightforward copying of another person's design is certainly in
violation of copyright law, but in many cases things are not quite so obvious. (In the rare
cases where one designer virtually duplicates the work of another by coincidence - that is,
without copying - he has equal rights to design copyright [15].) Where this is the case, the
degree to which a design has been copied is often very difficult to assess, as copyright
does not extend to ownership of a concept or idea. There are also a number of intricate
cases involving disputes between architects and their clients over copyright ownership.2
The main concern of architects should not be with the degree to which their design
documents and drawings are generally distributed, but the extent to which those actual
designs are effectively copied. In practice, many drawings from prominent designs are
regularly and publicly exhibited, circulated through the professional journals or included in
books, TV programmes and films. Few architects are going to quibble over copyright
issues where there is the prospect of free advertising.
Whilst there is no longer any technical or economic reason why designs cannot be
copied straightforwardly from design journals and the like, it is not seen as anything but a
very minor problem from the point of view of copyright. It would be rather absurd to
worry that easier access to the details of existing schemes provided by an information ser¬
vice would instigate more breaches of copyright. There would seem, therefore, to be little
concern over the publication and distribution of design documentation. The collection, pro¬
cessing and dissemination of graphic information by the HIS should therefore not be
adversely affected by the current state of copyright law. Rather, it should be regarded as
the public sharing of useful information. Were this not the case, the coverage of schemes
and attendant detail of data by the HIS would naturally be limited, with permission from
each individual architect needing to be obtained through co-operative agreement or royalty
payments. Customarily, it is common practice for the architect to grant unconditional per¬
mission in such cases, but there remains still the cumbersome task of obtaining permission
2 Readers are referred to an article in the Architects' Journal [16] which contains a pithy description of
three such controversial cases.
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from each individual architect concerned.
The discussion so far has focused on those drawings filed with public or professional
organisations, the contents of which are generally limited to plans showing general arrange¬
ments of housing schemes, i.e. a set of site plans, foundations plans, floor plans, sections,
elevations, roof plans and structural drawings as necessary. If further detailed drawings
were to be handled by the HIS, the potential copyright problem will not be as simple as
that for more general drawings (i.e. those accompanying building applications). Such
drawings are likely to contain many technical design features which will have been
developed at considerable expense. It is most unlikely that these could be openly released
by the original architects without considerable recompense being made to them.
This chapter has set out in global view the preliminary concerns of data coverage,
potential implementing organisation, design copyright, which are prerequisite to any imple¬
mentation of a housing information service. Based on this investigation, the next chapter
will explore the data elements and their associated structure for the proposed service as it
might be implemented universally and more specifically in Korea.
CHAPTER SEVEN
THE DATA STRUCTURE FOR THE HOUSING INFORMATION SERVICE
Decisions on the scope of data coverage and the related data structure1 for any infor¬
mation service call for careful consideration as, once selected, they will have important
implications for the use and future development of the service.
These decisions require intricate compromises between the ideal and the practical and
will necessarily be of a somewhat subjective nature. However, every effort has been made
to select data on an objective basis by, as far as possible, consulting a number of practi¬
tioners including the participants involved in the pilot studies (to be described in the forth¬
coming Chapters 11 and 12). As a result, five levels of data, describing six major aspects
of housing, have been evolved for the Housing Information Service which might be imple¬
mented in Korea.
This chapter consists of two sections. The first describes the particular criteria for the
data selection, and the second, the associated data structure developed for the HIS.
1. CRITERIA FOR DATA SELECTION FOR THE H.I.S.
1.1. LEVELS OF SCHEME ANALYSIS
Data selection for the HIS bears a direct relation to the appraisal and measurement
techniques which are important to every design activity. Appraisal and measurement is the
means by which feedback information about the performance of a past design can be used
to ensure a method for continual design improvement. In addition it provides an objective
1 'Data structure' is here meant to be the organisation of data, arranged with respect to housing appraisal.
It should not be confused with the technical data structure internal to computer systems.
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framework by which the design activity can be, to an extent, made explicit, offering a
means whereby the designers' explicit aims can be made known and their resulting perfor¬
mance more objectively assessed [1]. This has obvious advantages in assisting teamwork
and continuity among personnel on lengthy projects.
To measure and appraise the quality of housing design, it is necessary to be able to
describe the characteristics that contribute to it There are many aspects which comprise
the complexity of each housing scheme. These range from the readily quantitative and
objective, e.g. spatial, economic, constructional, to the unavoidably qualitative and subjec¬
tive, e.g. social, aesthetic, physical/physiological. Each of these, in turn, consists of a very
large number of subcomponents.
As outlined in Chapter 6, the description of a housing scheme may be infinitely fine-
grain. Fine-grain description however, does not always increase descriptive value; whilst
too little data tends to give an incomplete description, too much will often result in data
redundancy, eventually leading to needlessly higher costs of the information product
From a practical point of view, it is important to optimise the description of a housing
scheme within reasonable boundaries, with particular reference to the information require¬
ments of potential information users.
Furthermore, one of the keys to any successful large scale information service is to
reduce the number of data items to the essential minimum, at least for an initial period.
Thus it is necessary to identify and classify the most important and fundamental com¬
ponents of housing schemes. In addition, the wider extent and scope of data coverage
need to be taken into careful consideration: although the HIS is primarily for the use of
architects, it is advisable, for greater cost-effectiveness, that the data coverage be
sufficiently broad, based on agreed conventions, to cater for the information needs of other
groups of practitioners involved in housing development.
Thus the first criterion has been to select that data which is indispensable for the
appraisal and measurement of housing schemes from the viewpoint of all potential user
groups. These data items in effect coincide with those which are critical to the
identification of housing schemes of interest. The selection has been further affected by
certain operational principles, which are:
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(1) That data should be readily obtainable without incurring excessive cost and effort.
(2) That data should remain reasonably static with respect to time.
(3) That data not covered by the system should be referenced so that sources of further
information are identified.
1.2. INTEGRATION OF DRAWINGS INTO HOUSING ANALYSIS
The above criteria have been evolved on the assumption that the service will provide
graphical as well as written information.
The level of analysis of a scheme should accord with user demands. We have
already observed the attitudes of architects towards design information. Architects tend to
scan information rather than study it in any depth; they claim that they do not have much
time to spare for information research and would like information to be as concise as pos¬
sible. In dealing with this, the HIS should employ a variety of graphical forms which may
be used to convey information rapidly and simply.
In architectural design and related fields, written information is by no means the sole
type of information. Designers tend to think in terms of graphical images. The role of
graphical information, especially in the form of drawings, cannot be overemphasised in a
design information service such as the HIS. Drawing has always been the traditional
medium of information transfer and communication among building related practitioners
and, like every such medium, it has its own vocabulary and syntax, easily and precisely
understood by them.
For many kinds of information, drawings are the simplest and most condensed
medium for information transfer. The provision of drawings within the HIS would save a
great deal of time and effort not only for information users in understanding the schemes
identified, but also for an eventual implementing body of the HIS in its preparation of
detailed measurement and appraisal in order to accurately convey the character of each
scheme. Drawings are also a means of conveying the performance of each scheme without
necessary recourse to the subjective opinions of others, so that appraisal can be made by
the users themselves. Without the incorporation of drawings, the potential uses and
benefits of the service would be considerably reduced.
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2. DATA STRUCTURE FOR THE HJ.S.
2.1. PROPOSED LEVELS OF SCHEME ANALYSIS IN RELATION TO
METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION
Examples of housing schemes for the HIS may be found through bibliographical
searches or by asking interested parties. Subsequently, the data for the selected schemes
will be obtained by standardised methods in order to ensure consistency in information
detail across all the housing schemes to be processed. Based on the predetermined criteria
of data coverage, it has been decided to relate levels of housing analysis (to be carried out
by the service) to data types which can practically be obtained from four methods of data
collection. The proposed levels of housing analysis and corresponding data types are as
follows (Table 1):




1 * Concise factual description
2 * Detailed factual description
3 ** Designer's intentions & constraints
4 *** User satisfaction
^ **** Published coverage (complementary
written sources to the above 4 levels)
Key * Levels 1 and 2 analyses will be carried out through
desk appraisal and measurement of a set of building
applications for building warrant.
** Level 3 analysis will be carried out by correspondence
with the original designer.
*** Level 4 analysis will be carried out by field appraisal
and measurement. However, much of the groundwork will
be relieved by communicating directly with on- or off-site
personnel responsible for housing management or maintenance.
**** Level 5 analysis will be carried out through desk
appraisal and measurement of current design
periodicals.
Each level of analysis in Table 1 will be carried out using its own standard form for
appraisal and measurement. Each analysis however, will be directed towards six major
aspects of housing, as shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 2. Scope of Proposed Housing Analysis
Programme Site Spatial Physical Constructional Economic
< Level 1 >
< Level 2 >
< Level 3 >
< Level 4 >
< Level 5 >
The fundamental difference between Level 1 and Level 2 analyses is the degree of
complexity to which the analysis is carried out, reflecting the degree of designers' con¬
sensus regarding the most critical data for the appraisal of a housing scheme. Thus the
first level consists of that data most widely used by architects in their appraisal of housing
schemes, and has the potential for international application.
Level 5 analysis is devised to support each of the other four levels by providing
references to complementary sources of written information.
22. THE CLASSIFICATION OF DATA FOR THE HXS.
The data structure of the HIS should aim to provide standardised guidelines not only
on the measurement and appraisal of the quality of housing, but also on organising the
information generated therefrom. Furthermore, although all methods of classification
become obsolete at some point, the data structure for the HIS should be sufficiently flexible
to meet newly arising heeds in the foreseeable future.
Being essentially subjective in nature, a decision on the method of data classification
depends primarily on its intended use and on its ease of adaptation from existing
classification systems (with which prospective users should already be familiar). Having
established the initial concepts and criteria of data coverage, extensive research has been
carried out on relevant references relating to current housing practice. This search has
involved the various building and housing related planning/design criteria, checklists and
classification systems used by various private and public organisations, and in regulatory
controls and contractual arrangements in Korea as well as many other countries.
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Reviews have also been carried out of the critical characteristics used in various
countries for the appraisal of housing quality, such as those of the American Public Health
Association [2] and the National Swedish Institute for Building Research [3]. However, it
was soon found that such groupings of characteristics were evolved mainly for describing
essentially substandard dwellings and housing areas in order to consider possible renewal
action or slum clearance. Clearly, this bears no direct relation to the characteristics neces¬
sary for the proposed HIS.
Existing classification systems were scrutinised along two lines of investigation: one
exclusively for housing classification, and the other for general building classification.
Relatively few housing oriented classification systems exist either in Korea or in other
countries, and most of those in use are mainly concerned with housing management or
maintenance. The principal exception is that developed for the Housing Intelligence Bank
Scheme proposed by Crofts [4] and Gibbons [5]. Although somewhat idealised, it is the
first detailed classification system devised specifically for the measurement and appraisal of
qualitative aspects of multi-family housing, with particular reference to housing layouts and
performance of the designer. It has served as a primary reference in the development of a
classification system for the HIS.
Current general classification systems fall into two broad categories: one for sectional
aspects and the other for comprehensive aspects of building or building activities. Particu¬
lar reference to the following, internationally used, general systems has been made:
(1) For sectional aspects of buildings :
- Standard Form of Cost Analysis (SFCA) of the Royal Institution of Chartered Sur¬
veyors (RICS)
- SMM6 of RICS and the National Federation of Building Trades Employers
- Mastercost of the American Institute of Architects (AIA)
- CIB Master List of Properties for Building Materials
(2) For comprehensive aspects of buildings :
- Swedish SfB, UK CI/SfB, French SI/SfB and German BRD/SfB
- Uniform Construction Index (UCI) of AIA
- Danish Coordinated Building Communications (CBC)
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- Canadian Building Construction Index (BCI)
- Building Industry Code (BIC) of the UK Department of Education and Science
- Common Arrangement of Work Sections (CA) of the UK Co-ordinating Committee
for Project Information
Particular characteristics of the most internationally used classification systems among
those above are as follows (Table 3):
TABLE 3. Characteristics of Some International Classification
Systems
System Coverage Use Notation Relation
SfB B.C. International L&N H&F
CI/SfB B.C. International* L&N H&F
UCI B.C. USA & CANADA L&N H
CIB Master B.M. International N H
Key B.C. building & construction , B.M. building materials
L letters , N numbers
H hierarchical , F faceted
N.B. * Most extensively used in UK and Scandinavia.
As general classification systems have been developed for all types of buildings, it
was found that their relevance to the unique classificatory needs of a particular building
type declined. In fact, they have all been developed primarily for the arrangement of
architectural libraries, whereas the classification system concerned here is intended to be
used for the standardised measurement and appraisal of a specific building type (i.e. hous¬
ing). Nevertheless, much of what they have to offer has been taken into consideration,
especially in the selection of Level 1 data.
Since there is no comprehensive standardised classification system used in the Korean
construction industry, the references have been restricted primarily to the popular sectional
classification systems and their constituent data elements, e.g. national standards
specifications, contractual clauses, and various other proprietary systems used in large prac¬
tices. Along with those referred to above, the Korean building application form has been
taken into particular consideration because of its importance as a primary data source. For
some areas, where no existing classification is yet available, reference has been made to
foreign classification systems, taking account of their application in the context of Korea.
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Apart from the classification schemes already described, there is another form of
building classification developed by a number of architectural theorists to describe the com¬
plexity of buildings, notably those of Markus [6] and Broadbent [7]. While they demon¬
strate interesting taxonomies, their structures are often very abstract, subjective and
oversimplified. Their application to a practical classificatory need is rather weak.
Together with literature searches, interviews with housing related practitioners in
Korea and the UK have been made in order to receive their views regarding the most
essential information in practice. During these interviews, it became clear that a general
consensus exists regarding essential information, but with differing emphases according to
occupation and type of organisation, e.g. theorists and researchers versus practitioners; pub¬
lic versus private sector.
At the final stages of investigation, a number of experts associated with the planning,
design and management of housing were consulted again to give a final touch to the data
categories chosen by the author. As a result, a fixed number of 1,220 data items, distri¬
buted over the first three levels of analysis, and a smaller, variable number of data items at
both the fourth and the fifth levels, have been selected for the six predetermined major
aspects (see first two columns of Table 4). It should be noted that the data elements dedu-
cible from a combination of other (primitive) data elements are excluded from the data ini¬
tially selected since they can always be recreated from primitive data: for example, 'house¬
hold density', which can be calculated from the primitive data values of 'total number of
households' and 'site area', by simply dividing one into the other.
Levels 1 and 2 in combination are concerned with the factual and objective descrip¬
tion of a housing scheme. Level 1 is in effect a subset of Level 2, which may be used
independently for a concise description of a housing scheme or for international application
of the HIS. Within the first two levels of housing analysis, each aspect consists of ever
smaller subject domains until individual data items are reached, which altogether amount to
1,211 data items including 53 data items for Level 1. Subordinate groupings have been
classified, wherever possible, according to familiar classification schemes, so that users can
identify their domains of enquiry quickly and without recourse to any specialist knowledge
of the particular system employed. The structure is shown in Table 4 below.
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TABLE 4. Data structure of the Housing Information System
Major Aspects Sub-aspects Groups
Programme :
Site
Spatial : 1) External
: 2) Interior
Physical :
Technical : 1) Constructional type
: 2) Services and welfare
facilities













1. Number of separate blocks to
different building type and storeys
2. Building and traffic layouts







3. Visual and onlooking
1. Building structure
2. Building components
1. Public services and
utilities
2. Communication facilities
3. Lifts and hoists
4. Heating
5. Fire protection provisions
6. Security provisions
7. Refuse disposal
8. Site fixtures and furniture
1. Interior
2. External
3. Site fixtures and furniture
1. General
2. Sources of finance
3. Elemental costing
4. Management and maintenance costs
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The details of each group of characteristics for the first two levels is as follows (the
complete data for both levels is contained in Appendix D):
(1) Programme : This set of characteristics lays down the guidelines for the evolution
of the present form and layout of the scheme. This includes nature of development,
demography, project participants, timetabling phases of the scheme, and statutory
controls.
(1.1) Scheme identification: Identification of a scheme with its name, location and admin¬
istrative local authority.
(1.2) Nature of development: Various characteristics particular to a scheme, e.g. types of
development body and tenancy arrangements.
(1.3) Demography: Particulars of age group of residents.
(1.4) Project participants: Particulars of all the key participants in a project, i.e. client,
architect, contractor and housing management boay (so that any enquiries concerning
further detail of the scheme may be made to them).
(1.5) Progress schedule: Chronological history of a project from original building applica¬
tion to the latest alteration (or demolition).
(1.6) Statutory controls: Key statutory regulations governing the form and layout of the
scheme.
(2) Site : Original and man-made conditions of the site and its relationship to immedi¬
ate regions and prevailing climate are described.
(2.1) Site form and features: Physical form and size of the site; and particularly, natural
features within and adjacent to site.
(2.2) Site ecology: Ecological and environmental aspects of a site, i.e. topography, cli¬
mate, soil and geology.
(2.3) Planting: Types and quantity of vegetation planted on site, i.e. trees, shrubs, ground
covers and grass.
(2.4) Site location: Location of site in terms of travel distance to public and welfare facil¬
ities such as, city centre, post office, hospital, bank, bus stops.
(3) Spatial: External : Describes the form of building blocks and their arrangements in
relation to traffic layout, and subsequent external area distribution resulting from the
layout.
(3.1) Number of separate blocks to different building types and storeys: Number of
separate blocks in various form of housing and other forms of non-residential build¬
ing, together with number of storeys particular to them.
(3.2) Building and traffic layouts: Type of traffic segregation, garaging and parking
together with form of building arrangements which describes the overall pattern of
external layout.
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(3.3) Roads, paths and parking provision: Length and width of internal roads and paths,
and number of parking spaces allocated to residential and non-residential purposes.
(3.4) Area distribution: Area allocation of site to various functions and facilities.
(3.5) Travel distance: Travel distance to various on-site facilities from the nearest and the
farthest dwellings.
(4) Spatial: Interior space : Describes layouts and area distribution within units and
building blocks.
(4.1) Units: Number of units according to different housing form and bedspaces; together
with a detailed space-function description for instances of the most widely used unit
type, smallest unit type, and largest unit type.
(4.2) Blocks: Floor areas of residential and non-residential buildings: and geometrical and
spatial descriptions of typical housing and shopping blocks.
(5) Physical : Physical/physiological experience of the residents is one of the essential
indications by which the performance of the building construction and layout can be
assessed. This group of characteristics describes measurements bearing upon the
physical/physiological performance of the buildings and layout
(5.1) Aural: Nature and location of various noise sources within and outside estate, and
attendant noise rating.
(5.2) Olfactory: Nature and location of sources of obnoxious smells within and outside
estate.
(5.3) Visual and overlooking: The provision of visual privacy and daylighting with partic¬
ular emphasis on proximity of dwellings and between dwellings and onlookers.
(6) Technical: Constructional type : Types and forms of building structure and atten¬
dant components are described.
(6.1) Building structure: Structural frame, foundation, floor, roof, etc.
(6.2) Building components: Various building components such as windows, doors, stairs
and balconies.
(7) Technical: Services and welfare facilities : This describes the provision of services
and facilities which are related to the comfort, security and welfare of the residents.
(7.1) Public services and utilities: Capacities of public services and utilities such as elec¬
tricity, water supply and disposal, and gas.
(7.2) Communication facilities: Provision of telecommunication facilities, e.g. TV aerial,
telephones, switching and broadcasting systems.
(7.3) Lifts and hoists: Provision of lifts, escalators and hoists.
(7.4) Heating: Description of heating methods and types including heat sources, boiler
size, HVAC systems, solar system and heat emitters.
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(7.5) Fire protection provisions: Provision of systems and equipment relating to fire pro¬
tection such as detectors, extinguishers, hose reels, fire-resistant doors and so on.
(7.6) Security provisions: Provision of security devices and equipment such as door
viewers, videos, shutters and intruder detectors.
(7.7) Refuse disposal: Methods and convenience of refuse disposal.
(7.8) Site fixtures and furniture: Quantities of various types of site fixtures and furniture,
including play and recreation equipment.
(8) Technical: Building materials and finishes : The quality of construction and the
final appearance of the resulting buildings are by and large dependent on the building
materials used. This set of characteristics describes in detail both internal and exter¬
nal building materials.
(8.1) Interior: Forms and finishes of surface materials used on interior space.
(8.2) External: Forms and finishes of materials used on external surfaces of buildings,
boundary walls and pavements.
(8.3) Site fixtures and furniture: Forms and finishes of various site fixtures and furniture,
including play and recreation equipment.
(9) Economic : The economic history of building remains the foremost concern of
building practitioners as it indicates how value for money has been effectively
achieved. This describes the particulars of construction, operational, and management
costs.
(9.1) General: Particulars of tender and contract applied to the scheme.
(9.2) Sources of finance: Proportion of construction costs from various financial sources,
which are spent on residential and non-residential development respectively.
(9.3) Elemental costing: Construction costs for residential and non-residential develop¬
ment, which are distributed over various construction elements including profit and
tax.
(9.4) Management and maintenance costs: Annual costs of housing management and
maintenance for residential and non-residential buildings.
Level 3 consists of 9 data items, each describing the designer's initial objectives and
constraints in each of nine particular aspects of housing.
Level 4 is concerned with user satisfaction and requirements. As described earlier,
user satisfaction with housing schemes is the result of an interaction of many factors, it
thus being difficult to attribute it to any one single definite cause. In order to ensure a
more precise identification of the nature of user satisfaction, the number of data items for
Level 4 is left open-ended. Each data item is defined in terms of some combination of 7
categories, each of which represents a particular aspect of living quality, e.g.
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physical/physiological, services and ergonomics. Therefore, in Level 4 analysis, each data
item is accompanied by a set of up to 7 factors representing the nature of user satisfaction
related to that item.
Level 5 is concerned with the onward referral to current design periodicals. The
number of data items for Level 5 is also left open-ended, as the level of published cover¬
age will vary greatly from scheme to scheme.




Achieving satisfactory communications between users and the system is the most crit¬
ical function of an information service. The effectiveness of system-user communications1
will therefore ultimately determine the overall success of the service. This chapter
comprises three sections. The first focuses on the information retrieval process, and the
role of an 'information intermediary' linking the information user with the system. The
second delves into the various ways and means of disseminating information and publicis¬
ing the existence of the service to potential users. The third section reviews technological
options relating to the user-system communication of the HIS.
1. INFORMATION SEARCH
1.1. DATA CHARACTERISTICS
In the appraisal and measurement of housing schemes, some factors will be capable
of numerical expression, e.g. area measured and cost incurred; some will merely be
answerable as 'yes' or 'no', e.g. "is an intruder detector provided?" ; and some will be
descriptive, e.g. appraisals by the designer and firsthand users of buildings. In some cases,
these descriptive elements may be indicated through selection from a menu using relevant
indices, thereby also facilitating any subsequent search process. In the HIS, Levels 1 and
2 data are mostly established as numerical, simple yes/no, or indexed representations,
whereas Levels 3 and 4 are mostly established as descriptive passages (free-text), but in a
compact form to minimise redundancy of description by using standardised abbreviations
1 User-system communications are here meant to be the processes or procedures the information user has
to go through before he or she can obtain the desired information from an information system.
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or acronyms. Level 5 data is established using all four types of representations.
Enquiries at Levels 1 and 2 initiate the matching of a set of the enquirer's stated
requirements against the stored sets of scheme characteristics, whereas the Levels 3 and 4
data may be used to check, respectively, the designer's initial objectives against actual
building performance, and the user response with a resultant scheme. Level 5 data will be
used to locate further supplementary sources of written information to that information
found at the four main levels.
It should again be noted that stored data elements are restricted to those which may
be considered 'primitive' or 'primary': elements which may be derived from two or more
primitives are not recorded. The ease with which these non-primitive data elements may
be derived is dependent upon the data file structure employed by the computer system,
which is in turn dependent upon the constraints imposed by both hardware and software.
Technologically, it becomes ever more possible to accurately describe or model
objects. In practice however, there is a correspondingly heavy burden placed on data
preparation and entry and more critically, significant redundancies in the resulting storage
of information. In this respect, object descriptions are simplified to the necessary
minimum. For example, in the description of materials used on walls, only the two most
dominant materials are recorded. Nevertheless, provision is made to inform the user of the
total range of variety, so that he or she may refer to the appropriate drawings or
specifications stored in graphical form for a more complete description. Such optimisation
is based on the assumption that the system will be capable of allowing interactive displays
of drawings or specifications of schemes of interest
The overall data storage requirements encompassing all four main levels of data and
the ancillary onward referral data (except for graphical data) may be estimated at around
20,000 characters for each housing scheme. Assuming that the system is initially to
include information on around 3,000 schemes, a file size of 60 million characters (60
megabytes) seems to be a reasonable estimate.
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1.2. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
Numerical values attached to the various recorded scheme characteristics are used in
achieving a match with an enquiry. For descriptive passages, keyword searches may be
incoiporated.
A search begins with the enquirer specifying a set of requirements. As the number
of requirements increases, there will naturally be less chance of an accurate match. Thus,
in most cases, it will prove wiser to begin the matching process with just one or two most
significant requirements before proceeding to the others as the enquirer evaluates the alter¬
native schemes put forward.
Where a precise match does not occur, some form of computation will be required in
order to discover schemes meeting the enquirer's requirements as closely as possible. Par¬
ticularly in the case of numerical conditions, enquirers would be required to specify the
allowable deviation from the central requirement, in order to locate those scheme(s) most
closely matching their requirements.
Suppose there is to be a simple search for schemes consisting of flats on 5 acres of
land and with a density of 100 p.p.a. While the condition of 'flats' must be matched pre¬
cisely, the two numerical conditions may, in all probability, require only a reasonably close
fit. In such cases, the enquirer will search for schemes that match the given 100 p.p.a to
the nearest of, for example, +- 5%, that is, 95 p.p.a. < Schemes in Question < 105 p.p.a.
If this does not produce suitable schemes, the process may be repeated with a larger devia¬
tion, for example, +- 6% and onwards, until suitable scheme(s) are found. The system will
then be operated to identify those schemes built on site areas of approximately 5 acres
from the schemes located in the previous process. If there proves to be no scheme built on
exactly 5 acres, an allowable deviation shall again be specified until a usable set of
schemes is located. The sequence of the retrieval operations may be in any order.
1J. PROGRAM LIBRARIES
Searches in particularly common demand will have to be subroutined2 in order to
2 A subroutine or sub-program is a well-defined p>art of a program which carries out a logical part of the
functions of the complete program and which can be called into action whenever the particular part is re¬
quired.
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save the repeated effort of programming them every time they are requested. These will
mostly involve those searches carried out to identify schemes with one or more Level 1
data characteristics (e.g. population density, site area and construction costs). By doing so,
these searches may then be executed simply by typing in a value or range of values of
scheme characteristics of interest. They will in effect constitute a program library. An
example search subroutine on the SIR/DBMS is as follows (see Table 1): a search for
schemes meeting the requirements of "housing form maisonette, building storey 12, build¬
ing plan shape Y and internal access type corridor split level".




40 process rec 1
50 move vars NAMESCH
60 process rec 2
70 if (BLDG ne 5) exit rec
80 if (NOSTO ne 12) exit rec
90 compute BDG=vallab(BLDG)
100 move vars NOSTO
110 process rec 4
120 if (vallab(PRED) ne 'P* and SHPL ne 10) exit rec
130 if (vallab(PRED) ne 'P* and TYAC ne 10) exit rec




180 end process rec
190 out:
200 end process rec
210 end process rec
220 end process cases
230 report filename=SAMPLE/
240 print=NAMESCH('SCHEME') BDG('FORM') NOSTO('STOREYS')
250 SHP('PLAN SHAPE') TYA('ACCESS')/
260 end retrieval
In addition to the standardised search subroutines, publicly available data may form a
separate library of data files. It may include detailed records on architects or contractors,
prices of building materials and labour, or on local climate. These kinds of data are often
readily available on magnetic tape or disc from the organisation concerned.
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1.4. POTENTIAL CAUSES OF FAILURE IN SYSTEM-USER COMMUNICA¬
TIONS AND THE ROLE OF INFORMATION INTERMEDIARY
There are two categories of user distinguished by their mode of access to the HIS:
interactive and non-interactive users. Interactive users are those who operate the system at
first hand, using a terminal, whereas non-interactive users are those who gain access to the
system only through a system operator. This may be shown diagrammatically as Fig. 1.
To make the full use of an information system, good communications are essential
between information users, operators and the system. But this is often hampered by many
factors. Potential causes of failure in the system-user communication at each node in the
above figure can be summarised as follows [1]:
(1) Node 1 Failures :
(1.1) Poor problem statement by non-interactive users - users will frequently give unclear
or imprecise statements or the information needed; their particular needs are often
difficult to express, and there is an imperfect understanding of the problem.
(1.2) Misinterpretation by the system operator - this arises particularly where the operator
is poorly acquainted with the specific information needs of the enquirer.
(2) Node 2 Failures :
(2.1) Precision failure (how accurate it is): incorrect co-ordination of index terms; free-text
terms in wrong context; search formulation not specific enough; and indexing too
exhaustive.
(2.2) Recall failure (how much it misses out): failure to cover all possible approaches;
profile narrower than interests; search strategy too specific; and incorrect indexing.
Many of the Node 1 failures (which are caused by improper communication between
FIG. 1. The System-User Communication
Interactive Users
Node 1 Node 2
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users and operators) can be allayed by the help of a trained information intermediary. The
information intermediary is a middleman between users (especially non-interactive users)
and the system (or the system operator). His role is firstly to translate the user's concerns
into a set of specific questions which will be amenable to computer analysis, and subse¬
quently to translate the output into a form the user can readily understand.
Information intermediaries may operate the computer system directly, or indirectly
through a system operator - whether a staff assistant or a trained programmer. In either
case, they should necessarily be keenly aware of both the particular information needs of
the area concerned and the full capabilities of the system, in order to ensure effective user-
system communications.
Generally, the frequency and complexity of enquiries will determine whether the
information intermediary and the system operator are separate persons. In operating the
HIS, an enquiry would, in many cases, need several consecutive queries to be carried out
until the required final information output is obtained. Each step in this process inevitably
increases the risk of communication breakdown between the user and system. To minimise
this risk, it is considered to be far more efficient to have just one person playing both
roles.
However, it is uncommon to find a person from the computing field with a parallel
appreciation of the practical information needs of design practitioners, and vice versa. The
practical option is therefore to recruit a person from one field and then to offer training in
the unacquainted field. In view of the diversity of user groups and the complex nature
behind their enquiries, the intermediary should be drawn from the architectural professioa
Judging from the author's . experience of learning the SIR/DBMS (one of the
moderately complicated database management systems in the current market, yet extremely
powerful and flexible), a month's training (8 hours a day and 5 days a week) would be a
reasonable estimate for the average lay person (from architecture) to get him or herself
acquainted with the operating system3 and database package to the level of being able to
write serious application programs.
3 An operating system is the basic software which supervises and controls the running of other (user-
oriented) programs: the operating system allows the system (hardware) to operate the user programs
designed to satisfy applications (i.e. application programs).
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2. DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION OUTPUT
2.1. USER ACCESS TO THE HJ.S.
There is little value in having an information service if potential users cannot get
access to it when they wish to. Furthermore, there is evidence that much of the effort put
into information search is hampered or simply abandoned because of access problems (or
perhaps, unwarranted misconceptions about access to computers). In view of this, the ease
and convenience of access to the service should be ensured using every possible means.
Similarly, it may generally be assumed that the user has limited time to look for informa¬
tion of interest and will want rapid answers to immediate problems. Methods for dissem¬
inating information prove to be critical in coping with these potential problems.
The HIS may be accessed by users in two different ways: as a centralised data bank
to which remote users may gain access through the telecommunications network, by postal
service or personal visit; and by the distribution of compact forms of the database for use
on local machines, e.g. magnetic tapes, magnetic disks, microfilm or microfiche. These
methods of access are not necessarily mutually exclusive. In fact, the HIS may use both.
Obviously, the easiest way of gaining access to the system would be for each user to
have a copy of the database in a compact form, updated on a regular basis. Against this
however, every user must have a computer and operating software compatible with the
HIS. Most current low-cost stand-alone microcomputers4 have neither the processing
power or memory capacity to achieve this (although this may not be true in the near future
considering the pace of current information technology). Moreover, if any serious opera¬
tional difficulties occur, the advice of an information intermediary will not be immediately
at hand. Unless thorough 'help' instructions are included within each copy of the database,
or some means of obtaining swift consultations with an intermediary provided, system-user
communication problems could present a critical drawback of this approach.
Of the two ways of gaining access to the HIS, the centralised data bank is therefore
considered the more practical way of disseminating information at present, especially in
Korea. According to the chosen operating technology, the basic alternative ways of
4 A stand-alone microcomputer is one which is capable of operating in its own environment with no
dependence on any other device or larger computer.
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gaining access to a centralised HIS are:
(1) Visit to the HIS
(2) In-house remote-access terminal
(3) Postal enquiry
(4) Telephone enquiry
The first and second methods can provide immediate response to queries and are
most effective when several consecutive queries need to be carried out, which will be a
common occurrence.
The first method will be the most frequently used in Korea where the spread of com¬
puters is not as wide as in developed countries. It would be used mostly by local users
who would require information output immediately and may prove to be the best approach
for non-interactive users in obtaining accurate and relevant information.
The second method applies to those users who use the system through their own in-
house computer terminals (i.e. ordinary microcomputers) connected to the system via pub¬
lic telephone lines using 'modems'.5 Users must then frame the questions, interpret
responses, and know how to use those responses in their decision making or in directing
the search for further information. The user groups in this category would be those who
are likely to require information frequently and instantaneously, e.g. large contractors,
architectural practices and housing research organisations. The time required to gain access
to the system depends largely upon the centralised hardware configuration of the system as
well as the number of interactive users wishing to access the system simultaneously. The
principal disadvantage of this method is the considerable user training required, concerning
both the detailed contents and operational facilities of the system. It is important to
remember that the system will be operated by people who have no wish to spend time
unnecessarily acquiring programming skills. If the benefits of on-line access are to be
firmly established, the system must be as straightforward to use as possible, with simple
but comprehensive instructions to guide users through the options open to them at each




Users falling into the third and fourth categories must be provided with detailed
instructions about the most efficient ways of organising enquiries; this would improve com¬
munications between the user and system operator or intermediary and ensure the efficient
operation of the service.
Users making postal enquiries would do so on a specially designed enquiry sheet (a
query request form), containing a detailed description of the nature of each enquiry. In the
absence of direct communication between users and operator, every enquiry must be
sufficiently explicit and precise; otherwise, many subsidiary questions arising from the
search will remain unanswered, possibly resulting in much relevant information not being
retrieved. Consequently, users will not know how much information output they are likely
to get back. Another disadvantage is the length of time it takes to send and receive infor¬
mation.
The fourth category, enquiry by telephone, should also prove a popular form of
enquiry, especially for simple queries. The user (member subscriber) telephones an
enquiry to an operator, who types in the query at a terminal and reads back the results
received or sends them to the user by other means.
At present, demand for the interactive use of the HIS will be limited in Korea; cer¬
tainly, the other methods of information dissemination would be dominant. However, the
number of interactive users may be expected to rise as the falling price of computers
stimulates their increasing use.
System output may also be dispatched to the user by means of telex, facsimile or
computer-based electronic mail systems. Every possible convenience should be provided
to users in relation to their access to the service. As the number of enquiries shows a
steady increase, the relative number of information intermediaries should increase
correspondingly, in order to ensure the continuing swift reply to information requests.
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22. THE PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION AND METHODS FOR PROCESS¬
ING GRAPHICAL INFORMATION
Information must be presented in such a way that will help users to fulfill their prin¬
cipal design or planning tasks. The uses to which different categories of users put infor¬
mation are extremely varied and the system must therefore be able to produce output in a
variety of formats which should be immediately useful for the end-user. The criteria for
the best format for information disseminated by the HIS will correspond generally to those
described in Chapter 2, Section 2. In addition, numerical information should be presented
in such a form that no further computation is required of the recipient A brief written
analysis relating to areas of enquiry might also be provided on request For those who
want complete descriptions of a predetermined group, aspect or level of scheme charac¬
teristics, information should be available on paper from which photocopies may be made
on request. This will help the service operate more swiftly and economically.
The attractive presentation of information output is another crucial factor in determin¬
ing the success of an information system. Notably, the general tendency to deliver reams
of computer print-out should be avoided wherever possible. Users find them confusing and
illegible. Instead, the incorporation of graphics, such as line graphs, charts and tables may
increase the understanding of users. Simplicity of display and the reduction of output to a
(comprehensive) minimum will ultimately help the HIS gain a large measure of acceptance.
Certainly, in the field of architecture and associated disciplines, written material is not
necessarily always the best means of communication. As elaborated in Chapter 7, written
and graphical information (including plans and maps) are complementary in effectively
conveying both the concept and detail of a building scheme.
The final phase of information dissemination by the HIS requires all key drawings
supplemented by alphanumeric information to be dispatched to the user. Graphical infor¬
mation can be stored or distributed in microform6 or digitally using electronic networks, or
in paper form.
Microfilming drawings (i.e. 16 or 35mm microfilming) is a photographic process
which involves the use of cameras and film-developing chemicals, and is currently limited
6 Microform is the generic term for roll microfilm, microfiche, ultrafiche and microcard.
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to a maximum input paper size of A3 and AO for 16 and 35mm formats respectively. The
implication is that all drawings to be handled by the HIS should be initially adjusted to
those sizes acceptable for microfilming. The cost of a 16mm microfilmer and processor
lies in the range, £3500 and £3000 respectively. The 35mm processing costs a great deal
more: around £50,000 at the time of writing. Typically, they can operate at around 500 pic¬
tures per hour.
Microform may be supplied either as reels of microfilm or as packs of microfiche,
and users must be equipped with the necessary machinery to both view information, and to
take paper copies of it. Reproduction speeds are typically 10 seconds per paper copy. Both
manual and automatic versions of microform readers or reader/printers are available. The
automatic version can locate a specified drawing or document using pre-coded indices and
may sometimes be linked to a computer. Manual readers cost around £500, whilst
automatic reader/printers are in the range, £2500 to £8000.
Drawings may be transformed into digital form by image scanners7 or digitiser
boards8 connected to special graphics software. They each require considerable computing
power since image processing takes up much more storage space than processing
alphanumeric data. Whereas the scanning of an input drawing can be completed in a
matter of seconds, using a digitiser usually takes much longer since it is, in effect, a
manual process. But most scanners require their input to be at most A4 (although A3 and
larger machines are now beginning to appear). Digitally stored drawings may be repro¬
duced using plotters or laser printers.
For interactive users to be able to view drawings, they need to be equipped with high
resolution9 terminals costing at least several times as much as ordinary terminals used for
alphanumeric display. Obtaining paper copies of drawings also requires access to a plotter
or laser printer.
Once in digital form, drawings can be transmitted electronically to remote users via
7 A device which transforms the contents of documents or drawings into a digital form by scanning them.
8 A device which is used to convert an analogue measurement to a digital form.
9 The degree of fine detail that can be distinguished in a graphic display on a VDU.
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the public telephone system, or within dedicated networks,10 or by telex. However, except
where a dedicated network is used, transmitting a drawing of even moderate complexity
can take a very long time, in some cases, a matter of hours. Alternatively, digitised draw¬
ings (and associated alphanumeric data) can be run off onto magnetic tapes or disks, and
distributed as such. Again, each user must have both computer and software compatible
with that of the HIS, although formats (such as Graphical Kernel System and Drawing
Exchange Format) for drawing transfer along data networks are steadily being standardised,
allowing computer graphics to be both read and written on more and more different types
of computer system.
Although dependent on the number of housing schemes involved, the most economi¬
cal method of reproducing drawings will be from photocopies of original drawings, particu¬
larly where only a limited number of key drawings to each scheme is involved. However,
drawings would have to be standardised in A4 or A3 format in order to allow the use of a
standard photocopier and to cope with the physical problem of handling and reproduction.
There are at present many different computer systems and pieces of equipment avail¬
able from various manufacturers, all varying widely in cost and performance. It therefore
proves difficult deciding upon a particular system or mix of systems for the HIS. The
further option remains to lease certain systems or to use bureau services11 for some part of
the data processing. Decisions of this nature will, by and large, be related to local condi¬
tions but will have to be made with the following principal criteria in mind:
(1) Cost of initial purchase of systems.
(2) Volume of drawing input/output in relation to both input/output speed and unit cost.
Apart from devices for graphical input, there are also a number of devices for text
input such as optical mark readers, optical character readers or magnetic ink character
readers. They are all well proven methods of data entry, capable of processing several
hundred documents per minute, but remain extremely costly and only very large volumes
10 A data network set apart for private or special use.
11 An organisation which offers centralised computing power ('number-crunching') for outside firms whose
own computing requirements are not sufficiently large to warrant their having their own independent sys¬
tem.
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of input would justify their purchase. Therefore, for a small scale service involving a rela¬
tively a small number of housing schemes, manual data entry to the computer would be, at
present, the most economic and practical method of data input.
23. INDEXING SYSTEMS FOR DRAWINGS
Drawings for the HIS should be processed in a standard indexing system, preferably
one which is known to and popular with prospective users of the service. The drawings
required for building applications in Korea normally consist of location drawings, which
are general plans, elevations and sections of the site, units, building blocks and external
works. The full list of statutory requirements is as follows (Table 2):









* List of interior materials
* Sewage and disposal facilities
* Landscape plan
* General mechanical and electrical drawings
* Mechanical and electrical drawings concerning fire protection
* Parking plan
* Site contour plan (showing the location of built structures)
* Site section (showing the location of built structures)
Key * if applicable
N.B. 1. In case of public projects, slightly different
requirements apply.
2. Drawn perspectives or photographs of models, and/or
photographs of the site are normally included in the
submission.
3. A concise area analysis (including floor area
analysis) is also normally included.
The number of drawings required for a building application is normally less than that
for actual construction. Whereas the number of drawings required of a small scale housing
project will probably not exceed twenty or so, large scale schemes with, say more than
1,000 domestic units with a variety of unit types, may require up to a hundred drawings
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for the application. If mechanical, electrical or structural drawings are to be supplemented,
the number of drawings might number in total several hundred. Besides the issue over
design copyright (described in Chapter 6, Section 3), it is not expected at this stage that
such a detailed level of drawn information would be demanded by any prospective user.
However, there must be a consistent and systematic structure allowing such a large number
of drawings to be indexed and filed for ready access and cross-referencing. No standard
rules for indexing drawings are stipulated at present, thus the adoption of an existing sys¬
tem such as CI/SfB drawing indexing system should be considered.
2.4. USER GUIDANCE
The difference between what the enquirer or initiator really needs to know, and the
information output from a search, will be proportional to his knowledge of the system.
Users should therefore be provided with clear guidance concerning the classification and
indexing system, search concepts and terminology of the HIS, together with instructions for
assembling these concepts into a proper enquiry. Furthermore, such guidance will both
give users a better understanding of their own information needs, and the detailed means
by which the HIS can fulfill these needs. In general, guidance will fall into three
categories:
(1) Information about the database for interactive users - database producer's manuals
and updates, and database newsletters.
(2) A general description of the system (i.e. application programs) for interactive users -
system manuals and updates, and system newsletters.
(3) Information about search techniques for all types of users - classification and index¬
ing systems, glossaries and dictionaries, search guides and appropriate newsletters.
For interactive users in particular, instruction and refresher courses should be organ¬
ised on a regular basis or at times of particular demand. Many lay prejudices in relation to
the use of computers can be overcome through proper education and thorough instruction
in matters such as computer operation and system capabilities.
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2.5. PUBLICISING THE SERVICE
The depth and scope of the HIS must be made known to each potential user. This
can be carried out in the following ways:
(1) Professional remedial courses, e.g. Korean Institute of Registered Architects (KIRA)
annual remedial charter
(2) Advertisements in professional magazines
(3) Information sheets circulated to potential users and professional societies
(4) Regular introductory seminars
Demonstrations of the system are an important part of creating general awareness of
its existence and capabilities. Attracting potential users to exhibitions or demonstrations
would be necessary to achieve the necessary subscription level sufficient to finance the ser¬
vice. Demonstrations are often most effective when tailored to a particular group of users.
Various presentation media may be used: televisual, film, overhead transparency, slides,
tape-slides, etc.
After the initial implementation, in whatever format, the form and content of users'
enquiries should be carefully studied with a view to finding potential areas for improve¬
ments in the performance of the HIS. Many current information systems and services
benefit greatly from analysing the detailed feedback from users. Thus, users should be
encouraged to inform the service at every juncture of any complaints or criticisms they
may have had with the service.
3. TECHNOLOGICAL OPTIONS IN INFORMATION PROCESSING AND DIS¬
SEMINATION
Recently, the sheer rate of technological development in computing has produced a
number of uncertainties as to the selection of appropriate systems for a particular need. At
the same time, this evolution of information technology creates higher expectations from
users than ever before.
The nature and scope of information systems like the HIS are less and less likely to
be constrained by the technology available in most countries. Even 10 years ago, the cost
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implications of computer technology was often a forbidding constraint, preventing the
development of many systems that were otherwise conceptually very attractive. Now, with
the advent of microelectronics, the cost of computer hardware has fallen sharply, whilst
general 'computer literacy' has dramatically increased, allowing ever more complex and
powerful software to be developed. Today's microcomputer, at a cost of just £500 or so,
has nearly equal capabilities to very large machines costing peiftaps a hundred times as
much only 10 years ago; to the extent that current developments blur many of the cus¬
tomary distinctions between microcomputers, minicomputers and mainframes. In the latter
half of the 1970s, mainframes like the IBM 360 and 370 series or Digital Corporation's
PDP 10 and 20 series had approximately 65,000 bytes of main memory [2]. Today, chips
storing more than a million pieces of data on a tiny slice of silicon are appearing in per¬
sonal desk-top computers [3]; likewise, central processing units for large mainframe com¬
puters, once the size of a large room, are being condensed onto boards no larger than the
average newspaper [4]. Very recently, optical discs have been developed which can store
up to 1.5 gigabytes (i.e. 1,500 megabytes) and their capacities will inevitably increase in
the next few years.
Considerable effort is also going into making computers faster. Current personal
computers can perform over a million arithmetic operations per second, which may be
compared to the two mainframes referred to above, which were capable of performing up
to approximately 500,000 arithmetic operations per second [5]. Supercomputers capable of
performing 10 billion calculations a second, 10 times the current limit, are beginning to
appear.
Small computers allowing proper searches through man/machine dialogue (voice tech¬
nology) may be on the market in the near future, offering further improvements in the
aspect of user-friendliness of computers. The rate of technological change and the diver¬
sity of access to information which are likely to emerge in the future require us constantly
to consider the new possibilities opened up for the best use of information.
In this section, technological options which may influence the form of the HIS in the
present and near future are reviewed.
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3.1. CONVENTIONAL PROGRAMS VERSUS THE DATABASE APPROACH
There exists a multitude of possible ways and means of developing a housing infor¬
mation system. The form of the system will be primarily based around either the conven¬
tional12 (in-house) program, or the packaged database13 (off-the-shelf) approach. The
former method has the attraction that programs can be tailored precisely to one's needs and
made to conform to existing practices and standards. However, this approach is becoming
increasingly uneconomical as labour costs for computer programmers rise and software
becomes more sophisticated. Similarly, because the time before a system becomes opera¬
tional ranges from a few months for a simple system to several years for a complex sys¬
tem, there is the further problem of inflexibility in coping with any newly arising needs.
To take an instance, a seemingly uncomplicated system such as the Building Cost Informa¬
tion System (BCIS) of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS, UK) took three
professional programmers a full year to complete and set up and had cost around £100,000
by early 1984 [6]. Costs will of course vary from country to country: in Korea, where
labour costs are relatively low and working efficiency high, one would have expected this
final bill to be much lower. Nevertheless, packaged database systems nowadays provide an
increasingly attractive means of storing and retrieving data at relatively cheap unit cost,
given their ever increasing capabilities, often surpassing conventional programs in overall
performance. There are three principal designs of database systems: hierarchical, network
and relational. Although relational databases have become the focus of the current trend of
database applications, they are not necessarily best suited to all applications. All three
differ in their ease of implementation and use, and in their relation to user concepts arid
organisations.
3.2. EXPERT SYSTEMS
Expert systems are a major area of the research field known as 'Artificial Intelli¬
gence' (AI). An expert or knowledge-based system may be described as the representation
within a computer of human expertise (generally drawn from a very limited field) stated in
the form of simple IF...THEN... rules, enabling the machine to offer advice or take
12 A purpose-built program designed to suit the special requirements of one user or user group.
13 A generalised program or collection of programs written to cover the possible requirement of many
users.
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decisions within the field by making logical inferences from the facts of a given situation
or circumstance [7].
The expert system is substantially different from the conventionally programmed sys¬
tem in its representation of heuristic knowledge, its facility to draw inferences, to focus a
search, to ask relevant questions of a user, to cope with degrees of uncertainty or missing
information, and its ability to explain its own reasoning (inference chains). It consists of
three primary elements: a knowledge base; the model of the current problem situation; and
a controlling knowledge manager matching in-built knowledge against the given facts [8].
An expert system may simulate natural language communication (input/output) show¬
ing the rule on which it is currently working if users are unclear as to why a question is
being put to them. It may ask the user new questions, similar to those asked by the user,
and may make suggestions to the user about information relating to the question, but not
explicitly contained in the question. The following dialogue is based on the known capa¬
bilities of expert systems applied to a typical session with the HIS:
I
I (Operator explaining his initial brief to the system)
I
User : Is this the maximum density I could get?
System : Is the building form of 5 storey blocks with the
present mass compulsory?
User : Not necessarily.
System : Then, ten 3-storey terraced houses in a parallel low
may give you 10% greater density. The particular details
are " " " . The generic schemes meeting these
requirements are " " " .
I
I (System displays aerial views and plans of the schemes.)
I
User : Would it cost me more?
System : No. However, there might be + or - 2% cost fluctuation
within the next 3 months according to the forecast by the




Some expert systems appear highly intelligent and clearly take a long time to
develop. Such systems are usually very expensive and require considerable computing
resources since expert knowledge together with exhaustive reasoning (taking account of
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various query situations) have to be both processed and stored.
The earliest applications of expert systems were limited to areas such as 'guessing'
complicated organic molecular structures and in the medical diagnosis of certain conditions.
However, areas of use have consistently been opening up, owing much to the emergence of
higher level languages such as Lisp and Prolog. Nowadays, expert system 'shells' have
become available enabling users to construct their own expert systems much more easily
than writing them from scratch in some low level programming language. In the building
and construction fields, some expert systems (mostly using shells) are used in areas such as
the selection of plant for multi-storey projects and the diagnosis of the causes of dampness
in buildings [9].
Although at present expert systems in the building and construction fields are still
mainly at the development stage, they remain a technological possibility which any future
implementation of the HIS must take into consideration. This would however, inevitably
necessitate rather different operational groundwork to that presented in this thesis.
3-3. THE STORAGE AND COMMUNICATION OF DIGITAL INFORMATION
There are yet further technological possibilities relevant to any implementation of the
HIS: in particular, the various new data storage media currently in use and being
developed, notably, the compact disc and the viewdata.
The compact disc (CD) is beginning to emerge as a cheap and reliable medium of
storing very large amounts of digital information. Unlike floppy discs, current laser com¬
pact discs (CD-ROM) do not permit users to record or erase information on their own.
However, a single disk, the size of a conventional disc, can store 550 megabytes of data,
the equivalent of 1,500 floppy disks or a quarter of a million pages of typewritten text It
may also carry graphics, sound, and even moving pictures in colour. It means that the
information on 27,500 housing schemes analysed to the proposed 5 levels can be stored on
a single compact disc. The BBC's Domesday project is one example of the possibilities
opened up: 9,000 sets of statistics, 50,000 photographs and 60 minutes of moving pictures
and sound are all stored on a 30 centimetre laservision videodisc [10], costing the user
only £230. Admittedly, hardware costs currently run at about £3800 but attempts are being
made to bring this down. There is also a proposal to replace the 30 centimetre disc with a
smaller and easier to handle 12 centimetre CDI (Compact Disc Interactive) by 1988 [11],
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The distribution of compact discs, by themselves, does not allow for the incorporation
of an information intermediary into the information search process, but this may be allevi¬
ated by incorporating effective user-friendly facilities into the discs or by adding alternative
means of communication with the information intermediary.
Viewdata systems, which in contrast to teletext is fully interactive, can transmit text
and graphics stored in computer databases, via the telephone network, for display on ordi¬
nary television screens. The British Telecom Prestel service (launched in 1979) was the
first attempt to bring this technology to the mass of business and domestic customers. With
a Prestel television set (or Prestel adapter fitted to a normal television set), it is possible to
call up the central Prestel data bank via the national telephone network. In France, this
technology has infiltrated into the ordinary life more than any other country. By subscrib¬
ing to Minitel [12], the government sponsored viewdata system, subscribers (currently
about three million) can calculate taxes, send a complaint to city hall, get help with a
child's homework, have a letter translated, and so on. Currently, a more technically
advanced system is being prepared, primarily for the business sector. The British Epnitex
company is planning to integrate database with electronic mail facilities and offer more
advanced facilities for text and graphics editing than currently available on Prestel, together
with offering firms the chance to have their own individual viewdata systems; one of its
services, Epnilink, will connect different offices or branches with a localised communica¬
tions system [13]. Seen in the context of the HIS, this would offer the advantage of allow¬
ing effective interactive consultation with the central service during the search process.
The implementation of the HIS on viewdata systems in developed countries is by no means
unrealistic.
3.4. INTERNATIONAL DATA NETWORKS
International communication networks working through packet switching (e.g. Euro¬
pean Euronet-Diane, British IPSS, American Tymnet and Telnet) and satellite links (e.g.
Satellite Business Systems) are also on the increase. International standards networks such
as International Services Digital Network (ISDN) will be in public service from about
1995, which will allow users to connect to anywhere in the world through the standard
telephone lines, without any intermediate medium such as a modem being required [14],
Technological innovations continue to make these long distance data networks cheaper and
more accessible. In view of this trend, an international network for the HIS becomes a
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conceivable proposal, coordinated perhaps through some suitably involved international
organisation such as the International Union of Architects (UIA) or the International Coun¬
cil for Building Research, Studies and Documentation (CIB).
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CHAPTER NINE
COST ANALYSIS FOR THE H.I.S. IMPLEMENTATION
The cost of implementing the proposed service will be dependent upon the overall
scale of the service, and the chosen computer systems and methods of information dissemi¬
nation. It is thus critically dependent upon who will implement the service as there are
different existing computing capabilities, channels and methods of data handling unique to
each potential organisation suitable for the implementation.
In this chapter, however, the cost of the implementation is measured on the basis of a
new independent organisation for a small but self-sustainable scale service, so that any sav¬
ings arising from any existing facilities and resources belonging to each candidate organisa¬
tion may be offset against the guide costs presented below.
1. THE LIMITATIONS OF CONVENTIONAL COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
The cost-benefit analysis for an information service typically relates costs incurred in
its development and implementation to improvements in the efficiency and quality of task
derived from its subsequent use. Thus two separate analyses are first required before they
cosi5 of
can be usefully compared and correlated. However, whilst theAdevelopment and implemen¬
tation of a service can be estimated quite accurately, the overall benefits resulting from its
subsequent use are not at all easy to assess.
A conventional cost-benefit calculation with respect to the HIS would begin with an
investigation into the expenditure of the housing industry on the professional services of
the practitioners concerned, and the proportion of that expenditure on their information
activities. Subsequently, an assessment of the time saved by the use of the HIS
in searching for relevant information and any tangible improvements in quality of
work could be attempted in strict monetary terms. However, the obvious and critical
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shortcoming of this approach lies in the simple impossibility of properly measuring the
monetary value of 'pure' informatioa
The importance of using analogical feedback information in the design process has
been elaborated in Chapter 4; and Chapter 5 has described the potential benefits which may
be gained from the establishment of a service providing such information. The inference
drawn from these two chapters suggests that such an implementation will in fact prove
worthwhile, in view of the sheer magnitude of resources and professional services
expended on the housing industry. However, we can have no accurate figure for the extent
to which feedback information gained from the appraisal of buildings in use is actually
searched for by designers and others. Neither do we know exactly how they appreciate the
value of such feedback, particularly in relation to the difficulty with which it is acquired.
Although many maintain that they appreciate the importance of such information, the true
needs cannot be judged by taking such claims at face value. Thus, if we are forced to
measure the benefits of such information in purely monetary terms, we have unavoidably to
apply a number of uncertain conjectures to the estimation formulae, the results of which
are then unlikely to be, in any way, sound or realistic.
A further shortcoming with conventional cost-benefit analysis lies in the assumption
that the information is going to be well communicated, and therefore, that users will be in
a position to use it effectively. As identified in Chapter 2, there are many conventional
problems of communication between information providers and information users, which
may equally apply to any implementation of the HIS.
It is not an immediate concern of this study to attempt benefit analysis in purely
monetary terms. Instead, the concern here is to investigate the cost only of the initial set¬
ting up of the service, and to explore whether the cost would prove a major deterrent to
launching the service.
The following cost analysis outlines the approximate economics of the proposed ser¬
vice based on the use of current information technology. The result of this analysis may
reasonably be weighed against the potential benefits described in Chapter 5.
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2. IMPLEMENTATION COSTS FOR THE HJ.S.
If an existing organisation is to be selected for the implementing body, we might
expect a generally reduced initial cost of implementation, due to the possibility of using
existing resources as well as the provision of well-established channels of communication
with prospective users. The extent of such savings will, needless to say, differ from one
organisation to another. Costs will certainly be affected by the decision either to purchase
or lease the necessary computer systems, or whether a bureau service is to be used. Many
of the more mundane human tasks can also be passed on to established data bureaux, e.g.
data preparation and entry or, if necessary, microfilming. Decisions such as these will
greatly influence the organisational and managerial form of the HIS and ultimately, its
cost-effectiveness.
The cost analysis here is, however, based on three assumptions. First, it is based on
an implementation by a new independent organisation, with no consideration of savings
from existing resources. When considering one or more (in the case of joint venture)
existing organisations, the potential cost savings made possible by the use of existing
resources should be offset against the estimates presented below.
Secondly, the implementation costs will also be affected by the overall scale of
implementation. It is generally presumed that any kind of information service should be
developed in phases, responding efficiently to the demand and changing requirements of
users. In this respect, the cost analysis here is based on an initial, small scale but self-
sustaining service.
Lastly, any cost analysis will be affected by changing technology, a factor particularly
significant in the volatile world of computing. Thus, although the cost analysis presented
here is based on current technology, individual costs should not be taken as absolute, but
rather as an indicative range.
2.1. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The performance and capabilities of a computerised information service are certain to
depend upon the chosen mix of subsystems and machines. There are a great number of
computer systems, varying considerably in price, performance, and required back-up (in
terms of operating staff). The primary consideration for the selection of systems should be
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the method of processing graphical data (i.e. drawings). For the establishment of a new
organisation at a relatively small scale, it is assumed that the most economic and practical
way of storing and retrieving graphical data at present is by the use of microforms.
Nevertheless, for the interactive user to identify the schemes of his or her interest as
quickly as possible, it is necessary to allow interactive graphical display of at least a few
essential drawings, even at low resolution. These two suppositions then necessitate the use
of both a microfilm device (including microfilmer, processor and reader) and graphics
hardware and software. The selection of a database management system should be based
on the data specifications described in the two preceding chapters. Taking all these into
account, and assuming the life span of a computer to be a minimum of 5 years, the basic
criteria for selecting a computer system are:
(1) The system should be able to integrate a graphics system and a microfilm reader (i.e.
automatic retrieval reader).
(2) The system should be capable of handling 90 megabytes of data, 60 megabytes for
alphanumeric and 30 megabytes for graphical data. This is based on 3,(XX) housing
schemes being stored for the first five years of the service, with each scheme involv¬
ing alphanumeric data at five levels of analysis and graphical input of a site plan in
medium resolution.
(3) When considering the growing number of interactive users expected at the end of the
first five years, the system should allow for as many as eight simultaneous user-
interface lines.1
Based on these considerations, the initial system configuration for a small scale
implementation would incur the following costs (Table 1):
1 This means that the system should be capable of allowing the use of up to eight interactive users at the
same time.
TABLE 1. System Requirements and Attendant Cost





1,950 (five required at 390 each)














6,500 (two required at 3,250 each)
3,900
3,900
TOTAL W101.400.000 (=£78,000 ♦)
N.B. * Based on an exchange rate of £1 to W1.300.
Prices quoted are based on detailed estimates provided by manufacturers and were
valid as at July 1987. These estimates are likely to be similar throughout the world. The
effective operating life of the equipment is estimated to be five to ten years, and thus the
average annual capital depreciation rate would be in the range of W10,140,000 to
20,280,000 (= £7,800 to 15,600).
2.2. DATA PROCESSING AND STAFF REQUIREMENTS
The basic procedure for data processing may be summarised as follows:
(1) Data Preparation : collection of source material; taking-off and transcription of data;
and, data entry and microfilming of graphical data.
(2) Information Retrieval : information-needs counselling; and, information retrieval.
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(3) Information Dissemination : sorting and collating of information output; and, pack¬
ing, addressing and posting.
The procedure begins with the collection of documents and drawings used for build¬
ing application purposes, which are the major sources of Levels 1 and 2 data. Having
been taken off by means of desk appraisal and measurement (partly manual and partly by
using a digitiser), the data is transcribed into a standard form2 from which the data may be
entered into the system, in either on-line or batch mode.3 The rest of the data (i.e. Levels
3 and 4 data) is collected on a standard form for which little interpretation is required by
the data entry staff. Level 5 data is also collected on a standard form by scanning build¬
ing and housing related magazines, in order to provide onward referral for information
which may not be covered by the system. Data verification occurs at the point of data
entry.
Graphical data (i.e. a site plan) for screen display is automatically stored in the sys¬
tem when the digitising process for area measurement is carried out. Microfilming for
drawings, maps and specifications is also carried out.
Updating of the data stored in the system and on microfilm will be made whenever
changes occur to the housing schemes contained in the system.
Upon data entry to the system, information searches will be carried out on the
schemes stored in the system, which may involve information counselling to enquirers.
Information output may be printed out using a laser printer (for both alphanumeric infor¬
mation and digitally stored drawings) or a microfilm printer (for microfilmed drawings,
maps and specifications).
The final stage of data processing, particularly for non-interactive users, involves sort¬
ing out and collating the output, followed by packing, addressing and finally posting to the
user.
2 The standard form here will be different from the Form of Housing Appraisal and Measurement in Ap¬
pendix D, and will have a structure designed to facilitate data entry to the system. The development of
this structure however, is not an immediate concern of this study.
3 On-line data input refers to interactive input, whereas batch data input refers to input through a card
reading machine for punched cards. Batch data input is becoming increasingly rare. However, it is still
widely used in Korea, especially for large quantities of data input.
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Whilst hardware and software costs move ever downwards, staff costs constantly
increase. A small scale operation may be carried out using only a few staff, with no clear
divisions of labour, but large scale implementation would require much greater specialisa¬
tion, for example, system analysts and programmers, computer operators, data entry per¬
sonnel and database administrators.
As suggested for data processing procedures, a clear division of tasks will normally
require staff positions as shown on the left-hand side of Table 2. Numbers to the right of
the table indicate staff requirements for a proposed small scale implementation during the
first five years and their corresponding salary levels.
TABLE 2. Staff Requirements and Attendant Salary
( Cost Unit: W1,000 )
Position No. of Staff Annual Salary *
Director 1 12,000
Receptionist: 1 3,000
Data collection staff: 1 2,400
Data preparation staff: 1 2,400
Clerical staff: addressing.
packing and posting 1 2,000
Computing staff:





database administrator 2 ** 6,000
Information intermediary: 2 *** 14,000 (two at 7,000 each)
Microfilm staff: 1 3,000
TOTAL 10 persons W47.800.000 (=£36,770)
N.B. * The gross figure, including general insurances and pensions.
** Doubles with the the role of system analyst.
*** Assumes the roles of programmer and operator.
Some cost allowance should be made for training staff in the nature and standard pro¬
cedures of the work to be carried out. Two or three days would be a reasonable estimate
for non-technical staff, i.e. receptionist, clerical, and data collection and preparation staff.
In view of the crucial role of information intermediary, persons holding at least a univer¬
sity degree in architecture, or its equivalent, will be required. For prospective information
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intermediaries with no previous experience in computing to assume the combined roles of
computer operator and applications programmer, a training period of at least one month
would be necessary to bring them to the level of writing workable programs. This estimate
is based on the use of a packaged database management system of moderate complexity,
such as SIR or ORACLE. The cost incurred in job training will be calculated at the usual
salary rate. Thus, a month's salary for each of the information intermediaries and one-
eighth of a month's salary for the rest of the staff should be allocated to staff training
before the service can become operational. This would amount to approximately
Wl,519,000 (= £1,170).
23. DATA PREPARATION
The service cannot become fully operational until the analysis teams have accom¬
plished the initial data preparation. Primary trials have shown that data preparation4 could
require, on average, the following man-days which are based on an 8-hour working day
(see Table 3):
TABLE 3. Time Requirements for Data Preparation
(Unit: schemes per man-day )
Levels of Taking-off and Data Entry *





N.B. * Based on on-line data entry.
This estimate is based upon the following assumptions:
4 An estimate for Level 5 data preparation is not given here since the volume of Level 5 data required for
each housing scheme, however small, will vary to a great extent. In practice, only a small proportion of
housing schemes (to be contained by the system) would receive published coverage, with the overall lev¬
el of coverage varying greatly from scheme to scheme.
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(1) Length and area measurement for Levels 1 and 2 analyses is carried out by using a
digitiser. Site plans are stored in the computer through this procedure.
(2) Levels 3 and 4 data are collected in a standard form for which little effort of data
transcription is necessary.
(3) The time required for data entry includes the time for data verification.
Assuming there are 1,000 housing schemes for the initial input, each level of data
requires, respectively, 125, 500, 63 and 63 man-days to be taken off from source docu¬
ments and transcribed onto a standard form of measurement from which data entry may be
carried out. On-line data entry for the first two levels requires approximately a quarter of
the time required for taking off and transcription, suggesting that 32 and 125 man-days,
respectively, should be allocated. The data entry for levels 3 and 4 would require approxi¬
mately 63-man days each. These would make the employment of additional staff inevit¬
able, in order to minimise the time incurred in initial data preparation. In view of the spe¬
cialist nature of this work, the temporary employment of architectural students is recom¬
mended.
For the taking off and transcription of level 1 data, temporary employment for 10
architecture students for 12.5 days would be adequate. For the other data levels, 50, 6.3
and 6.3 days, respectively, should be allocated. Estimated costs incurred in the taking off
and transcription of data for 1,000 schemes by employing students are shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4. Costs of Data Taking-off and Transcription for
Initial 1,000 Schemes
( Cost Unit: W1,000 )
Levels of Taking-off and Cost *
Analysis Transcription of Data
1 125 man-days 750
2 500 man-days 3,000
3 63 man-days 375
4 63 man-days 375
TOTAL 751 man-days W4,500,000 (= £3,460)
N.B. * Based on a daily wage of W6,000 (=£4.60) per
part-time student
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For the increased efficiency of the operation, senior architecture students may be
preferable. For further acceleration of data preparation, more part-time employment may
be necessary, with more digitisers being leased or rented from commercial bureaux or
equipment dealers.
For batched data entry, based on the standard 80 column punch card, each level of a
housing scheme requires, on average, 25, 100, 50 and 50 punched cards respectively. The
current rate for key punching by bureau services is W22 (= 1.7p) per card and this
includes the cost for data entry to computer [1]. At this rate, the estimated costs for data
entry of 1,000 schemes are shown in Table 5.
TABLE 5. Costs of Data Entry for Initial 1,000 Schemes
(Cost Unit; W1,000)






TOTAL 225,000 W4,950,000 (=£3,810)
Roughly similar cost levels will apply for interactive data entry. With regard to
drawings, an estimated average of 40 drawings per scheme would be required to be
microfilmed; thus, 40,000 drawings will be microfilmed for the initial 1,000 schemes. The
time required for a 16mm microfilmer to deal with such a quantity works out at 20 man-
days (based on 250 pictures per hour), requiring one month's salary for a full-time
microfilming employee (i.e. W250.000 or £192).
In total therefore, an initial capital outlay of approximately W9,700,000 (= £7,460)
would be required to prepare the initial data for a sample of 1,000 housing schemes at four
main levels of analysis.
After the initial input, the permanent staff will be capable of inputting 8 schemes per
week, at all four levels. Thus, by the end of the first five years of operation, the total
number of housing schemes would amount to 3,000.
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The costs estimated above may be significantly reduced if the service is implemented
in stages involving initially Level 1 data and drawings. In this case, an initial capital
outlay of approximately Wl,550,000 (= £1,190) would be adequate and the data may rea¬
sonably be prepared within a relatively short time period.
2.4. FIXED COSTS AND OVERHEADS
Fixed costs will be required for office accommodation, general office equipment and
services, as in Table 6.
TABLE 6. Costs of Accommodation, General Office Equipment
and Services
( Cost Unit: W 1,000 )
Accommodation, General Office Equipment Cost
and Services
Accommodation * 12,000
Office equipment, i.e. furniture, filing 2,000
cabinets, drawing boards, etc.
Special equipment, i.e. typewriter, 1,200
photocopier, sound-level meter, etc.
Electricity, HVAC, cleaning, etc. 3,600
TOTAL W18,800,000 (=£14,460)
N.B. * Approximately 1,440 sq.ft. of office space would be
required, the estimated annual rental being W10.000
(=£7.70) per sq.ft. at sub-city centre rates.
A true costing will take account of the overheads of running the service. However,
they are the least predictable cost items at this time since some are dependent upon the
volume of information enquiries which may only be known after the service has been
operational for a certain period of time. No attempt is made here to estimate such items
but, nevertheless, cost allowance should be made in the following areas, as shown in Table
7.
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TABLE 7. Overhead Costs
( Cost Unit: W1,000 )
Overheads Cost
Consumables for computer processing and *
microfilming
General travelling expenses 1,200
Subscription to periodicals (approx. 40) 1,000
Publicity 1,000
Stationary, telephones and postal expenses *
Sundries 600
TOTAL for Estimable Overheads W3,800,000 (=£2,920)
N.B. * Inestimable at this time.
23. TOTAL COSTS SUMMARY
Lastly, the total costs for initial set-up and the first year operation of the proposed
HIS can be summarised, as in Table 8.
TABLE 8. Summary of Total Estimated Costs
( Cost Unit: W1.000 )
Cost Item Estimates
Computer systems and microfilm 109,200
equipment
Job training 1,519
Initial data preparation for 9,700
1,000 schemes
Annual staff salaries 47,800
Accommodation, general office 18,800
equipment and services
Annual overheads (of items 3,800
estimable at present)
TOTAL for Initial Set-up and
the First Year Operation
W190,819,000 (= £146,780)
It can be seen that the costs of setting up and operation of the service are small when
we consider the scale of potential benefits of the service - even though these benefits are
not explicitly quantifiable. Fears about the need for vast investment in the establishment of
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a computerised information service need no longer apply to any implementation of the
HIS. The cost analysis presented here suggests that the HIS could be financially viable,
and should give proper incentive to interested organisations, including the government.
This holds particularly true for any joint venture implementation, where the development
costs would be shared out. Furthermore, the rate of current developments in information
technology seems likely to ensure the increasing economic viability of the proposal.
3. CHARGING POLICY
It is difficult to decide how much to charge users for the information provided by the
HIS. Above all, the acceptable charge for the service is fundamentally dependent on the
environment in which the service will be operated, as the value of information is appreci¬
ated differently in different environments.
Certainly, the best approach would be initially to charge users an acceptable level and
gradually increase the charge to a full economic rate over the years of development, as the
full benefits of the service become apparent. But the range of acceptable charges is likely
to be very difficult to estimate. Moreover, there is evidence that architects are unfamiliar
with the current costs of obtaining information, tending generally to underestimate them.
There are some kinds of information in the construction industry which may attract
particularly high demand, such as tender and contract information, knowledge of which
may be critical to selling one's services and products. Examples of information services
for these kinds of information do not exist in Korea. But, building information services in
the UK, such as, for example, ABI, GLENIGAN or Contract Leads, are able to charge
commercially viable rates for their information, i.e. in the range of a few hundred to a few
thousand pounds. They are all profitable. This would not, however, be the case with the
housing information proposed here; and there is no precedent information service of a simi¬
lar nature either in Korea, or any other country, which could offer a reasonable yardstick
for the assessment of acceptable charges for the proposed service.
The likely level of charges for the use of the HIS would be higher than what users
currently feel ready to pay, since many users are not accustomed to paying a realistic price
for their information. Architects habitually regard information as something like a free
commodity, to be regularly volunteered by product salesmen. Besides, there are no stan¬
dard methods for measuring the time effort spent on collecting feedback information
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similar in nature to that of the HIS. Even where particular difficulty has been encountered
in locating relevant feedback information, this is rarely, if ever, assessed in strict money
terms.
With users clearly unwilling to accept the real cost of information product, some way
of sharing costs between individual users, interested organisations and (hopefully) the
government, would seem to be necessary in the first few years in order to launch the pro¬
ject This might also have the advantage of emphasising the co-operative nature of the
project It would become necessary to change traditional attitudes about information (for
example, that it should be freely available to users), perhaps by means of extensive educa¬
tional campaigns aimed specifically at the construction industry, to create a greater aware¬
ness of the existing costs of information gathering.
Apart from external financial support, an annual income will be generated in the form
of members' subscriptions. Such subscriptions could be established either, on a scale
which would take into account the housing design 'turnover' of the organisation concerned,
or at a rate related directly to usage, method of access to the system, the time when the
search took place, the duration of the search (computing time used), and the volume of




POTENTIAL IMPLEMENTING ORGANISATIONS AND
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES FOR THE H.I.S.
The eventual uses and expected benefits of the HIS are, to a large degree, dependent
on the manner of its implementation, which will in turn inevitably be linked to the working
characteristics of the implementing organisation.
This chapter is devoted to detailing potential implementing organisations and the gen¬
eral implementation strategies for the proposed HIS in Korea, with particular emphasis on
their involvement in housing information affairs and associated capabilities for data
acquisition and information dissemination.
1. POTENTIAL ORGANISATIONS FOR THE H.I.S. IN KOREA
In the survey conducted by the Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements
(KRIHS) on attitudes towards the establishment of a comprehensive housing data bank [1],
a small sample of housing related practitioners were asked to state whom they would prefer
to organise the service. They gave the following order of preference (Table 1):
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TABLE 1. Preference of Organisation Type for Housing Data Bank
Organisation Category Preference




SOURCE: KRIHS, "The Study on the Improvement and Effective
Utilization of Housing Data System" in Housing Policy Development
Research, Seoul: KNHC, August 1983.
The principal concerns underlying the above results have been, for the most part: an
apprehension about the collection of data (sampling rate); the reliability of the service; and
its cost in use. Another reason for the marked preference for a governmental organisation
is that such an organisation would be in a better position to supervise necessary conven¬
tions such as the standardisation of a vocabulary and classification of data.
The above survey results are not directly applicable to the HIS, as the data bank pro¬
posed by KRIHS was simply a statistical database and the sample informants were, by and
large, restricted to planning professionals. However, informal interviews by the author
with a small sample of Korean architects, both in the public and private sectors, have
shown a similar response.
Potential organisations for the proposed HIS in Korea may be categorised as follows:
(1) Government and public organisations :
- Bureau of Housing in the Ministry of Construction
- Korea National Housing Corporation (KNHC)
- Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements (KRIHS)
- City of Seoul
(2) Voluntary and professional organisations :
- Korean Institute of Registered Architects (KIRA)
- Construction Association of Korea (CAK)
- Housing Information Centre of Korea Housing Association (KHA)
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- Korea Institute of Construction Technology (KICT)
(3) Private companies :
- Various types of publishing houses or information services relating to housing or
architecture.
1.1. GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC ORGANISATIONS
1.1.1. BUILDING APPLICATION PROCEDURE
It is necessary to review how documents and drawings for building applications (i.e.
the primary data source for the proposed Levels 1 and 2 of housing analysis) are handled
in government and public organisations. Initially, they are filed with the local authority
concerned, and the information extracted from them passed through government channels
in the form of housing statistics. The Department of Architecture of the Bureau of Hous¬
ing in the Ministry of Construction is ultimately responsible for the final preparation of
statistics concerning building warrants and construction starts.
Any new construction, alteration, change of use or major improvement of a building
over a certain size requires a permit from the local authority concerned. An application for
warrant to erect residential buildings is made to the architectural or housing department of
the local authority concerned. There are two types of application, depending upon the size
and form of a proposed housing scheme: i.e. application for 'Consent' for a scheme of 20
or more dwellings and application for 'Permit' for a scheme of under 20 dwellings. An
application for Consent goes through a stricter examination at a higher level of authority
than an application for Permit. In addition, applications for Permit and Consent require
different sets of documents to be submitted to the local authority concerned. Each applica¬
tion for a building Permit/Consent for a housing development should comprise (Table 2):
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TABLE 2. Requirements of An Application for Building
Permit/Consent for A Housing Development
Requirements * Permit Consent
Application forms 1 1
Certificates of site ownership 1 1
and land registration
Plans 1 1
Documents for site development 2 3
Public holding certificate 2 3
Public utilities and services 2 1
plans
Comprehensive plans and asso¬ 2 3
ciated documents
Certificate of eminent domain 2 3
Key 1 (necessary), 2 (not applicable), 3 (if applicable)
N.B. * Many of the above requirements may be exempted for
public projects.
Currently, Korea consists of 1 special city (Seoul), 4 greater cities and 9 regions (and
their subordinate 57 cities). Each city or regional council comprises several boroughs or
district councils. The administrative zoning of Korea is shown on Fig. 1.
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The hierarchical structure of central and local government authorities1 involved in
housing Permits/Consents is as follows (Table 3):
1 There are regional variations in the names for directorate, department and section in charge of house¬
building warrants. For public housing development by KNHC, applications for permits are made to the
local authority concerned, and those for consents to the Ministry of Construction.
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BOROUGH COUNCIL DISTRICT COUNCIL
Directorate of Construction Dept. of Construction
Dept. of Housing or Arch'ure Regional Ping. Sect.
METROPOLITAN CITY COUNCIL





A great deal of information is contained in the application documents and its subse-
quenL.Permit/Consent, which is sufficient to provide most of Level 1 and part of Level 2
data requirements with no further manipulation. The remainder can mostly be taken off
from drawings accompanying the application documents. The legal requirement for the
storage of files and drawings is ten years for the local authority initially concerned with
building warrants. However, the files on -larger and more significant projects, e.g. high-rise
and large scale housing, are stored in archive permanently.
Upon the acquisition of building warrant, there are further official procedures to be
gone through before the building can be occupied. These are notification of the start of
construction, interim inspections and their certification, application for amendment of war¬
rant (if necessary), and the notification of completion of construction and its subsequent
certification.
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1.1.2. ORGANISATIONS IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR
Considering the ease of access to the official documents filed with local authorities, a
small number of public organisations emerge as potential candidates for the HIS implemen¬
tation. Their current roles, organisational structures and involvement in housing informa¬
tion affairs are briefly introduced here, together with any information services currently
operated by them.
The Bureau of Housing in the Ministry of Construction has a major responsibility
for housing affairs in the country. It consists of four departments: Housing Policy, Hous¬
ing Administration and Management, Architecture, and Technical Advisory departments.
Many of their routine tasks and responsibilities are related to the operation of the HIS, for
example, surveys and research into residential environments and subsequent preparation of
statistics on housing conditions. The bureau is also in a position to co-ordinate the con¬
ventions which may be necessary for any national scale implementation of the HIS.
As a government sponsored organisation established in 1962, the Korea National
Housing Corporation (KNHC) is roughly equivalent to the Scottish Special Housing
Association (SSHA) or to the UK New Towns Corporation. It develops large housing
estates and new towns comprising houses and flats for both sale and rent, and, in some
cases, those built in trust. Between 1980 and 1984, it built some 36,000 dwellings annu¬
ally, representing from 28 to 59% of the annual public sector housing production, and
equivalent to 14 to 30% of the national housing product during that period. For 1985 and
1986 it has aimed to provide more than 30% of public sector production, or over 14% of
the national total [2].
KNHC carries out regular surveys on rent levels, residential conditions and
behavioural patterns of urban dwellers. The surveys are carried out by its seven local
branch offices throughout the country, each supervising a number of on-site management
offices for housing estates developed by the KNHC.
Within the KNHC, there is Housing Research Institute which is concerned with
research on energy-conscious building, new building methods and technology, modular co¬
ordination of building materials and components, and so on. The institute maintains a
library, which is open to the public, but there is as yet no proper implementation of an
information service. Whilst the KNHC introduced some measure of computerisation in late
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1979, the only area in architecture where computers are presently used is in the measure¬
ment and costing of building quantities.
The potential of KNHC for the HIS is undoubtedly high considering the wealth of
data in its possession and its chain of local branches which could be employed for data
collection for the proposed service.
Established as a government sponsored R&D organisation, the Korea Research
Institute of Human Settlements (KRIHS) provides expertise on urban and regional plan¬
ning, transportation planning, land use planning and housing policy. Although its concern
with housing is limited largely to land use and economics, KRIHS exists as a potential
candidate for the HIS because of the expertise it has already accumulated, and for its
involvement with the physical aspects of housing. It offers an information service through
various media: reports, regular newsletters and digests; and a computerised data bank is
currently being operated.
The City of Seoul presents itself as a conspicuously viable candidate, particularly as
a starting point if the service is to be implemented in stages. According to the 1986
Census [3], nearly 10 million people (one quarter of the nation's total population) reside in
an area of some 240 sq.miles, which is less than 1% of the land area of the country.
Furthermore, 80% of the commerce and trade, 50% of the higher education facilities, and
40% of the medical facilities of the nation are concentrated in Seoul and her immediate
vicinity. It is precisely the concentration of both housing (over 30% of the national total)
and prospective user population (over 50% of all potential user firms and individual users)
in Seoul and its adjoining Kyungki region which underlines the city's potential for the HIS
implementation.
Although building permits and consents come under the jurisdiction of each local bor¬
ough council, in reality, nearly all developments subject to consent are examined by the
city. If the service is implemented by the city, ease of data acquisition for the HIS is
ensured. The city is not however concerned with information services, and computerisa¬
tion has not as yet been introduced to architectural or housing affairs.
There remain further (lesser) candidates, such as the Bureau of Statistics in the
Economic Planning Board (EPB), concerned with population and housing census, and the
Directorate of Research in the Korean Housing Bank which is concerned with housing
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economics. However, their concerns with housing information are not really sufficient in
the light of the service envisaged.
Building research organisations such as the National Construction Laboratory Institute(MCLI)
of the Ministry of Construction may also be considered as candidates. However, as their
principal concern is with construction techniques and the specification and testing of build¬
ing materials, their potential for the HIS implementation is considered rather weak.
1.2. VOLUNTARY AND PROFESSIONAL ORGANISATIONS
There are a number of voluntary and professional organisations concerned with hous¬
ing and construction affairs. Although the information requirements and processes within
each are unique, they all collect necessary housing data from clients, architects and
developers involved in new housing developments. The form of data collected is largely
identical with that for official requirements, but is accompanied by a proprietary document
specific to each organisation.
The following organisations are considered as potential candidates and their involve¬
ment in housing and housing information described:
The Korean Institute of Registered Architects (KIRA) is a professional body
whose function is broadly equivalent to the UK's RIBA or the American AIA. Architects
are required to have their building applications examined by one of the thirteen regional
branches of the KIRA before being submitted to the local authority concerned. The KIRA
had until recently kept a copy of each building application on archive, but has lately aban¬
doned this practice because of storage difficulties.
KIRA is a strong candidate, considering its well established communication channels
with architects and its responsibility for professional expertise.
It is the publisher of the Journal of KIRA, a monthly magazine similar to Architect
(formerly the 'RIBAJ') or Architecture (formerly the 'AIAJ'). KIRA is actively involved
in housing related research, and organises design competitions in special areas such as
energy conservation. It maintains no formal information service. Computerisation has not
yet been introduced, but is being considered for the management of records of registered
architects.
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The Construction Association of Korea (CAK) is a government-sponsored, but
independent organisation. It is mainly concerned with the economic analysis of the con¬
struction industry in areas of contract size, construction equipment, patterns of demand for
building materials, and building industry employment figures. This information is supplied
by all registered contractors and subcontractors and, from its analysis, the Annual Con¬
struction Industry Statistics is published. Furthermore, the CAK requires building contrac¬
tors to submit a copy of the building warrant and site plan if the project client and contrac¬
tor are identical persons or organisations (which is usually the case in Korea). These docu¬
ments are kept for five years. No computerisation has yet been introduced.
Established in 1978 as a voluntary and non-profit making organisation, the Korea
Housing Association (KHA) may be said to be equivalent to the UK's NHBC. It is the
only sizable organisation concerned with housing research and information in the private
sector. It aims to contribute to the improvement in the quality of domestic building con¬
struction by providing technical and financial advice. Current membership comprises 52
large building contractors (as of 1987) whose annual contracts in total amount to about
20% of the total multi-family housing production in the private sector (which is approxi¬
mately 8% of the total national housing production).2 One of its major functions is to pro¬
tect the interests of member contractors by representing their collective opinions to die
government.
KHA's member contractors are possible data sources for the HIS. Although the prac¬
tice is now abolished, the KHA originally (for its first four years) filed a copy of every
building application submitted by member contractors for administrative purposes. Another
notable function of the KHA is a housing information service which includes the above-
mentioned advice. Membership is open to anyone interested in such a service. Access to
the current service takes the form of telephone enquiries, personal visits, and a subscription
/nformatioti published by the. hbusiiy In-Pormation Centre
to the monthly Housing Aof the KHA. Computerisation of this service has not yet
been introduced.
The Korea Institute of Construction Technology (KICT) is roughly
equivalent to the NCLI in the public sector in terms of roles and responsibilities.
2 The figures are based on their housing production during 1985-86 and are referenced from 1986 Report
of KHA.
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However, KICT is a more suitable candidate for the HIS than NCLI because of its exten¬
sive sponsorship from the Construction Industry Association and large building contractors
throughout the country. It also provides building and construction information to anyone
interested.
1.3. PRIVATE COMPANIES
There do exist a number of commercial computerised housing information services,
yet none deals specifically with design oriented information. Instead, their concerns are
mostly with information on real estate transactions, handling only small quantities of infor¬
mation.
Publishing houses may prove worthy of further consideration. Current prominent
magazines relating to building and construction are 'Space', 'Decoration', 'Total Design',
'Environment and Landscape', 'Architecture and Environment', 'KIRA Journal', 'Architec¬
ture and Culture', 'Housing Information', 'Modern Housing', 'Apartment Life', 'Architec¬
ture and Materials', 'Energy Conservation', etc. Each is concerned with general architec¬
ture, interior design, landscape and environments, with some having a bias towards theory,
and others towards practice. Magazines concerned solely with housing tend to deal less
with the physical or aesthetic aspects and more with the economic, political and social
aspects of housing.
In general, most publishing houses lack both in corporate size and available informa¬
tion resources to emerge as viable candidates. Possible exceptions are the 'KIRA Journal'
(published by the KIRA) and 'Housing Information' (published by the Housing Informa¬
tion Centre); these publishers have established channels of communication with both the
potential information providers and users. However, in view of the commercial insecurity
involved, particularly in the initial stages of implementation, there can be little or no incen¬
tive for them to commit themselves to the service without any substantial support from out¬
side.
The organisations described so far are all located in Seoul or the immediate vicinity.
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2. JOINT VENTURE IMPLEMENTATION AND THE PRACTICAL INTEGRA¬
TION OF THE HJ.S. WITH PLANNING INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The organisations introduced in the preceding section also represent potential
beneficiaries of the proposed HIS. However, it is unlikely that this kind of information
service would be implemented as a result of the independent initiative of any one organisa¬
tion. In fact, because the value of pure information tends to go unrecognised, the potential
benefits of an information system may be measured unfavourably against the considerable
initial investment needed to start it up.
In practice, the implementation would be better carried out by way of a joint venture,
involving many of the above-mentioned organisations in sharing the financial and organisa¬
tional burden. This would ensure the following advantages for the participating organisa¬
tions:
(1) Elimination or minimisation of resources wasted through unnecessary duplication in
the collection, storage and analysis of housing data.
(2) Provision of housing statistics on a more regular basis, and in greater detail.
(3) Greater progress in the co-ordination of data standardisation.
Almost all the organisations interviewed showed no enthusiasm for committing them¬
selves to the HIS, as they considered their current work load already quite sufficient
Nevertheless, they were in general sympathetic to the concepts underlying the HIS and
agreed that their own tasks could be simplified greatly by the HIS. The hurdle then
becomes that of providing sufficient initial incentive. They suggested that the incentive
should be initiated by central government, it being in a position, not only to provide the
necessary funding, but also to seek necessary co-operation from all sectors of construction
industry. It was also recommended that the service be implemented in a way so as not to
overburden any existing organisation, but instead to set up a new independent agency.
The implementation of the HIS for any one professional group or particular organisa¬
tion would be considered something of a luxury at present. Instead, the costs and benefits
should be spread out within the community of all potential users concerned with housing
development and research. Therefore, it is recommended that the initial investment be sup¬
plied by the government and/or shared by all interested organisations in the construction
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industry.
The integration of the HIS with planning information systems to form a national
housing data bank would be a viable proposition. As mentioned briefly earlier in Section
1, a planning-oriented housing data bank was proposed in 1983. It appeared in 'The Study
on the Improvement and Effective Utilization of Housing Data System', forming a part of
the 'Final Report on Housing Policy Development Research' which was carried out by the
KRIHS under a contract with the KNHC. The study pinpointed many of the institutional
drawbacks associated with the collection and utilisation of housing statistics. Firstly, the
collection of housing statistics is only intermittently carried out, and the statistics cover
only a limited geographical area. Secondly, there are inconsistencies of usage and
definition of data, sometimes even within one statistical survey. Thirdly, since the time
gap between data collection and its eventual appearance in statistical fomi can be very
great, often one or two years, the potential benefits are greatly reduced. Fourthly, obtain¬
ing relevant statistics often proves to be very difficult, as much of it is scattered and una¬
vailable to the general public. Lastly, many of the qualitative aspects of housing are
difficult to assess and are not presented in any meaningful or detailed manner.
One of the recommendations put forward in response to these problems was the con¬
ception of a centralised housing data bank (clearing centre) linked to secondary data banks.
Although no definite or detailed structure, or the means to realise it, was specified, the
urgent need for such a data bank has been voiced on many occasions, and from a number
of different angles.
Presently there are about twenty official statistical surveys being conducted, which are
concerned either partially or exclusively with housing. A housing information service of
the nature proposed here cannot expect to completely satisfy all the information require¬
ments of planners involved in housing. But it may well cover many of the aspects of
housing in sufficient depth, considering that the degree of detailed description of housing
schemes required by architects far exceeds that required by planners. Of the twenty sur¬
veys, at least four could be replaced by the HIS (with the currently proposed levels of
detail), providing that the HIS is implemented on a national scale and with the help of
local authorities. These four surveys are:
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(1) Building Permits Statistics currently prepared by the Department of Architecture of
the Bureau of Housing in the Ministry of Construction.
(2) Building Starts Statistics currently prepared by the Department of Architecture of the
Bureau of Housing in the Ministry of Construction.
(3) Apartment Living Condition Statistics currently prepared by the Department of Hous¬
ing Policy of the Bureau of Housing in the Ministry of Construction.
(4) Apartment Residents Statistics currently prepared by the KNHC.
Besides the four listed above, there are many other statistical surveys which stand to
benefit, to varying degrees, from the implementation of the HIS.
3. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
As stated in Chapter 9 ('Cost Analysis'), the first stage of implementation must be
regarded as an investment to be financed by interested organisations and/or the government
since it is unlikely that any service could be offered that would justify imposing fully
economic charges at the outset.
The choice between establishing a national service from the outset or building it up in
phases has been described in Chapter 6. The latter would undoubtedly have the advantage
of reducing the initial capital investment needed, whilst also securing time in which to
receive and reflect upon useful opinions from information users about the performance of
the service. One recommendation is for the first stage of implementation to be carried out
within a particular region of Korea, that of Seoul and Kyungki region which has the
highest concentration (over 50%) of all potential user firms and individual users. This first
stage may also involve only a limited number of schemes and/or the most essential subset
of the data items (i.e. Level 1 data).
If, after the first stage of implementation, it were decided to expand the service, it
should be along the lines suggested in the preliminary considerations of implementation
discussed in Chapter 6, which are:
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(1) Expand the number of schemes within Seoul and Kyungki.
(2) Increase the level of detail of information on each housing scheme.
(3) Increase the geographical coverage.
As the service gained acceptance, more schemes within Seoul and Kyungki region
would be provided. More detailed levels of information may have to be provided,
reflecting the needs of various user groups using the service. Additional data items may
have to be supplemented in order to cater for the needs of user groups, not originally
envisaged, who have however seen the service as a valuable tool for their practice.
The service could, in due course, be extended by the inclusion of schemes in areas
beyond Seoul and Kyungki. Upon appraisal of the initial implementation, more regional
information centres may be established to provide local users with greater accessibility. In
view of the administrative and geographical zoning of Korea, these may be increased to up
to nine regional centres within a reasonable period of time. These centres may take the
form of branches of the public or professional organisations previously described, and may
be connected to the central body of the HIS via telecommunication networks. They should
be organised so as to provide valuable links in the communication chain leading outwards
from the central organisation, which then acts as a clearing centre, forming a national data
network for housing information.
It is important not to be over-ambitious at the beginning. What is most important is
to get the service off the ground, to see what the real demands are, and to extract useful
user responses. This will provide a sound basis for any long-term strategy for the service.
Further expansion will undoubtedly concentrate on existing methods of communication to
user groups, keeping in line with developments in information technology, for example,
electronic mail, compact discs or viewdata services (such as the British Telecom's Prestel
service). The organisation of a publication service should be considered if, after monitor¬
ing user response, clear preference was shown for information in paper form. The publica¬




THE PILOT STUDY AND USER ACCEPTANCE
CHAPTER ELEVEN
A PILOT STUDY FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF USER ACCEPTANCE
The eventual overall scale and form of the proposed Housing Information Service
cannot be determined until a full scale enquiry into its viability is carried out. This enquiry
should be directed at three broad areas, namely:
(1) A study of its acceptance by practising architects and related professionals, and the
effect of the service on their current information activities.
(2) An estimate of the number of firms and individual practitioners willing to use the
service at various cost levels.
(3) The degree of financial and institutional support from various organisations, includ¬
ing governmental agencies who may have an interest in the service.
Each of the above areas calls for large scale research and investigation with working
designers for a considerable time period, the research being centred around a practical
demonstration of the system as it might be in use. In effect, this is similar to a form.of
market survey, and as such should determine a reasonable estimate for the initial size and
scale of the service, and whether the service would ultimately be used sufficiently to make
it economically viable. Whilst acknowledging the difficulties of launching large scale
enquiries at this stage, these issues have been explored to a limited extent, with particular
emphasis upon (1) above. Additionally, the principal assumptions on which the concept of
the HIS has been based have been reappraised and the proposed forms and methods of
information handling re-examined.
For the investigation, a pilot system has been developed containing only a limited
amount of essential data critical to the analysis and appraisal of housing schemes. The
system has been designed to be universally relevant rather than confining its use to a
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particular context.
This chapter is concerned with a pilot study set up to investigate user acceptance in
the UK and Korea, analysis of which is followed up in the following chapter. Details of
the pilot system, the sample of housing schemes contained therein, and the participants
involved in the demonstration are described below.
1. METHODS OF ENQUIRY AND PILOT STUDY PARTICIPANTS
Initially, questionnaires were to be sent out in order to obtain first impressions from
various groups of practitioners. However, this was later considered to be ineffective due to
the inherent difficulties in fully describing the concepts and utilities of the proposed service
in questionnaire form where brevity is considered critical to obtaining a satisfactory level
of response. Instead, practitioners were asked to attend a practical demonstration wherever
possible; otherwise, personal visits were made to them.
User acceptance in Korea was measured solely by means of personal interviews,
which involved explaining the background of the proposal and showing the information
output of the system. Thus, for the summer of 1985 in Seoul, the printed information out¬
put of a demonstration system1 developed by the author at Edinburgh University was
shown to the majority of key potential implementing organisations (see Chapter 10) and to
a number of individual practitioners. In total, approximately 30 practitioners and organisa¬
tions including universities and research and development institutions were approached.
Although, undoubtedly, the most effective way of obtaining comments and opinions about
the system would be to persuade the practitioners concerned to try out the pilot system,
borrowing or leasing the necessary computer systems for private research with no external
financial support proved to be practically impossible, the general distribution of computers
being not so wide as it is in more developed countries.
For the surveys conducted between January and March 1987 in Edinburgh, a series of
interactive demonstrations based on a reasonable and intelligible range of system
1 A number of trial demonstrations of a pilot system had been given to eight colleagues of the author's,
mostly Ph.D. students in the department, before the actual demonstration system has been completed.
These were aimed to supplement the system and to identify general views, both positive and negative,
regarding the acceptance of the HIS proposal. Their views helped the author to organise the direction of
enquiries in the later investigations.
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applications was carried out in the presence of a limited audience drawn from architecture
and other housing related professions. In total, eleven subjects attended five demonstra¬
tions at the Department of Architecture, University of Edinburgh, the eleven being drawn
from the SDD (Scottish Development Department), SSHA (Scottish Special Housing Asso¬
ciation), SLASH (Scottish Local Authorities Special Housing: now defunct), NBA
(National Building Agency: now defunct), Border Health Board and from the University of
Edinburgh itself. All subjects were highly experienced in the fields of housing
design/planning, research, administration and management The sample comprised nine
architects and two quantity surveyors, each having, on average, twenty to thirty years'
practical experience. They were given in advance introductory notes and an annotated
hand-out on the demonstration search, so that they had enough time to study the nature of
the demonstration. Each demonstration lasted about two hours, consisting of forty minutes
for the demonstration, followed by a discussion period. Participants were also encouraged
to operate the system (i.e. menu-driven system: see Section 2.2.1) by themselves.
In both countries, comments were solicited on identical issues. For the survey con¬
ducted in Korea, however, greater emphasis was placed on the feasibility of the service in
the Korean context.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PILOT SYSTEM
This section describes the pilot system in detail, comprising the following subsec¬
tions:
(1) Data characteristics - data selection and sample housing schemes involved in the
demonstrations.
(2) System characteristics - software particulars and detailed information searches car¬
ried out.
2.1. DEMONSTRATION DATA CHARACTERISTICS
It was considered that there would be little value in actually going through all the
programming procedures of structuring and entering some 1300 data items for each hous¬
ing scheme in an effort to develop a final, complete database. After all, as discussed else¬
where, a real system will only evolve after carefully considering all the various financial
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and technical constraints on the operating environment and, most importantly, after receiv¬
ing both general and specific opinions and recommendations from the housing and con¬
struction industry. Instead, the aim here was simply to provide evidence of the substance
behind the hypothesis underlying the study, and to suggest directions for the eventual form
of the HIS. In this respect, a small but workable program2 was written, involving first,
third and fifth level data items, and part of the second level (representing two aspects of
housing in detail), amounting to approximately 150 data items.
After data items were chosen, housing samples were collected. From the summer of
1984 to the spring of 1985, information on over 300 housing schemes was collated on a
somewhat random basis, before selecting the final sample. The information was derived
from speculative housing developers, architects and other housing related organisations and
public offices, most of them potentially suitable candidates for the HIS implementation.
The data collected was mostly in the form of copy documents and drawings3 officially
required for building warrants, institutional examination or for filing purposes in profes¬
sional and voluntary organisations. These 300 schemes were then sorted according to three
criteria: (1) whether the scheme was a good example of its kind; (2) the availability of sub¬
stantial detail from the source material; and (3) schemes built in the City of Seoul or
Kyungki region.
As a result, 43 domestic housing schemes were initially selected for the pilot system:
these consisted of 36 apartment schemes and 7 terraced housing schemes. Later on, the
sample was extended to include 10 foreign schemes (6 apartment schemes and 4 terraced
housing schemes) which were selected from housing monographs and magazines with a
view to eliciting, as far as possible, comments and opinions on the possible international
application of the service. This made a total of 53 schemes, comprising 42 apartment
schemes and 11 terraced housing schemes.
2 It is generally assumed that the nature of enquiries will differ, more or less, with the enquirer's profes¬
sion, e.g. clients, architects, planners, etc. The eventual overall range of enquiries can only be identified
after actual implementation of the service. With this in mind, the demonstration system was built upon a
reasonable anticipation of the typical kinds of enquiries the targeted user groups would be making.
3 Where accurate measurements were not specified in the documents or drawings, data was taken off by
means of desk appraisal and measurement. Thus there may be some small discrepancies between actual
dimensions and those scaled off by the author.
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2.2. DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
The pilot system was based on the SIR/DBMS, a software package available within
the university, and run on a VAX/VMS. SIR (Scientific Information Retrieval) is an
integrated database management system and offers the user-friendliness and convenience of
a relational database. It uses the SQL query language. Being based upon hierarchical and
relational file structures, it processes multiple record types and allows for a direct interface
to SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) and SAS (Statistical Analysis Sys¬
tem). It is particularly suitable for large and/or complex data structures and is widely used
in universities and public sectors around the world. In addition, it is easily portable to
other computer systems [1].
Displays of building plans were also incorporated into the demonstration. The
software used was BADGER, a graphics system developed by EdCAAD (Edinburgh
Computer-Aided Architectural Design). The operating system was UNIX (Version 7) run
on a DEC PDP 11/73. Because of the connection difficulties between two separate sys¬
tems (i.e. database and graphics systems), two terminals were used.
It is clear that the more schemes contained by the system, the better are the chances
of a closer match with the enquirer's requirements. When the service is in full operation, a
far closer match with schemes of interest will be achieved, but, with only 53 housing
schemes for the demonstration system, the range will be much narrower. Thus, for the
most part, planned searches were carried out, based on two different approaches, one
menu-driven,4 and the other, a conventional database approach.5
4 A menu-driven approach refers to a technique used in user-friendly systems, functioning as an alternative
to the direct keying of commands into a system. In this approach, a list of available options is displayed
on the screen, (the VDU,) from which the user selects an option by keying a number representing the
option. The advantage of this is that a user does not need to learn commands or consult reference manu¬
als to operate the system.
5 A database approach refers to an approach in which a user keys commands directly into the system.
Users are required to learn commands to produce the desired information output.
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2.2.1. A MENU-DRIVEN SYSTEM
A degree of user-friendliness has been incorporated into the system by guiding the
user through a hierarchy of menus. The detailed hierarchy and option selection of the sys¬
tem are summarised in Fig. 1.
FIG. 1. Flow Diagram
( START )
^Enter 3\/ y^Enter / /Enter/
j^pRmj (hard copy)
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The complete subroutines corresponding to the above flow diagram are contained in
Appendix E.
As soon as the system is activated (START in Fig. 1), the user instruction (Fig. 2)
appears, which is then followed by the entering of individual values by the operator (Fig.
3).
FIG. 2. User Instruction in MAIN MENU ("MAIN MENU" in Fig. 1)
Welcome to the Housing Information Service !
** SCHEME SELECTION **
You will be prompted for the characteristics of the
schemes you wish to investigate. The following values
will be requested : Upper and Lower limits on NUMBER
of DWELLINGS, SITE AREA, CONSTRUCTION COSTS,
LOCATION and the FORM of HOUSING.
( HOWEVER, you may SKIP characteristics of no interest
to you.)
A search for relevant schemes will be made using these
limits. Further information subsequently be requested.
(The system uses sq.m. for SITE AREA. 1 acre is
approximately 0.4 hectares or 4,000 sq.m.)
For the NUMBER of DWELLINGS, SITE AREA and
CONSTRUCTION COSTS, you are required to enter
a range of values that includes your particular requirements.
Supposing, you require approx. 400 dwellings, you could
enter 380 for lower limit and 420 for upper limit
The housing form you have chosen will be the predominant
form, thus it may or may not involve other forms of
housing.
Press RETURN to continue :
The top level menu was derived from the anticipated dominant enquiries, beginning




(3) Form of housing
(4) Area of site
(5) Number of dwelling units
The search process may be initiated by using any one or any combination of these
five top level variables.
FIG. 3. Main Menu Selection ("ENTER I" in Fig. 1)
♦** REMARK *** START RETRIEVAL TRANSLATION.
*** REMARK **• START RETRIEVAL EXECUTION.
Enter lower limit for Dwellings:
Enter upper limit for Dwellings:
Enter lower limit for Site Area in sq.m.:
Enter upper limit for Site Area in sq.m.:
Enter lower limit for Construction Costs in thousands pounds:
Enter upper limit for Construction Costs in thousands pounds:
Enter Country Code: 26
Enter Region Code:
Enter Code for Housing Form: 4
As an additional facility, 'help' instructions are incorporated into the system (Fig. 4),
to help with the appropriate coding of data items, and generally, with explanation and
advice.
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FIG. 4. Help Instructions in MAIN MENU ("MAIN MENU" in Fig. 1)
** HELP Screen **
Codes for COUNTRIES are :
1. Australia " " 11. ISRAEL
13. JAPAN 14. KOREA 23. SPAIN 24. SWEDEN
25. SWISS 26. UK 27. USA
Codes for REGIONS are :
1. KANGNAM 2. KANGDONG 4. KWANAK
13. YEONG'PO 14. YONGSAN 16. CHONGRO
19. E.INCHON 20. N.INCHON 23. KWANG'NG
26. PUCHON 28. SONGTAN 29. SUWON






Codes for Housing Form are:
1. Detached houses 2. Semi-detached 3. Terraced
4. Flats 5. Maisonettes
N.B. Codes for countries and regions are abbreviated.
As soon as the relevant schemes and their details are identified, the user has five
options to choose from (Fig. 5). He or she may:
(1) Display a detailed analysis of the schemes identified.
(2) Display plans of schemes of interest.
(3) Print out the results of the search and any related detail at any instance of the search
(this may be in text or graphical form).
(4) Go back to the Top Level Menu and start a new search (in case the last search was
unsatisfactory, or in order to narrow down the range of schemes identified in the pre¬
vious search).
(5) End the session.
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FIG. 5. Selection of Menu ("SELECT MENU" in Fig. 1)
SIR/DBMS EDITOR READY
** YOUR Current Selection Criteria are :
Dwellings between < > and < >
Site Areas between < > and < >
Construction Costs between < > and < >
Region < > , Country <26> , Form <4>
** The Schemes of Your Interest are :




** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **




4. Begin New Search
5. End the Session
Enter Option : 1
, For a memory aid, the scope of the enquiry is made to appear in the upper-most part
of the screen (see Fig. 5 or 7) during consecutive searches.
Each selection mode in Fig. 5 follows a path of subroutines. For example, if the user
decides to see detailed descriptions of the housing schemes retrieved, a subordinate menu
selection relating to the detailed description will follow (Fig. 6).
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FIG. 6. Selection of Detailed Description ("DETAILS" in Fig. 1)
** DETAIL SELECTION **
1. Location, construction period, architect, competition
& design awards history & various nature of scheme.
2. Physical description of Site.
3. Block particulars , including garaging and parking
provisions.
4. Dwelling Unit particulars.
5. Construction Particulars , including structural and
H V A C types & external materials and finishes.
6. Concise Construction Costs particulars.
7. Published Coverage on scheme.
8. Feedback from Project Architect or Editor.
9. Density Figures of Scheme.
10. External Space Provision detail.
11. Internal Materials & Finishes detail.
Or
IF You wish to go back to Selection Mode, type's'.
IF You wish to start a New Search, type 'n'.
IF You wish to end the session, type 'e'.
Enter option : 1
The user is given a choice of 11 groups of detailed information. He may also go
back to a previous step, start a completely new search, or end the session. Suppose he
selects one of the groups of information shown in Fig. 6, the system will then ask him to
specify the scheme he is interested in (see Fig. 7).
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FIG. 7. Scheme Identification ("ENTER 3" in Fig. 1)
** YOUR Current Selection Criteria are :
Dwellings between < > and < >
Site Areas between < > and < >
Construction Costs between < > and < >
Region < > , Country <26> , Form <4>
** The Schemes of Your Interest are :




Enter Identification Number of Your Interest : 730001
** Retrieval is being performed. **
Upon the entry of a scheme identification number, the system retrieves the detailed
description of the information group previously selected by the user (Fig. 8).
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FIG. 8. Detailed Description of An Information
Group ("DET1" in Fig. 1)
Fullers Slade at Milton Keynes NT
Architect : D. Walker
Construction started in MAR 30, 1971 and
Construction completed in JUL 19, 1973
Is this scheme a Mixed Use Development ? : Yes
Is this scheme a Public Housing ? : Yes
Is this scheme a Private Housing ? :
Is this scheme for Owner occupied :
Is this scheme for Rent ? : Yes
Is this scheme for both Sale & Rent ? :
Is this a Housing Association scheme ? :
Is this an Elderly Housing scheme ? :
Is this Single-person Housing ? :
Is this a Resort or Second Home scheme ? :
Is this a Mobile Home Park scheme ? :
Is this Educational or Institutional Accommodation ? :
Is this a New Town Development ? : Yes
Is this scheme a Planned Unit Development ? : Yes
Is this a Rehabilitation scheme ? :
Competition organised by, if any : *
Competition in *
Design award from, if any : *
Design award in *
*** REMARK *** RETRIEVAL COMPLETE.
The user may print out the information shown on the screen (Fig. 9). The system
then returns to DETAIL SELECTION (Fig. 6), so that the user can begin a new search.
FIG. 9. Hard Copy Print Option ("PRINT OPTION" in Fig. I)
** PRINT OPTION **
If you wish to have a print-out
of the result of the enquiry,
type '0'. Otherwise, type '1'.
Enter Option : 1
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The user can see plans of schemes of interest and may also return to other selection
modes (Fig. 10).
FIG. 10. Selection of Plans ("PLANS" in Fig. 1)

















13. Bills of Quantities
Or
IF You wish to go back to Selection Mode, type's'.
IF You wish to start a New Search, type 'n'.
IF You wish to End the Session, type 'e'.
Enter Option : e
Examples of information output are also contained in Appendix E, together with
corresponding subroutines.
2.2.2. DATABASE SYSTEM
Along with the menu-driven planned searches, the more usual database retrievals
were carried out, including impromptu searches on arbitrary topics requested by the audi¬
ence. Statistical and graphical analyses were incoiporated, ranging from the simple
analysis to the complex comparative analysis of schemes of interest.
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In the following section, a word or number inside brackets represents an example
value unique to each variable housing characteristic.
Examples of simple searches demonstrated were:
(1) Retrieve [COUNCIL] schemes designed by [ ] and developed by [ ] in [ ]
region, for which parking layouts are [GARAGE COURT INCORPORATED
WITHIN HOUSING BLOCK].
(2) Retrieve schemes of [3] storey terraced houses mixed with [8] storey maisonettes for
which site slope is more than [15] degrees, roofing material being [PROFILED
COPPER SHEET] and wall cladding of [SYNTHETIC SHINGLES].
(3) Retrieve names and locations of [SINGLE-PERSON HOUSING] [POINT BLOCK]
schemes which have won design awards from [ ] during [1982-84].
(4) Retrieve summaries of periodicals which contain information on [SOCIAL] aspect of
[ ] scheme in [ ] region.
(5) Correlate the number of dwellings and parking space of each [FLAT] schemes
[REHABILITATED] by [ ] city council during [1980-86].
More complex searches were also carried out:
(6) Retrieve schemes which meet the following requirements:
- More than [10] storeys
- Shape of block plan is [PENTAGONAL]
- Structural type is [STRUCTURAL STEEL]
- Floor type is [JOIST AND DECK]
Then,
- Describe the feedback on technical aspects.
- Retrieve published coverage on user satisfaction.
Searches involving comparative analysis were included:
(7) Retrieve schemes which meet the following requirements:
- [MIXED HOUSING DEVELOPMENT] located at [ ] or [ ].
- [13] acre < site area < [14] acre
- Shape of site is [REGULAR FORM] of [SQUARE].
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- [900] people < population density < [1,000] people.
- Parking space per household > [1.0]
- [£50] per sq.ft. < construction cost < [£55] per sq.ft.
- Heating system is [CENTRAL HEATING] using [OIL].
Then,
- Specify Dwellings per acre, Habitable rooms per acre and Bedspaces per acre.
- Compare their ground areas both absolutely and relatively in graphical form.
- Describe the site context and site planning in detail.
- Compare construction cost details using the National Economic Development Office
Price Adjustment Formula.
Part of the information output generated by the database system is contained in
Appendix E, together with corresponding subroutines which generated them. It should
again be noted that much greater levels of detail both in the search queries and in the
resulting output information will be possible with the addition of extra Level 2 information.
The next chapter describes user acceptance of HIS and related issues, as revealed by
the demonstrations of the pilot system described in this chapter.
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CHAPTER TWELVE
USER ACCEPTANCE OF THE H.I.S.
This chapter describes the results of surveys designed to appraise user acceptance of
the HIS. The specific issues dealt with in this enquiry are as follows:
(1) The degree of acceptance of the principal concepts and potential benefits of the ser¬
vice.
(2) The levels of detail in both textual and graphical information required by each group
of practitioners, i.e. whether the present level is adequate or not.
(3) The speed of response to information enquiries, i.e. how long users are prepared to
wait for information.
(4) The performance specifications of the service.
Despite the great contextual disparity between the UK and Korea, there is a general
consensus of opinion about the above issues. The printed information shown to Korean
interviewees and the system demonstration in Edinburgh were acknowledged by partici¬
pants to be sufficient to explain the concepts behind the system.
The demand for the kind of feedback information used for analogical thinking
processes - analogical feedback information, with which the proposed HIS is principally
concerned - is considered to be closely linked to acceptance of the proposed HIS. Thus,
participants were asked initially to define their own needs for external analogical feedback
information at the following two stages of design decision making at which the HIS is
aimed to be most useful:
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(1) The initial stage of design decision making (i.e. briefing), when the need is to under¬
stand the design problem and define the scope of problem solutions.
(2) The next stage (i.e. sketch plans), when the need is to reveal uncertainties in antici¬
pated performance of decisions made, or simply to improve the quality of initial
design solutions.
Further questions1 were asked in order to clarify responses to the above questions.
These questions, and subsequent responses from interviewees, are described in detail
below.
1. ACCEPTANCE OF THE PRINCIPAL CONCEPTS AND POTENTIAL BENE¬
FITS OF THE H.IJS.
It was in principle confirmed by all the interviewees that the more experienced a
designer is, the less inclined he or she will be to make use of external analogical feedback
information. However, a genuine polarisation of views did become clear on the general
need, desirability and effectiveness of feedback information in the design process. More¬
over, marked disparities were found with respect to design philosophy and approach.
Acceptance or otherwise of the proposed service was found to be linked to these
differences.
The quotations used below (unless otherwise noted) represent the collective opinions
of the participants interviewed and were recorded during discussions with participants.
1.1. NEGATIVE VIEWS
At one extreme, interviewees unsympathetic to the HIS proposal argued that analogi¬
cal feedback information would only prove of use on a few exceptional occasions, and that
in general, there is no need for such information. It was added that investigation of other
designers' solutions tended to occur only during the period of formal training. With refer¬
ence to the need for such information at both the briefing and sketch design stages, the
1 Wherever appropriate, both positive and negative views identified in the earlier trial demonstrations given
to the author's colleagues were fed back to participants in order to elicit more detailed opinions based on
their professional experience. Therefore, readers may find many counter-criticisms between the partici¬
pants appearing throughout the text.
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decisive reply was, "If you suggest that a designer studies similar schemes in order to iden¬
tify the essence of the design problem and later compares his or her solution with them, it
may be considered insulting." When asked about the need for analogical feedback when
designing unfamiliar housing types, e.g. exceptionally high density or earth-sheltered hous¬
ing, two lines of scepticism emerged. Firstly, "The HIS may be of use in a small number
of unusual circumstances, but then only to a limited degree. But even then it would be
something of a luxury." Secondly, "The designer should learn to cope with such unfami¬
liar situations. Design is nothing if not a challenge."
In response to these replies, they were asked three questions:
(1) Could they be confident that their own design solutions were the best of all potential
solutions for a given brief?
(2) Could they predict all the consequences of their primary sketch plans?
(3) Had their schemes always performed according to original predictions?
Responses to the first question broadly followed a general pattern: that is, having stu¬
died the design brief (assuming that it has not been compiled by the designer himself), an
experienced designer would, in most cases, immediately respond with a (strong) mental
conception/picture of the building image. From this image, sketch designs would evolve.
The early conception of building image is based on the continuous practical experience
acquired from successes and failures in previous problem situations. There will, of course,
always exist alternative solutions/images/approaches, each with their own balance of pros
and cons. However, as with other design fields, each solution should reflect a designer's
individuality. Furthermore, the appraisal of overall building performance can rarely be
compared to, say, that of mechanical products, there being only a few aspects of building
which can be measured quantitatively. Opponents further emphasised the existence of vari¬
ous intangible and non-measurable qualities intrinsic to each design solution, these being
imposed by differing value judgements amongst designers, and the various physiological
and emotional feelings of building users. As one interviewee said, "Buildings cannot sim¬
ply be rated in terms of 'marks out of ten'."
In answer to questions (2) and (3), opponents argued that the ability to predict the
future performance of a design depends entirely on experience. When the designer has
accumulated experience of designing the same types of building, he should be able to
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predict most of the post-occupancy performances of his sketch plans. "The divide between
your design intentions and actual built performance can only be minimised by acquiring
experience in practice. Nothing can help you to narrow the gap." In addition, failures in
prediction were not seen to be attributable to the architect but, by and large, to activities at
the site after occupancy such as poor maintenance, vandalism, and changes in occupancy.
Individual experience was repeatedly stressed as being the key factor in all design
situations. A designer from SSHA stated: "I have never seen the architect who consciously
uses existing models for a design project. Feedback is only obtained through one's experi¬
ence in the working environment of a design practice. It's in your head." Furthermore,
opponents maintained that the traditional form of apprenticeship through which a particular
skill is passed down through the generations is the only way for a young designer to
acquire real design knowledge and experience.
The prevailing view of this category of interviewee was that each and every design is
unique. It was argued not that designers neglect to look for feedback information, but that
they do not actually need it "There will never be an identical pair of design problems or
solutions. Thus, the solution for one particular set of circumstances will not be the right
solution for another." This is, essentially, the main underlying criticism behind the nega¬
tive view of HIS. None of the opponents had ever employed external analogical feedback
information. There was a strong belief that creative designers must avoid any preconcep¬
tions about design solutions. "Design should proceed from a free state of mind. Referring
to schemes built for similar requirements would only narrow the range of solutions and
bring about stereotypes."
When asked about the importance of using feedback information obtained from social
surveys on qualitative aspects such as user satisfaction or social activities, the negative
response still prevailed. The argument was advanced that user response is arbitrary, ill-
considered and superficial and that designers could not infer anything valuable from it
"Say you get 70% likes and 30% dislikes about a thing today. On the next day, you get
the complete opposite. How can such volatile user response be reflected in any future
design?" It was felt that designers would never produce a practical design if they paid too
much attention to such problematic information. Designers should instead use their own
deliberation and judgement. In most cases, they can predict with sufficient accuracy and
certainty the performance of paper schemes for their eventual users and, correspondingly,
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how those users would respond to the scheme.
A further contention brought up by opponents was that the frequent lip service paid
to Utopian ideals completely avoids what actually happens in practice. It was exemplified
by the notion of 'teamwork' in design practice. Teamwork is often put forward as being
of vital importance in design, particularly as the scale and complexity of building projects
continues to increase. However, the dissection of a project into discrete individual subsec¬
tions, each with a design team member responsible solely for a designated subsection, is
clearly nonsensical, and could lead to chaos. In practice, preliminary schemes evolve in
the mind of the project architect, and most later design decisions will continue to be depen¬
dent upon him, even where teamwork in the later stages is considered feasible.
Opponents showed a strict adherence to the traditional patterns of work, and
embraced it as an absolute principle not to be encroached upon. "Present practice is quite
right if you correctly understand the nature of design. That's the only way." In this view,
'design' is regarded almost as an inviolable credo which should not be logically explained.
The proposed service is seen, accordingly, as a violation of its sanctity.
Some ancillary questions were asked in order to establish more accurately the
opponents' working methods:.i.e. how they use coverage of schemes in the popular archi¬
tectural magazines. They were asked specifically why they review them, and what level of
detail they expect from them. The predominant reply suggested that it is only a random
activity - to know the latest trends and current state of the art or simply to refresh the ima¬
gination. This activity seems unrelated to immediate project development. "It's true that
we get some insight for future projects through that process, but for those purposes we
often get more from fashion magazines." They also maintained that the designer does not
look into the detailed characteristics of building schemes but rather looks at holistic images
of them. Therefore, they would prefer a few good quality pictures and illustrations of a
scheme to a detailed written analysis.
Furtheimore, the need for any building study at the outset of a project development
btj opponents
was questioned. It was thoughtA to be carried out only by students or inexperienced
designers with the sole purpose of investigating one or two particular aspects of a building
type. It may be true that the building study encourages a genuinely creative approach to
design, rather than simply reinforcing conservative stereotypes. However, it is a procedure
gone through only in the first few years of design education. Experienced designers
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seldom do building studies, but rather plough straight in with a preliminary response. This
line of argument further implies that experienced designers need not put effort into finding
schemes meeting particular design requirements.
It became evident that the opponents felt the proposed service might bring about con¬
vergence rather than a divergence of design thinking, resulting in conservative rather than
creative solutions. They went on to say that the main concern of creative designers in the
initial stages of designing is in the freedom of scope that exists and the level of originality
that may be achieved.
The discussion inevitably led to arguments about the custom-made versus the ready-
made design. Opponents instinctively felt the proposed service represented an aspect of
the 'design environment' they found distasteful, misguided, and unsympathetic to the
creative designer: much like the standard plans based on the systems building concept pre¬
valent after the 1960's. They also pointed out that the service might encourage general
plagiarism of existing designs.
Their general conclusion was that the service would be neither desirable nor useful.
Added to this was the suggestion that it was too heavily steeped in academic assumptions -
that any system would fail if it did not take account of the realities of professional practice.
"No matter how superbly this kind of information system is developed, it could never be
used by a designer." The conceptual hypothesis of the HIS was completely rejected.
Finally, a question was asked concerning the potential value of the service in other
areas - particularly for naive clients, brief makers, developers, student training or statistical
and research purposes. Except for statistical or research purposes, the reaction -from
opponents was in general negative. It was argued that naive clients would not be able by
themselves to disentangle problems with the sole help of the HIS and would after all have
to consult architects, quantity surveyors or developers. They were then asked about the
potential of the service for architects or brief maker in advising the naive client on possi¬
bilities and consequences of the stipulated requirements and budget. The reply was that it
might provoke in the client a stereotyped scheme image which would push him in a partic¬
ular direction. As a result, the designer would be forced along that route despite its
irrelevancy to the current design problem. It was claimed to be undesirable for both sides.
Referring to its use for developers and student training, it was said that developers, particu¬
larly speculative developers, usually have a stock of standard housing types which they
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build anywhere, irrespective of site conditions, and that the performance of each is well
known. Therefore, the usefulness of the system here was said to be limited. As with the
naive client, it was maintained that it would only foster stereotypical tendencies (conver¬
gence) in the student or novice designer, lessening the potential for creativity. The service,
it was suggested, would be better suited to publishing houses, housing management or
academic research societies. In other words, the service was seen to be of help for retros¬
pective search of housing schemes but not for forward creative designing.
1.2. POSITIVE VIEWS
Supporters affirmed that such a service could be practical and beneficial to those
preparing housing briefs, and to those designing schemes to meet a given brief. It could
be of benefit to those making the initial decision about developing a piece of land. The
viability of alternative strategies could be quickly tested and a realistic brief prepared. But
for the purpose of comparing one's initial design solution to those contained in the system
in the later stage of sketch plans, the system was thought to be of limited value owing to
the inevitable time limits at that stage.
Acknowledging the very infrequent use of such information, supporters argued that
information is not usually available immediately to hand. The frequently voiced opinion
was that if anyone disregards the importance of such feedback and consciously avoids
using it even if it is available, then that person is either 'mad or a criminal!' It was
emphasised that the designer or developer would want to know, for instance, whether all
the constraints had been pushed to the limit, or whether the initial brief represented a rea¬
sonable balance of those constraints. It was argued that if an assessment of the schemes
representing the typical performance of the housing types and layout in question is known,
a wider range of options could be examined than would normally be the case. In other
words, a yardstick would be available to compare alternative proposed solutions. Exam¬
ples were given of sketch plans being approved before analysing predicted cost against the
given budget, resulting in many designs having to be substantially altered, or on occasion
completely abandoned. In some cases, designers may discover serious errors of judgement
in the initial design only when it is too late to go back and start again. Accordingly,
desirability of obtaining post-occupancy performance information of schemes similar to the
current project was emphasised.
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Supporters added that architectural magazines have to some extent become involved
with publishing more systematic appraisals of buildings in use but that their activities are
still fragmented and largely insufficient.
Regarding the notion that 'every design is unique', supporters generally agreed that
there are certainly different contexts and constraints for each project and a solution has to
reflect such variables. However, they maintained that the argument of the opposition is, by
and large, based on a perfectionist tenet. A former depute) director of the Scottish NBA
added that the notion is understandable in a sense, but, in reality, similarity of design prob¬
lems as well as solutions is unavoidable. He went on to say that the repetition and stan¬
dardisation in the field of housing has been seen everywhere over the past 40 years and
that the future is likely to see a general increase as the mass-production and prefabrication
of building components, and standardisation of construction practices continue. He quoted
a study of the joint user requirement group of SDD, SLASH and NBA, which scrutinised
fifteen low rise local authority housing schemes. "All fifteen schemes had a high degree of
similarity, the house type in seven schemes being more or less identical in spite of the fact
that a diverse sample was sought." He said this prompted NBA to publish 'Generic House
Plans' and 'Metric House Shells'.
Faced with the negative responses from the opposition about the use of the system at
the two aforementioned stages, supporters counter-argued that it was attributable to certain
architects' overconfidence in their design abilities. They stressed that many architects
would regard themselves as having a deep, implicit understanding and insight into given
design problems, and would probably consider their solution the best possible. It was
added that many designers work within style-related parameters that are likely to be
observed between schemes they have undertaken; and do not bother to search for other
forms of solution possibilities. They argued that these actually confine many architects to
narrow stereotypical boundaries, resulting in a lack of variety and flexibility in design
decision-making. The lack of an exploratory attitude was held to be partly responsible for
this, and it was said to be a reason for critical set-back in architects' continuing profes¬
sional development.
Supporters drew attention to the crucial need for ongoing criticism from colleagues at
all stages of the design process. "You're borrowing other people's knowledge and experi¬
ence in order to obtain more information and insights. You might also find potential faults
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which you would have made without such criticism." They claimed, accordingly, that if
one accepts that one's knowledge and experience is limited and that the proposed system
substitutes such cumulative knowledge and experience, the concept and usefulness of the
proposed system is validated.
The general consensus of supporters was that it is ultimately dependent upon how
one assimilates existing solutions, whether they can be used as analytical tools for decision
making or not The argument is simply that design cannot occur in a vacuum, and that
building designs are born out of prior conceptions formed either by immediate firsthand
experience of similar design problems or by the accumulated observation of buildings
undertaken by others. As a participant from the Border Health Board said, "Say, when
you walk around the town, the images of impressive buildings are implanted in your mind
and they're certainly reflected in your design."
The arguments for and against custom-made versus ready-made design solutions
became evident among the supporters. Regarding the potential of adapting existing
schemes to a new design problem, it was argued that, even if the service were to be used
in the manner of standardised plans, no great harm would be done. It was considered to
be dependent upon how it was to be used. Furthermore, another common reply was that
the service would, in effect, improve the performance of second-rate practitioners because
no one would want to investigate building examples inferior to their own proposed design
solutions. "One would learn by imitating and incorporating the better ideas of others.
Creativity is, in a sense, acquired through imitating."
The uses of the HIS for experienced designers was discussed in conjunction with
building studies. In contrast with the opposition, supporters argued that experienced
designers are not completely independent of building studies, although it is true that the
reliance upon them becomes less as experience grows in particular types of building. The
difference between an experienced and an inexperienced designer's attitude to building stu¬
dies was thought to lie wholly in the amount of time spent on them. Furthermore, the use
of the HIS for experienced designers was also said to be helpful. With increasing experi¬
ence, a designer develops a set of general design approaches which are applied to
identifiable building types, for instance, high density terraced or middle income single-
person flats. But where designers have lost touch with a once familiar building type, many
of the implicit mles and canons peculiar to that design specialism may have been forgotten.
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It becomes necessary then to refer to files and drawings of past schemes previously under¬
taken by the designer. But much of the information within them rapidly becomes obsolete
with time. In this regard, it was contended that the use of the HIS may provide experi¬
enced designers with quick, up-to-date information.
With reference to its use in student training, it was held to be helpful for students to
better understand the practical reality of design possibilities. Supporters unanimously
voiced the view that students have little idea of the realities of design practice when they
first enter the profession, as university courses tend to focus heavily on questions of style
and originality, whilst not taking proper account of the real world. Lastly, it was added
that use of the HIS for naive clients, developers or statistical and research purposes would
be valuable, and that great value would be found by brief makers, as it could prevent abor¬
tive work by helping them to effectively eliminate unrealistic briefs, particularly for those
without experience of the housing type in question.
1.3. VIEWS PARTICULAR TO KOREA
Thus far, the discussion had focused on acceptance of the HIS in a universal context.
It is believed that the proposal would be accepted differently in different contexts. During
the interviews carried out in Korea, opinions were solicited with particular reference to
Korea, and countries in a similar context.
It is obvious that the greater the variety of schemes provided, the more the usefulness
of the HIS is ensured. However, in developing countries (although many levels may be
distinguishable within this category), there will most likely be a marked lack of variety in
local and regional housing schemes. Many interviewees argued that this is linked to a set
of constraints which obliges the designer in developing countries to work within limited
boundaries. These constraints were identified as:
(1) Low standards in building technology
(2) Lack of building materials
(3) Land shortage and accompanying high land cost (applying only to densely populated
countries)
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(4) Low consumer buying power
(5) Low levels of public appreciation for good design
Some added that the universal picture of housing practice in developing countries is
one of a myriad of housing estates appearing as merely built manifestations of the
minimum standards set up to secure basic standards of living. Thus, all appear more or
less identical, reminiscent of the serried ranks of military barracks. To the speculative
house builder, the saving of a few square feet of land, or the shortening of an inch in wall
height may mean an improved return in a situation where consumers have little choice. In
the field of public housing, things are rarely any better.
Many argued that the problem of monotonous design has an important negative effect
on the perceived value of a system such as HIS, as, even if a variety of schemes were to
be provided, it would be of only limited benefit to designers whose boundaries of design
freedom are chronically restricted by circumstances. In the end, it comes down to the scar¬
city of capital and the low level of public design awareness, both of which make successful
design significantly more difficult than it might be in the more developed countries. In
general, the usefulness of the HIS was seen to be limited in this context.
Many acknowledged that more good quality houses exist in Korea now than in the
past, and that the level of design awareness among designers continues to improve.
Nevertheless, some supporters who view the HIS as a creative tool argued that the HIS
would have better prospects if design awareness were to increase in the profession as well
as among the public. The future would also be brighter if there were better quality build¬
ings around them, rather than at present, when most practitioners design buildings not in
any way creatively, but rather, with stereotypical attitudes.
Some supporters pointed out the common tendency of designers in developing coun¬
tries to study the designs of developed countries. (This phenomenon is not restricted to
architectural design alone.) It was said to be more discernible among better educated
designers who try to seek innovative design solutions - they seem to find no models for
innovation from domestic schemes. The reason was attributed to the better design quality
of foreign schemes and the general life style promoted by Western standards. They argued
that these designers spend some considerable time locating foreign schemes of interest
from publications. For this reason, some argued for the HIS to involve foreign as well as
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domestic schemes, providing that the designer can adapt them successfully to the Korean
context.
There is a clear distinction of attitudes and design constraints between public and
private practice. In consideration of this, questions were put to practitioners in public and
private practice as to how each side viewed the benefits which may be derived from the
HIS.
There was considerable consensus on the above issue. The general premises were
that the quality of housing in the private sector shows enormous variation whereas that in
the public sector is generally more consistent. In the latter, there is greater standardisation
in building form and layout due largely to standard plans, cost indices, methods of con¬
struction, and so on. This was felt to be the result of two factors: firstly, that the majority
of public housing schemes are planned and designed by a single large organisation, i.e. the
Korea National Housing Corporation (KNHC); and secondly, that public housing policy is
geared towards the mass production of housing for low and middle income groups. It was
stressed, however, that the performance and standards of public schemes are by no means
necessarily inferior to those of private schemes. Indeed, the public schemes were thought
to compare favourably to many private speculative schemes, especially those targeted at
low income groups. In short, the quality of public schemes is more or less standardised
and for this reason, most interviewees argued that the public schemes contained in the HIS
would only be useful within public practice and private schemes within private practice.
Customarily, there is limited design time given to designers. Often, client perceptions
of the design process are still primitive. Usually, they demand rapid design output from
the designer. The problem is more serious in private practice than in public practice.2
When asked about the usefulness of the HIS in connection with the design time allowed
for a project, there were two contrasting responses. One group of interviewees maintained
that, in many cases, a design has to be carried out without recourse to any explicit informa¬
tion activity, but instead, by relying totally on the designer's previous experience and intui¬
tive response. Under these circumstances, the service could be used only when there was
sufficient time available. By contrast, the other group argued that the HIS would be more
2 Despite the much greater design time customarily available to public housing designers, one of the
designers interviewed at the KNHC said that, for various reasons, a project for 500 dwelling units might
have to be designed in a week's time.
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beneficial in time-limited projects as it could give an instant reference point from which
designers could immediately embark on sketch or scheme design.
Responses regarding the use of the HIS in student training reflected the particular
situation of Korean schools of architecture. Although a universal phenomenon, the divide
between academic training and working practice is more serious in Korea than elsewhere.
This is due partly to the teachers' own lack of practical design experience, and partly to the
sterile quality of much architectural design practices (although some architects attributed
this to the budget constraints imposed by clients). Some of the practising architects inter¬
viewed criticised schools for producing students knowing nothing but a few obscure
expressions about design practice. They contended that no practical constraints were taken
into consideration in student training. It was understood that design teachers do not
sufficiently limit design freedom, with the obvious intention of fostering each student's
creative potential. However, most teachers were criticised for having little practical experi¬
ence and having gone directly into teaching from a research background. They were not
aware of day-to-day practical constraints, nor how to cope with them effectively. Young
designers interviewed in some private firms confessed that they had undergone serious
difficulties when they first stepped into practice. Supporters argued that the HIS could be
of help for student training in this regard. There was, of course, equal opposition to the
use of the HIS in student training for the same reason described before (i.e. fostering
stereotypical tendencies).
2. ADEQUACY OF THE DATA
Inevitably, discussion on the issues x>f data detail, speed of response and performance
specifications of the HIS was mainly held amongst those sympathetic to the service.
As to the level of detail normally required by a designer in the appraisal of a housing
scheme, they basically agreed that the Level 1 information would be sufficient for
designers using the HIS. Only in exceptional cases would they need further detailed infor¬
mation, and even if it were easily available, there would be no time to scrutinise it in
detail. Instead, great emphasis was placed on the need for retrieval of drawings.
There was little argument about the criteria for Level 1 information, according to the
particular field one is engaged ia For example, interviewees from the housing manage¬
ment side suggested that important information in the Level 1 category might be: travel
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distance to refuse disposal, the ratio of children to playspaces, and factors such as energy
performance.
As expected, it was found that the criteria for Level 2 information are more subject to
personal and contextual variation. Most of the Level 2 information was said to be used
when searches based on particularly unusual requirements were carried out, or when highly
detailed analyses were required.
On the adequacy of the information at qualitative and subjective levels (i.e. Levels 3
and 4), opinions were divided. One group argued that these levels would not prove criti¬
cal. They preferred to leave the appraisal of schemes with individual users. It was
claimed that even if the feedback appraisal by the building users or the original architect
was not provided, scheme drawings would suggest a great deal about the overall building
performance. As soon as the drawings and attendant Level 1 or 2 analysis of schemes of
interest were found, a designer could quickly evaluate the approximate performance of each
scheme.
Conversely, the other group argued that the actual performance of any scheme could
seldom be elicited from the drawings and attendant quantitative analysis. They claimed
that if the service is to be more than just a library of housing schemes meeting a set of
specific requirements, an assessment of the schemes would have to be included. The
assessment would involve appraisals of social and residential quality and appraisals of
measured performance such as mechanical performance or density optimisation. An
analysis of these factors should be made on each scheme. At a more detailed level, similar
judgements would have to be made with regard to the planning and specification of the
dwellings and external areas. These opinions prompted others to question who is going to
appraise schemes, and how objectively it could be done.
From the quantity surveyor's point of view, it was mentioned that far more detailed
cost information would be necessary, but as long as the service could quickly point to the
proper reference, it would be of some clear value.
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3. SPEED OF RESPONSE TO ENQUIRIES
Assuming that the service would be operated as a centralised data bank,3 there are
four basic methods for disseminating information, which may be used independently or in
combination: interactively, personal visits to the service, by post correspondence and by
telephone. Unless the user is equipped with an interactive terminal and/or printing device
for information output, information has to be disseminated, in many cases, by means of
postal delivery for which the delivery time will vary locally: for instance, one day in the
UK, two days in Korea. If, in the worst case, one has to rely totally on the postal service,
both in sending the request and receiving the result, at least two days in the UK or four
days in Korea will be taken.
The speed of response and the user's toleration of it were considered by the inter¬
viewees to be critical factors in the successful implementation of the service. It was unani¬
mously commented however, that the speed of response to enquiries would eventually
depend on who was using the system, what stage of design the user was at and how it was
being used. During the initial stages of a housing development when a planner or
developer is assessing the potential of a piece of land, speed is not considered to be criti¬
cal, as the exercise may well range from a few weeks to a few years depending upon the
particular conditions of the project The same time flexibility may also be the case with
the client, brief maker or the architect
For a housing designer, an initial investigation to assist in formulating alternative
strategies is followed by an interactive stage when information is required more immedi¬
ately. Finally, there takes place the slower process of building up information on the basis
of the proposed design. In this respect, the use of the HIS was thought to be most
beneficial at the initial stages of design. Speed would not be critical at this stage, no
matter which kind of communication were to be employed. After this stage, far faster
response times were felt to be necessary, as designers would not want to be impeded in the
middle of the design process, thereby disturbing the particular chain of thought. The same
was felt to be true of the final stages of scheme design when designers most often have to
face critical deadlines. "Even if you can find useful feedback or a new idea, it might be
3 A centralised data bank would be the most practicable form for HIS implementation at preset, rather than
distributing copies of the database in the form of magnetic tapes or discs.
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too late." Thus, unless the interactive use of the system is adopted at that stage, the
benefits would be seriously reduced.
4. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE PROPOSED H.I.S.
Suggestions were sought regarding the optimum performance specifications of the
final HIS. Apart from the usual requirements demanded of any computerised information
service, that is, reliability, accuracy and speed, six broad suggestions, particular to the HIS
implementation, were made:
First, the provision of high quality housing schemes. Housing schemes, or certain
aspects of them, should be those acknowledged as good examples of their kind, be it in
site layout, building design, etc. It was also suggested that particularly bad examples be
provided, and that the service indicate the causes of their poor performance and suggest
corresponding corrective remedies.
Second, the provision of schemes with unconventional solutions. These should be
provided since many users will hope to find in the system a unique solution to a particular
aspect of interest.
Third, the ease and speed of interactive on-line searching. The system should be
capable of being operated with minimum effort or technical knowledge, and rapid elimina¬
tion of irrelevant schemes should be ensured so as not to overwhelm the user with large
numbers of inappropriate choices.
Fourth, obsolescence of information. The system should be kept regularly up-to-date
with new developments in building materials and technology, and new concepts in building
form and layouts. In particular, the updating of cost information, taking account of local
price variations, should be continuous in order to secure as accurately as possible an esti¬
mate of budget for similar new projects.
Fifth, conciseness of information. Performance appraisal, if provided, should be
simple and concise. Overly abstract or woolly expressions ought to be avoided.
Sixth, quality of graphics. The quality of graphical representation of a scheme both
on the interactive screen and in paper form is important as it directly affects the quality of
information assimilated by the user. Thus, the system should make the best use of any
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technological advances in this area or, failing that, further sources of publication should be
indicated showing where better quality representations of schemes of interest may be
obtained.
5. SUMMARY OF USER SURVEYS
Every designer has different working methods and different value and belief systems,
developed through the long process of education, professional career, and daily life. The
pilot study raised questions, not only about the acceptance of the proposed HIS, but also
about the inherent ethics and working practices of the architectural profession.
Although individual tastes and preferences were not explored in any great detail, the
participants divided into two distinct groups, regarding their attitude to the fundamental
concepts underlying the HIS.
Those who were opposed to the HIS claimed that the application of post-rationalised
appraisal of building schemes to similar architectural and planning projects could only
result in general misfit (on the grounds that no one design solution would fit any other).
Those who were sympathetic to the proposal argued that the analysis of the underly¬
ing concepts and associated details of a scheme can either wholly or in part serve as a suit¬
able yardstick for the appraisal of similar projects, and that this would lead to the better
performance and productivity of designers.
Throughout the interviews, the proportion of sympathetic participants turned out to be
higher than that of antagonists. However, this cannot be taken as indicative of the ten¬
dency within the profession as a whole since the sample size is too small for any realistic
(statistical) significance. Further samples might produce completely opposing results.
Nevertheless, the survey has been able to provide a framework for gauging responses to
the proposed service. Moreover, it became clear that no matter how many further practi¬
tioners are interviewed, the two general lines of response described would still be the
same.
It would be premature to question the economic viability of the proposed service at
this stage of the investigation. Nonetheless, the question of cost-in-use has arisen from
time to time during the interviews. However, no one has indicated the boundaries of
acceptable charges for information use, perhaps because there have been no precedent
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systems with which to form a reasonable comparison.
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CONCLUSION
1. APPLICATIONS OF THE HJ.S.
The HIS proposal is an exploration into how experience and knowledge stemming
from past jobs can be effectively used for improving the planning and design of new hous¬
ing projects. It is merely a step towards a more rational utilisation of resources which
have, to date, been largely wasted. Nevertheless, it is obviously a first significant and con¬
crete effort to achieve such a goal.
The HIS, with its sizable and well-organised data base, would provide a kind of
ready-made experience and knowledge for designers, yielding detailed feedback informa¬
tion on major aspects of housing relating to planning and design. It will help designers to
solve design problems for which there may be a general lack of an internal and cumulative
body of experience and knowledge.
Specific instances where the proposed HIS can be used for planners and designers
involved in housing projects are many and varied. Furthermore, the areas of use for HIS
may be extended to serve related groups of practitioners engaged in the development of
housing projects. Some functions of major user categories which are typically facilitated
by HIS are: clients or client groups involved in making decisions over projected invest¬
ment; housing policy makers involved in monitoring current housing schemes and in for¬
mulating planning strategies for future developments; quantity surveyors and contractors
engaged in costing and tendering; and research workers needing access to detailed and
structured sources of housing information.
Aside from its practical uses for housing development, HIS can provide a common
basis for structuring and managing design and constructional feedback information on com¬
pleted schemes - information which is, in conventional practice, inconsistently managed
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and profoundly wasteful of storage space. It may also be used for retrospective research
into past and existing schemes, and for keeping in touch with current developments in the
field.
It should, however, be noted that HIS is not intended to relieve the designer of the
need for exercising his or her own design judgement, or for fulfilling creative responsibili¬
ties. The raw output from HIS will not of itself indicate solutions to a given problem. It
can only describe reported instances of past designs; these cannot be expected to represent
the whole sum of possible design responses to an immediate problem. Instead, it is
designed to be a tool for supporting the designer in making better design decisions by pro¬
viding analytic support and opportunities to test new concepts and explore potential
scenarios. The system should be used to increase the designer's understanding of the given
problem by reducing the degrees of uncertainty against which a decision has to be made,
and by indicating the likelihood of success attached to some desired outcome.
It is neither presupposed that this kind of information service is essentially central to
design activity, nor is it certain that the buildings which are produced thereby will be less
expensive, more functional, or necessarily more pleasurable to live in. However, an
immediate result of the successful implementation of HIS will be the reduced repetition of
mistakes arising from lack of communications from project to project. It will be safe to say
that a designer will find himself less preoccupied with uncertainties with regard to design
possibilities and their practical implications, and thus more able to devote a greater portion
of his effort to thoughtful consideration of other important aspects of design.
Beyond the concerns centred around architectural and building professions, the poten¬
tial effect and consequence of HIS in regard to the social dimension will be substantial,
particularly in countries where very large housing programmes have been established.
Korea is a good example. Wide scale housing construction has been carried out since the
outset of the First Economic Development Plan in 1962; and for the current Sixth
Economic Development Plan period (1987 to 1991), about 300,000 houses are planned to
be built every year. By the end of the Sixth Plan period, however, 28.5% of national
households will still lack proper housing [1], and this will certainly necessitate continuing
extensive housing programmes in the future. It is a frustrating dilemma for housing policy
makers that decisions have to be made between smaller numbers of good quality housing
and greater numbers of habitation designed only to meet people's basic needs. This
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dilemma is particularly acute because of the limited resources. In practice, better quality
housing has generally been sacrificed to the continual demand for greater numbers.
It would be absurd to argue that HIS will completely resolve this dilemma. How¬
ever, HIS could at least be used to achieve a more efficient use of the huge capital sums
invested on housing, and to enable the realisation of better quality housing by helping
those concerned to find a better equilibrium between the two contradictory goals.
2. USER ACCEPTANCE OF THE H.I.S.
It was not surprising that the proposed service would be greeted by some with sym¬
pathy, and by others with antipathy and scepticism. As expected at the outset of enquiries,
two distinct lines of responses predominated. It is considered that any further enquiries
about acceptance would continue to centre around them.
There is a general consensus among supporters for the service that it is a worthwhile
proposal. They maintain that whether it is used mechanistically or imaginatively will
depend totally on the designer's approach to the system. Real benefits will only be
discovered when the system is in use, and the easiest way to promote its use will be to ini¬
tiate the service with the Level 1 information, before going on to further levels of data as
the service gains acceptance.
Opposition to the proposal stems from the following beliefs. First, every design
problem or solution is unique. There can be no two identical design problems or solutions.
Every design problem has different programming requirements and geographical condi¬
tions; its solution is thus affected by the precise formulation of the problem it aims to over¬
come. Second, the simple complacency of designers. Designers are, to an enormously
varying degree, possessed with an overconfidence in their talents for design, and have a
blind adherence to the traditions of their profession, resisting any change which might have
any impact on them. Third, the notion of architecture as an art form, with particular
emphasis on individuality and originality. Designers are filled with a need for personal
fulfillment, finding this in the pursuit of artistic solutions rather than solutions satisfying
the wishes of ordinary people.
Every design problem or solution is unique. This statement is clearly true, but it is
nevertheless overly naive. More realistically, many similarities may be observed between
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individual design problems - in budget range, site conditions, structural and aesthetic
preference of clients, and so on. This is yet further apparent with design solutions. More
and more, we see standardisation and modular co-ordination being established for building
components, materials, techniques, systems and equipment. Building bylaws contribute
partly to this by stipulating minimum standards for planning and construction. Typologies
of building form and spatial layout, and the pros and cons of each, are known to every
designer, and he or she will have a tendency to apply them to a design problem in a
manner similar to the way a scientist uses mathematical formulae. Architects and contrac¬
tors use certain cost per unit area formulae (rules of thumb) as a means of roughly predict¬
ing the achievable quality of construction; within certain limits, these prove to be surpris¬
ingly reliable. Accordingly, ever greater similarities in design, in terms of building form
and layout, may be observed. Degrees of similarity in problem solution are even more
apparent when the original problem requirements are themselves overtly similar.
Each solution to a particular problem is in itself unique, but this by no means entails
that it is the only solution to the problem. Architectural design incorporates too many vari¬
ables for there ever to be the one single design solution. Moreover, value judgements
differ greatly from one designer to another. Nor will they remain constant within indivi¬
dual designers. For any particular design problem, one hundred designers will produce one
hundred different schemes, each having its own merits and demerits compared to others. It
is absurd to say that any designer's final solution is the best possible. We are often simply
unaware of other possibilities - alternative approaches to the problem requirements - which
may result in 'better' schemes.
Furthermore, the notion that a particular solution fits only a particular problem is a
rather fastidious belief. It is doubtful whether the Villa Savoye, the Scott Monument, the
Guggenheim Museum or any other great masterpiece would not fit equally well into places
other than where they happen to stand today. In fact, the author believes that the Villa
Savoye would better suit a more urban setting than it now has, and the Guggenheim
Museum a less urban setting. This is a somewhat simplified view. Nonetheless, solutions
to particular problems can be, and often are, transported to other problem environments in
their original or somewhat modified form, and can prove to work well. This transportation
of ideas occurs in every design process - it is in effect what every designer does to pro¬
duce a scheme.
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No designer produces a scheme without making analogical reference to his or her
previous experience and observations related to a current project Feedback from the
analysis of existing building schemes is beneficial to future projects as a comparative
yardstick, and this benefit becomes greater where problem requirements between schemes
are similar.
However, there seems to be a further reason behind the opposition to the proposal for
HIS. This is the credo that each design solution ought to be unique: "Mine has to be
something different from others and should not be an ordinary solution." This preconcep¬
tion is prevalent amongst many designers. Even if the design problem is similar, reuse of
a past successful solution is not acceptable, just as no artist would ever reproduce a work
of art, in the name of art. Thus past good solutions, even where clearly adaptable to a new
problem, should never be used again. Yet, observing the working methods of supposedly
creative designers often shows an overtly mechanical response to design which cannot be
seen as a genuinely creative activity. What they actually produce frequently look alike,
being merely minor variations on themes and techniques already well developed in their
own previous work.
Today, there is an increasing emphasis on individuality and originality, with these
being construed as creativity. Originality is regarded as an end in itself and criticism of
originality on utilitarian grounds is said to be a misconception of the true value of design¬
ing. This is fundamentally related to the common error of looking at creativity in architec¬
ture as being a radical new invention and persisting with a strange adherence to a notion of
design as being incapable of logical expression. Many are obsessed with the idea that they
should create something noble and innovative and without precedent. These designers
often demonstrate a strong disregard for popular criticism of their work. In the quest for
originality and individuality, the ancient Vitruvian qualities of, 'Commodity, Firmness, and
Delight', are regularly ignored. Whilst the emphasis on such individual values is both
desirable and necessary, the lack of rigour in dealing with common social and cultural
values is lamentable in design education. In Sweden [2], students of architecture are now
obliged to negotiate cities in wheelchairs, push prams around shopping centres, wear spe¬
cial glasses to simulate blindness, etc., in order to appreciate what people actually need and
desire. But this is indeed rare. More usually, the general failings in design education
leave the designer lacking in skills in those aspects which are of primary importance to the
immediate users of their design products. As a result, both the client's wishes and end-
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user needs are regularly sacrificed in the designer's selfish desire for self-fulfillment.
Few designers would say that the selection and adaptation of precedents are the
essence of creativity, but originality and individuality are inseparable from them. Nothing
is created from a vacuum. Genuine and fruitful originality derives precisely from the accu¬
rate, vigorous and imaginative manner in which precedents are analysed and compared.
Architectural design can be distinguished from other forms of design in several ways.
For example, the historian Pevsner [3] has asserted: "what distinguishes architecture from
painting and sculpture is its spatial quality. In this, and only in this, no other artist can
emulate the architect" Nevertheless, the true essence of architecture is as unclear as Col¬
lins implies: "Whether architecture is a profession or an art, or whether it is both a profes¬
sion and an art, has by no means been settled even today. "[4] But what seems clear is that
architecture is not an art for art's sake: it involves not only both the aestheticism of fine art
and the functionality of applied arts but also an understanding of human behaviour and
psychology. Furthermore, the evidence of the history of architecture does not reveal an
arbitrary sequence of unique 'creative' building solutions, but rather, a gradual evolution of
precedent solutions.
One (irresponsible) claim of many designers is the uselessness of the application of
the results of post-occupancy appraisal by firsthand users in the design of future projects.
They argue that such results are too volatile and unreliable to be usefully reflected in new
designs; and that designers should instead use their imagination and personal judgement as
to how schemes will be appreciated by building users. In reality, very few designers have
ever bothered themselves to monitor the post-occupancy performance of their schemes on
users and to apply it to new projects. In a strict sense, there is truth in the claim that
building user surveys are necessarily volatile, but user feedback is still the most valuable
source of self-appraisal and criticism available to the designer. Some designers tend to
think of their professional service as goods in a shop: "once sold, no future liability
involved!" Designers' self-conceit about their knowledge and experience will actually
block their professional development and keep them apart from the very people for whom
they design. We may recall the controversy raised by the Prince of Wales at a gala to
mark the 150th anniversary of the RIBA [5]: "Architects are consistently ignoring the feel¬
ings and wishes of the mass of ordinary people and presuming they know best about taste
and style." Criticism also comes from within the profession. Rod Hackney, currently the
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president of the RIBA, was persuaded by a magazine [6] to experience (for one day) the
routine life of a mother with her children on a modern housing estate. He admitted after
the experience: "... most architects might as well be blind. They have been trained to be
part of a special breed, trained not to consult with the public, because that tarnishes their
image."
The above causes, central to the opposition, are consequential to many different attri¬
butes, but one attribute common to them all is a simple ignorance and indifference on the
part of designers, intentionally or unintentionally, to the whole spectrum of the world open
to them. Obviously, this is a critical barrier to the proposal presented here.
We still have only a very sketchy idea about some of the critical issues encompassing
architectural design - as evidenced by the two opposing views regarding HIS proposal.
Any general design theory somehow has to include the two seemingly opposed concepts
concerning the design process and the value of information research described earlier in
this thesis. At their extreme ends, each opposing view becomes the antithesis of the other.
Nonetheless, one cannot be explained without the other. No designer stands full square for
one or the other belief system. Instead, they can be seen to fall into positions along a line
connecting the two, with individual designers tending to show marked preferences for one
system or the other. Generally, designers, who are aware of what each end of the line
stands for, and where they themselves stand in relation to it, will have a more open, intelli¬
gent and flexible attitude to practical design procedures.
As suggested so far, design may be a concept that can be defined only in terms of
thesis and antithesis together. In this respect, the old Chinese relativistic 'Yin-Yang' prin¬
ciple and belief in universal and cyclical recurrence still seem to suggest a great deal to us
living in an age when a monochromatic absolutism fails to explain all the phenomena relat¬
ing to it. In the Chinese cosmic system, all qualities are divided into 'Yang', representing
light, heat, dryness and all the generative and masculine essence, and 'Yin', representing
dark, cold, wetness and all the receptive and feminine essence. The two halves are the
reverse of each other. From their interaction all things come into existence and an ideal
harmony can be achieved only when 'Yin' and 'Yang' create balance by complementing
each other. The 'Yin-Yang' relationship is never static but always dynamic and essentially
of a recurrent nature. As 'Yang' begins to gain, 'Yin' begins to lose, and vice versa. But
neither of the two ever perishes.
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3. PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE
The final scale and form of the Housing Information Service will not be determined
until a larger scale enquiry is successfully carried out, which can only take place in con¬
junction with a number of parallel studies concerning particularly those three areas
described earlier in Chapter 11. Nevertheless, if an appropriate incentive is introduced by
a suitable organisation such as a large professional institution or by the government, the
enquiry could be successfully carried out within a very short time, even a few months.
The economic viability of HIS could have not been conceivable even 10 years ago.
The cost implications of computer technology had often been a forbidding constraint,
preventing the development of many systems that were otherwise conceptually very attrac¬
tive. However, the goal of HIS has been made increasingly practicable by rapid changes
in information technology. These changes now permit low-cost access to an organised
reservoir of feedback information. Although the question of full economic viability of the
proposed service might be premature at this stage of the investigation, this study has pro¬
vided the evidence that the pragmatic issues of the implementing cost of the service no
longer pose a significant problem. The estimate of 191 million Won (= £147,000) for
implementing HIS can be seen as small when measured against the scale of potential
benefits of the service - even though these benefits are not explicitly quantifiable. The cost
analysis suggests that HIS is a viable proposition, and should give proper incentive both to
interested organisations and to the government. This holds particularly true for any joint
venture, where the development costs would be shared out. Furthermore, the continual
developments in information technology seem likely to ensure the increasingly improved
economic viability of the proposal.
This proposal also advocates the judicious use of information technology, not as an
unwanted power over designers, but as an effective tool by which their skill and
knowledge may be further exercised.
Technology and society have a mutually interactive influence over each other. We
live in the new era of information technology and are unavoidably affected by it The
speed of its development is sometimes awesome and nobody can be sure of what will crop
up next One of the effects of the technological shift has been the gradual change in the
nature of operations associated with design thinking and practice. Probably in ten years'
time, the whole approach of architects towards information handling and use will be
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dramatically changed. At present however, architects seem to underestimate the implica¬
tions and consequences of information technology bearing upon their practice. This is
often evidenced by their attitudes and patterns of working, and in their routine conversation
with colleagues.
Some of the myths surrounding information technology on the part of designers need
to be explored. Designers who are opposed to the use of current information technology,
particularly computers, imagine that it will sweep them along in a tide over which they
have little control. Computers have been seen as contributory to the collapse of traditional
value systems and the loss of spiritual quality that designers have preserved for centuries
as the pride and self-esteem of the profession. They resist what they see as the advent of
the Orwellian prophecy, in which they play the harassed and exposed victims of a deper¬
sonalised and dehumanised process which places greater value on efficiency than on the
more noble qualities of value judgements peculiar to designers.
Designers' prejudice and mistrust of the use of computers in the architectural profes¬
sion can only be overcome through their firsthand experience of computers at the proper
instances where they are seen to be useful. The computer and the human mind have
different but complementary abilities. If these different abilities can be combined, then we
can hope to move towards a more powerful arid effective basis for design and design prac¬
tice.
It is believed that this is now the time when architects should examine more carefully
and objectively the potential of current information technology. Simple ignorance -will only
result in major set-backs to professional development.
The number of data items involved in the proposed HIS is approximately 1,300, at
five distinct levels of detail, which have been derived from a broad classification of the six
principal aspects of housing. This has been a result of the considerations of all the current
informational, technological and operational limitations. As these limitations are overcome
in the future, the scope of the data, as proposed in this study, may eventually be extended
to include other significant information, reflecting more of the behavioural and social
parameters that affect housing design practice.
Finally, the service can in fact take many different forms. There will be a multitude
of ways for developing a housing information service, or other building type information
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services. In this thesis, only one of them is explored. Nevertheless, the study presented
here may serve as a yardstick for many problems common to the general type.
Acceptance of the proposal would undoubtedly vary according to the environment in
which it will be implemented. It is therefore recommended that the initial service should
be established on a small scale, allowing sufficient time to monitor acceptance of the ser¬
vice in operation and to reflect upon issues relating to its further expansion. The imple¬
mentation should be of a standard to form the basis of a national centre for housing infor¬
mation, taking full account of up-to-date methods for the storage and dissemination of
information.
In the near future, HIS may assume a greater role than that outlined here, as develop¬
ments in information technology progress, and as more practitioners become familiar with
its uses. In due course, the system may be linked to design firms and product manufactur¬
ers from which digitally stored drawings and up-to-date commodity information are directly
transferred, via the service, to the desktop terminals of end-users. With the incorporation
of computer simulation packages, HIS may act as an agency for performance appraisal for
proposed housing schemes, detailing energy cost-benefit equations, the density of alterna¬
tive layouts or the relation of budget to income. With a growing acceptance of HIS, infor¬
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APPENDIX B. POTENTIAL ORGANISATIONS ELIGIBLE FOR THE




MATELT (Ministry of Territorial Development, Construction, Housing, Tourism and
Transport)
CNEIL (National Centre for the Design and Promotion of Housing)
CSTB (The Official Scientific and Technical Building Research Centre)
GCVN (Central Group for the New Towns)
(2) Voluntary and Professional Organisations
FNB (The National Building Federation)
OTA (Technical Control Offices)
OPQCB (Organisation for Approval and Classification in the Building and Associated
Trades) (belonging to FNB and similar in nature to NHBC of U.K.)
FNMOB (National Federation of Building Surveyors)
FNSA (National Federation of Architects' Associations)
CFHU (French Housing and Town Planning Confederation)
CCCH (Confederation of Building and Housing Co-operatives)
SMI (National Union of Constructors of Private Houses)
CIDELT (Construction, Housing and Transport information Centre)
USA
(1) Public Organisations
HUD (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development)
(2) Voluntary and Professional Organisations
AIA (The American Institute of Architects)
AIP (The American Institute of Planners)




SIB (National Institute for Building Research)
Royal Board of Housing
Svenska Landstingsforbundet (Swedish County Councils Federation)
(2) Voluntary and Professional Organisations
SRB (Co-operative Housing Organisation of the Swedish Trade Unions)
HSB (Associated General Contractors and House Builders of Sweden)
SBJ (Swedish Building Information and Documentation Centre)
SAR (The National Federation of Swedish Architects)
AB Bostadsforskning (Housing Research Company)
WEST GERMANY:
(1) Public Organisations
Bundesministerium fur Raumordnung, Bauwesen und Stadtebau (Federal Ministry for
Regional Planning, Building and Urban Development)
BLG (Federal Association of States Public Authorities)
Deutscher Gemeindetag (Assembly of German Local Authorities)
(2) Voluntary and Professional Organisations
BDA (Bund Deutscher Architekten: Federation of German Architects)
BDVI (Federation of Officially Approved Surveyors)
Deutsches Volksheimstattenwcrk (German People's Housing Enterprise)
Bundesverband Privater Wohnungsunternehmen eV (Federal Association of Private
Housing Developers)
Bundesvereinigung Deutscher Heimstatten eV (Federal Association of German
National Housing Corporations)
FBW (Building and Housing Research Association)
VDB (German Building Centre Society)
Institut fur Bauforschung eV (Building Research Institute)
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SECTIONCertificationunder8.24ofthwandC untryPfe ing(S otla d)Act1972(SiteOwnership). OneofCertificatesA,Brwillapply.PleasesignnddIal tethoth rs. ■Owner"mmtrypt tonwtto.toreapedfanyP*rtIondhpropri torfi mwmhixMa,tt e eei torMffcerec OfafMcflnoftoaaIMd7yttrtremefnaun x drtd OneofthAgriculturalH ldingCe tificatesmusta sobsigned. CertificateA Iherebycertifthatam'Aheapplicantl *the ownerfev ypartthlandohichs applicationre a es,ndth tnoersooth rt n theapplicantwasownerfl d21day beforethedatofispplication. Signed Date_ Certificate
IherebycertifthatamMhepplicantla*una l toissueCertificateArBund rS.24.1havgi n therequisitenot cownersIhavtr c d, viz:— NameAMdr—ofOwnerfa)
Dataerf
ServiceofN des
Ihave'/applicantas*t kenhfollowi gsteps findouttheamesandddr ssesfown rs, butwasun bletodso:— Becausenotlltheownersanbtr c d,n ticef theapplicationhasbe npublishedint eEveni g NewsonFriday(datefpublic tion mustnotbeearlierth n21d ysb foretof theplanningapplication).Acopyoft eN tices publishedisattached.
orCERTIFICATEB(applicantnotheowner)














TownandC untryPl ing(Scotla d)Ac1972 TownandC untryPla ing(Ge eralDev lopment)Scotla dOrd s1981t19 4 CertificateUnderA t l7(3)(Neighbours)
[IftheapplicationisforLi tedBuild gC ns ntnly,youdcompletese t n) YoumustcompletethCertificatwhichappli sy uras .*Deletinap licable. Iherebycertifthatav '/theapplicants*inaccordancewArticl7(3)giveequisitec toallparties(listedbelow1)whoholnotifiableinte stig b uringland.
OR*Iherebycertifthatnootificationisrequiredaccordancew thArt l7(3)sincthpart s holdinganotifiableinterestn ighbouringland. OR*IherebycertifthataveVtheapplicants*k nst psli db lowXasc t n name(s)andddress(e )ofthpa ti sh l ngnotifiableinter tIn ighbouringlabu have*/has*notb enabletoasc rtainh irm (s)ndddress es) OR*Iherebycertifthatav '/theapplicants*nccordancwitArticle7(3)glveequisitnot c tosuchparties(listedbelow)h d ngnotifiableInter stneighbouringlandasvenbl ascertain,ndIhave'/thepplicant*lsot k nhst psliXoscer inames addressesoftherpa tiesh l ingnotifiablInter tn ighbouringlandaf esaidbut hsve*/hss*b enunabletofi doutenamandddr ssfmorsuchparties. XThestepstakenrsfollows: Deleteifnappropriate [Forthepurportift iscertificateplanningauthorityhdi entedw hreq irementn ti yighb ur,t acrouroadnotexceeding20m,tit:( ) (a)detailsofthe^nei^hbounn^an^^whic^Ait^it^eruahot^a^£lie^
tIfyouhaveserv dnoticenyn ighbours,youN mofpplicant mustcompletethiMat.Thn m sandaddressesf thoseIhavn tifi drfollows:—Address NameAddress
Signature
*Onbehalfof Oate
If signaturelanotthofpplicant,giveam andaddressofthslgnetorycapacit Inwhichs/heacta:
FOIM«
THECITYOFEDINBUROHDIS RICTOUNCIL
APPLICATIONFORWARRANTTEREC(INC UDI GBUI DIN INTENDEDTOHAVUNITELIF ),AL REXTEND,CHA GEH USEOFRDEMOLISHABUILDING Building(Scotla d)Acli1939and70 TOHECITYFEDINBURGHDISTRICTUNCILASL CA AUTHORITYFOT EPURP SESOFB ILDING(SC TLAND)1 ACTS1999ND70FORTHEEDINBU GHDISTRICTAREA
iSTuiTJV*®
applyundereMtooIof(fatBuikb g(Scotland)Ar*»aa adadbythd inS octurf)
-—1*70andlhaLoc lOcr iuiuam(Scotl nd)A t1*7)f rwa r attbe
N)
tosntsC"" •—~Iktaa.ofwhich!an/inn
alll etmfoaaltywttbDplan ,eertkme,Mavadonanddr wi g!)( ip otiaationaollwr Btatamaau)*prodnoadbamwttb[ ndi ac ordaaoawiththiM r ttlicnl rgiISc edule
ia-n-11b rato)*[ wchbufldtugMniat adh uUfofyu n)*. [l/Waalaopplyforpwl duauad tdi n»fthB il i g(Scotl d)Ac1*39amaod bythaBuilding(Scotl d)AM1*70andLoc lGovernment( cotla d)* 3o cupy temporarily,tatlhporpoeefdopoajtlagat rialotbarwial o eo ioawi hcrmtloau S55E%r10•**"'»•*•portionOf-ahowa lalhaaldpl nant rauthorityundetmia otioaSmendedr Mt gingoac flbldlag ISSuSLtomtprojectov rhp rtioaf„m wnIn MCmO •aidpl na)*. Signatureofapplicantge Drib. *Deleteuappropriate A7—IDMwn1 Oft|A7us
Nameandddr ssofftat(iany)ctingontheN me applicant'*behalf.Addreaa
TelephoneNo. Profession
ParticularsorAppli ation
Nete:Ifh rethapplicationisnrespectofwarratod m lish,ctions5nd6lym dbc mpleted. Inallothercas ssectionsto3s ouldbcomplete .




DfcPARTMENTOFENVIRONMENTALMAN GE FAIRFAXCOUNTY.VIRGINIA PERMITAPPLICATIONCENTER 10555MAINSTREET.4THFLOOR FAIRFAX.VA22030691303PERM TAPPLICATION JOBLOCATION Street BuildingFloor Subdivision TenantsName- Name Address(MaihngL City Telephone_Zip _L
00NOTWRITEINTHISSPAC
MapReference BuildingPerm tNo Sid.Mag.
_PlanCensus
CompanyName- Master Address City Telephone
-Z.p_
StateContrac oraLicensNo._ CountyBusinessAcco tN ._
Description
ROUTING
Model/Use——— Sewage:Public□CommunityISepticTankNo e WATER:Public□IndividualWellNona CINew□Demolish CIRAlterorepair□M-Move
11AddTo□0Other REMARKS: BUILDING DESCRIPTION 0Units 0Stories fRooms
QUANTITY
0Bedrooms 0TobeAdd d_ 0Baths 0HalfBaths— 0Kitchens 0Fireplaces Basement %BasementstoFinish_ BUILDINGDIMENSIONS No.Stories
WidthDeptSq.Ft x— X X= X
HealthReview SiteReview j?°ningReview SanitationReview BuildingReview FireReview
DateApprov dBy:







DEPARTMENTOFENVI ONMENTALMANAGEMENT FAIRFAXCOUNTYV GINIA PERMITAPPLICATIONCENTERS ALLAPPL A CEPLIC TION 10b66MAINSTREET.4THFLOOR FAIRFAX.V220306913031 JOBLOCATION Street BuildingFloorS te Subdivision TenantsName
DONOTWRITEITHISSPAC
PermitNo MapReference BuildingPermitNo.._ StdMag
ControlNo.
PlanCensus
Name Address(Mailing) City Telephone






















































































FMVACYNOTICI.It*IwandUmu tp*>*onalmloimaiHMiHulixi»CpciU »iw«wntofUmPuvacyAclan*FimOoaitInhumatiotSlflnatulSOM t*!.Ag ntfOw er READEVERSESIDE
to t—*
DCPARTMOrTOfENVIRON ENTALMAMAOiMCNT
fAIAFXCOUNTY.VMOtMAUSrMAIUTAIPWITTin*PERMITAPPLICATIONCENTERMECHANICALAlfUC TlUN 10868MAMSTREET.4THFLOOR FAIRFAX.VA.22030681303 JOSLOCATION StfMt. BuildingFlowB ilt Subdivision TenantsNsma_ Address(MaMngL- Chy-Bp. Telephone
APPLICATIONNO It Oat* DON TWM fMTHISSPACC
PermitNo MapRafaranca BuildingPermitNo.. StdMag.. CompanyNam _ Maatar Addraaa City
.State
-Bp_




























































































R-CUnitHaatorEbc-KWM69. R-CUnitHaatorGaa-MBHM60. R-CUnitHaatarON MBHM61 CAirCompRacTnkM01. CAutoHydraulicLiftM04. CBoiiar-HW-Sup MBHM06. CBoilarP war-HPMOB. CBoilarSteam•LB8M09 ChiMar-TON11. CConvartarStaanvHWMM13 CFumacaDuct-MBH24. CIncinarator-LBSM36 COilBurnarNo.6/6M42 CRefrigeration-TONM49. CRefrigerantacaivorM60. CStaamB owoffT nkM64 CTonkaQaM66 CUnfiradPraaVaM68. EDumbwaitarHandM16 DumbwaiterPo aM16 ElevatorFreightHM17. ElevatorPas ngRM18. EacalatorFlM19. Manlift40 FiraAlarmSy taT01 FkroDot/ExtTaat02 HaionSy tamM30. UmitadFir-D/ET03 RangeHoodFirPM48 FiraMarsh llT>»t999
COMMENTS:TOTAi.FEE:#_ PfWACYNOTI E:Theraquaat(orndt su fp raon iinf rmation thisformisaubfactot*proviaionaftPn cyAc 1976andthaFr adomofInformationAc .
SignatureofMa tarAg nt
















EQUIPMENT:New11Replacement(~lTypofBuilding:□Old' HAZARDCODE:1'SPRINKL RYSTEMV LUE
CompanyName_ Master Address City
_Zlp_
TelephoneLk StateContractorsLicenseNo.. CountyBusinessAccountN ._ Add'n!'fIS/F□THDCondofOther
CODEQUANTITY F01 F02 F03 F04 F06 F06 F07 F08 F09 F10 F11 F12 F13 F14 F16 F16 F17 F18 F19 F20 F21 F22 F23 F24 F25 F26 F27 F28 F29 F30 F31 F32 F33 F34 F35 F36
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APPENDIX D. FORM OF HOUSING APPRAISAL AND MEASUREMENT
LEVEL 1. CONCISE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION




5) Height Above Sea Level
6) Name of Architect
7) Construction Period
(* To be indexed)
(* To be indexed)
m
to (month/year)












( Thus total number of dwellings is
10) Bedspaces :
No. of 1-bedroom dwellings
No. of 2-bedroom dwellings
No. of 3-bedroom dwellings
No. of 4-bedroom dwellings
No. of 5-bedroom dwellings
No. of 6-bedroom dwellings
No. of 7-bedroom dwellings
No. of 8 or more bedroom dwellings
( Thus total number of bedspaces is
11) Site Area
12) Perimeter Length of Site
13) Ground Area Covered by Residential
Buildings
( % Residential plot coverage
14) Ground Area Covered by All
Buildings
( % Total plot coverage
15) Total Residential Floor Area
( % Residential plot ratio
16) Total Building Floor Area


















18) Housing Layouts :
Incorporation of Radburn concept
Layouts around communal traffic free space








1. Gridiron pattern (or a variation)
2. Linear parallel pattern (or a variation)
3. Repetition of a regular shape pattern
4. Circular pattern (or a variation)
5. Irregular pattern
20) Development Costs :
( * Unit cost , Currency )
Cost of site acquisition
Construction costs
( Thus total costs of development are )
21) Type of Structural Frame
DESCRIPTIONS
Type of Structural Frame:
1. in-situ cone. reinforced




11. hybrid (other than reinfori
12. other






22) Predominant Building Materials :







0 . exposed structure 1. bituminous substances
2. chippings in bituminous substances 3. concrete
4 . GRC 5. cast stone 6. calcium silicate
7 . clay 8. earth 9. ceramics
10 . asbestos 11. cement 12. solid timber
13. chipboards 14. plywood 15. cork
16. natural slate 17 . limestone 18 . sandstone
19. marble 20. onyx 21. granites
22. quartzite 23. slate 24. other natural stone
25. terrazzo 26. aluminium 27 . cast iron
28 . wrought iron 29. stainless steel 30. mild steel
31. copper 32. bronze 33. brass
34. zinc 35. lead 36. pvc coated steel
37 . plastic 38 . GRP 39. linoleum
40 . rubber 41. glass 42 . gypsum
43. mineral wool 44 . wood wool 45. other
- 219 -
Forms:
0. not applicable 1. gravel 2. cobbles
3. setts 4. slab 5. flags
6. brick 7. block 8. tiles
9. flat sheet 10. profiled sheet 11. laminate
12. panel 13. board 14. shingles
15. parquet 16. strip 17. slats
18. in-situ 19. precast 20. felt
21. membrane 22. carpet 23. other
Surface Finishes:
0. naturally faced 1. gypsum based plaster
2. cement based plaster 3. lime based plaster
4. composite plaster 5. stucco
6. resin based coatings 7. decorative papers
8. decorative fabrics 9. wood veneers
10. plastic veneers 11. other
- 220 -
APPENDIX D. FORM OF HOUSING APPRAISAL AND MEASUREMENT
LEVEL 2. DETAILED PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
1. PROGRAMME
Group 1. Scheme Identification
Name of Scheme
Region or Metropolitan City
Regional City or District
Postal Address
DESCRIPTIONS
Regions and Metropolitan Cities:
1. Seoul 2. Pusan 3. Taegu 4. Inchon 5. Kwangju
6. Kyungki 7. Kangwon 8. Chungbuk 9. Chungnam 10. Chunbuk
11. Chunnam 12. Kyungbuk 13. Kyungnam 14. Cheju
Regional Cities and Districts:
Seoul 01. ~
Pusan 01. ~ ~ ( abbreviated list )
Group 2. Nature of Development
Development Body:
Is this scheme Public Housing ?
Is this scheme Private Housing ?
Is this a Housing Association scheme ?
Tenancy:
Is this scheme solely for Owner Occupation ?
Is this scheme solely for Rent ?
Is this scheme for both Sale and Rent ?
Is this Educational or Institutional Accommodation ?
Special Housing:
Does this scheme include housing for the Elderly ?
Does this scheme include housing for Single Persons ?
Does this scheme include Holiday Homes ?
Does this scheme include a Mobile Home Park ?
Planned Development:
Is this scheme a Mixed Development ?
Is this scheme part of a Planned Unit Development ?
Is this scheme part of a New Town Development ?
Refurbishment:
Is this a Refurbishment scheme ?
Special Characteristics:
Does this scheme involve Courtyard housing ?
Does this scheme involve Underground housing ?
Has the scheme being built to withstand the earth
tremors ?
Design Competitions and Awards:
Has the scheme been selected for a Design Competition ? Yes/No





















Age Group | Male Female TOTAL
0 2 |
3 5 I
6 - 11 1
12 - 17 |
18 - 22 |
23 - 30 |
31 - 40 I
41 - 50 |
51 - 60 |
61 - 70 |
71 and over |
TOTAL






















5. government nominated builder
7. private individual
Category of Architect:
1. private firm: single architect





1. private individual 2. registered builder
3. government nominated builder 4. other
Category of Management Organisation:
1. developer's 2. residents' association
3. commercial firm





Group 5. Progress Schedule
Date of Planning/Building Regulations Application (d/m/y)
Date of Planning/Building Regulations Approval
Date of Tenders Invited
Date of Tenders Received
Date Tender Selected
Start Date of Construction
Completion Date of Construction
Date of Latest Major Alteration and Extension
Date of Demolition
Group 6. Statutory Controls
Planning Controls:




Special Zoning Area I
N/A
Site Controls ( before development ):
Eminent Domain
Housing Development Promotion
Housing Lots Development Promotion












1. residential: low density 2.
3. semi-residential 4.
5. industrial: intensive 6.







1. scenic 2. visual quality: I
3. visual quality: II 4. visual quality: III
5. visual quality: IV 6. visual quality: V
7 . building height restriction 8 . fire
9. education 10. business
11. port 12. plot coverage enforcement: I
13. plot coverage enforcement: II 14. plot coverage enforcement: III
15. conservation 16. special district enforcement
17. parking 18 . airport




















12. river or stream







1. building & land use controlled 2. development controlled
3. urbanisation appointed 4. urbanisation withheld
- 224 -
2. SITE
Group 1. Site General
Latitude { e.g. 3008N for 30 08'N )
Longitude ( e.g. 0940E for 09 40'E )
Height Above Sea Level m
Minimum Depth of Site m
Maximum Width of Site m
Perimeter Length of Site m
Shape of Site _ (regularity) _ (shape)
Particulars of On-site Features Before Development:
Particulars of On-site Features After Development:
Particulars of Adjoining Land:
DESCRIPTIONS
Regularity of Site Boundary:
1. regular 2. irregular
Approx. Shape of Site:
1. triangle 2. rectangular 3. parallelogram 4. trapezium
5. pentagon 6. hexagon 7. U shape 8. S
9. cross 10. T 11. H 12. Y
13. L 14. o 15. Z 16. other
- 225 -
Group 2. Site Ecology
Topography:







of the Major Slope
To At Degree To At Degree
(e.g. NW To SE At 12 Degree)
DESCRIPTIONS




Liability to Flooding (before development):
1. frequently
2. not very often
3. never
Soil and Geology:
Number of Boreholes Tested on Site
Subsoil Stability
Did Depth of Bedrock Cause Problems for Excavation Works ?








Number of Degree Days
1 Jan Feb Mar Oct Nov Dec
No. of Degree Days |
Temperature (deg C)
1 Jan Feb Jun Jul Aug Dec
Monthly Mean | .
Mean Daily Extreme | .
Relative Humidity (%)
1 Jun Jul Aug
Mean Daily Maximum |
Mean Daily Minimum |
— — —
Precipitation (mm)
1 Jan Feb Jun Jul Aug Dec
Monthly Mean |
Extreme Monthly Max. |
Extreme Daily Max. |
Wind (prevailing)
1 Jan Feb Jun Jul Aug Dec
Max velocity (Km) |
Mean velocity (Km) |
Direction (e.g. NWW)|
Group 3. Planting (after development)
Number of Evergreen Trees
Number of Deciduous Trees
Number of Evergreen Shrubs
Number of Deciduous Shrubs
Area of Ground Cover
Area of Grass





Group 4. Site Location


















N.B. Specify distance in Km below one decimal point,
or enter '0' if located within site.
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3. SPATIAL I : EXTERIOR SPACE
Group 1. Number of Separate Blocks According to Building Type
and Number of Storeys











11 1 N/A N/A
12 | N/A N/A
13 | N/A N/A
14 | N/A N/A
15 | N/A N/A
16 or over | N/A N/A
TOTAL
Group 2. Building and Traffic Layouts
Housing Layouts:
Incorporation of Radburn concept
Layouts around communal traffic free space
Layouts around communal parking space
Building Layouts:
Gridiron pattern (or a variation)
Linear parallel pattern (or a variation)
Repetition of a regular shape pattern
Circular pattern (or a variation)
Irregular pattern
Traffic Segregation:
Pedestrian access shared with cars
Segregation by means of footbridges
Segregation by means of underpasses
Provision of cycle lanes along major roads
















Individually at ground level within dwelling. Yes/No
Individually at basement level within dwelling. Yes/No
Individually at ground level but separate from
dwelling. Yes/No
Communal single storey separate from dwellings. Yes/No
Garage court incorporated within housing block. Yes/No
Multi-storey garage separate from dwellings. Yes/No
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Type of On-street Parking:
Individual parking within curtailage Yes/No
Individual on-street car parking adjacent to
dwelling unit Yes/No
Communal hardstanding Yes/No
Group 3. Roads, Paths and Parking Provisions
Width of Road and Associated Footway:
Road Asso. Footway




Are Pedestrian Ramps Used Wherever
Changes of Level Occur ? Yes/No
Gradient of Steepest Pedestrian Ramp %
Parking Provision:




















Minor open space total sq.m.
Major Open Space:
Neighbourhood parks





















TOTAL Ground Area S CJ • ITL •
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Group 5. Travel Distances Within Estate
Distances from Dwelling
on the Ground Level to: Minimum Maximum
Parking or garage m m
Refuse collector
Main gate
Nearest gate for vehicle
























4. SPATIAL III : INTERIOR SPACE
Group 1. Units
Number of Units According to Different Housing Forms and Bedspaces:







Enter Details of the Following:
A. Most widely used unit type.
B. Largest unit type or second largest unit type where the
largest type coincides with the most widely used type.
C. Smallest unit type or second smallest unit type where the
smallest type coincides with the most widely used type.





Floor to Floor Height
Clear Depth of Largest Balcony
Number of Dwelling Units
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( Unit of Area: sq.m. )
Function \ Unit Type
1 A B 1 C



























1 ~ —• —
— —* — —
Subtotal ' • • •
Communal Area 1 N/A •_ N/A ■_ N/A •















Typical Residential Blocks ( for the two predominant block types ):
I First Second
No. of Identical Blocks 1
No. of Different Unit Plans used 1
No. of Dwelling Units 1
Shape of Block Plan 1
No. of Storeys 1
Block Depth m
Block Length m
Block Height ! m
Type of Internal Access 1
Clear Depth of Communal Corridor m
No. of Lifts 1
Capacity of Lift 1 Kg
Floor to Floor Height m
Area of Basement sq.m.
Area of Ground Floor sq.m.
Total Floor Area sq.m.
Net Usable Floor Area sq.m.
Typical Shopping Blocks ( for the largest two blocks ):
1 Largest Second Largest
Shape of Block Plan 1
No.of Storeys 1
Block Depth 1 . m
Block Length 1 • m
Block Height 1 • m
Area of Basement 1 • sq.m.
Area of Ground Floor 1 # • S CJ • Itl •
Tot. Floor Area 1 • S CJ • Itl •




1. direct access from GL 2. gallery: every floor
3. corridor: every floor 4. direct-grouped: every floor
5. direct-in-pairs: every floor 6. gallery: every 2nd floor
7. corridor: every 2nd floor 8. gallery: every 3rd floor
9. corridor: every 3rd floor 10. corridor split-level: every 3rd floor
11. other
Block Plan Shape:
1. triangle 2. square 3. rectangular 4. polygon
5. U shape 6. S 7. cross 8. T
9. H 10. Y 11. L 12. o





Noise Sources Within Estate and Noise Rating at Dwellings Worst Affected:




Is the Estate on an Airline Route ? Yes/No
Orientation and Distance from Airport to the Estate.
Orientation and Distance from Rail Route to the Estate.
Orientation and Distance from Motorway to the Estate.
Noise Sources Outside Estate (other than those stated above) and Noise
Rating at Dwelling(s) Worst Affected:
Sources I Orientation Distance from Noise Rating
I from the Ctr. the Dwellings ( Leq )
I (e.g. WNW) m dBA
1
1
N.B. The Centre of an estate here, is a point at which the
two longest diagonal distances of the estate cross.
Group 2. Olfactory




Sources | Orientation from the Ctr. Distance
I m
N.B. The Centre of an estate here is a point at which the
two longest diagonal distances of the estate cross.
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Group 3. Visual and Onlooking
Does the Layout allow Sunlight to reach the Living
room of a House for a period of at least 2 hours
at some time of the Day ?
Usual Spacing between Dwellings or Blocks in
Parallel Layouts.
Distance between Closest Dwellings or Blocks where
Living rooms are Facing Each Other.






Can Living room be Overlooked Within the Block
which is Curved or L shaped ? Yes/No
Is Visual Privacy, wherever necessary, Protected
by Planting, Walling or Any other means ? Yes/No
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6. TECHNICAL I : CONSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM
Group 1. Constructional Types
Building Structure:
Type of Structural Frame
Structural Grid Dimension
Most Frequently Repeated m x m
Type of Foundation _
Type of Floor





Type of Structural Frame:
1. in-situ cone. reinforced







3. raft : solid slab
5 raft : cellular
7. sheet piling




3. beam and deck
5. joist and infill
Type of Roof Structure:
1. in-situ conc.




1. flat 2. gable
5. mansard 6. quasi-mansard
9. pyramid 10. other





2. isolated or pad foundation
4. raft : beam and slab
6. non-piled : composite
8. piled : displacement
10. piled : composite
2. beam and in-situ slab
4. joist and deck
6. other
2. precast conc.
4. wide span steel
6. folded plate
8. other
3. hipped gable 4. hipped
7. gambrel 8. mono-pitch
Building Components:
Windows






I Entrance Living Bedroom Kitchen
Type 1
— — —
Form of Private Stairs
Type of Private Balconies
Plan Shape of Private Balconies
Location of Chimney-breast







9. sliding and folding







10. bottom hung & side hung








6 mm gap 4 ,
double glazing w/ 20 mm gap or more 6.
double windows 8.
double glazing w/ 3 mm gap




1. flush 2. glazed
Form of Private Stairs:





Type of Private Balconies:
0. no balconies
2. individually recessed
4. recessed in a pair
6. recessed gallery
1. individually projected
3. projected in a pair
5. projected, gallery
7. corner
Plan Shape of Private Balconies:
1. square or rectangular





1. projecting from wall 2. flush with wall 3. inside wall
Type of Rainwater Gutters:
1. half round 2. valley 3. box
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7. TECHNICAL II : SERVICES AND WELFARE FACILITIES
Group 1. Public Services and Utilities
Water Mains Diameter mm#
Water Tanks ton
Emergency Water Tanks ton
Sewer Diameter mm#
Central Boiler Output (nominal) kW
Central Gas Supply Yes/No
Mains Electricity KW
Unit Electricity KW
Method of Electricity Distribution _
No. of Electricity Poles
Lawn Sprinkler Provision Yes/No
DESCRIPTIONS
Method of Electricity Distribution:
1. overhead 2. underground
Group 2. Communication Facilities
Communal TV Aerial Yes/No
No. of Telephone Connections to Each Unit
_
Unit Broadcasting Facility Yes/No
Service Call Facility Yes/No
Central Pigeonhole Yes/No
Multi-function Console Yes/No
Group 3. Lifts and hoists
Tot.No.of Lifts for Residential Buildings
Tot.No.of Lifts for Shopping Blocks
Tot.No.of Lifts for Bldgs Other than Housing and Shopping
Provision of Escalators in Non-residential Buildings Yes/No







Heat Distribution Method |
Solar System I
Central Boiler Output (nominal) Kw
Unit Boiler Output (nominal) Kw
Communal Solid Fuel Storage Yes/No
Type of Private Fireplace _





























single duct (variable volume)






PTAC (Packaged Terminal Air Conditioner)
roof-top
Heat Emitter Type:
1. floor heating 2,
3. panel-type radiators 4 ,
5. radiant panels: low temp 6,
7. cabinet-type natural convectors 8,




radiant panels: high temp
skirting-type natural convectors
ducted warm air
Method of Heat Distribution:
1. individual heating
3. district heating
2. central plant room
4. other
Solar Energy System:
0. none 1. direct gain 2. trombe wall
3. water wall 4. roof pond 5. green house
6. thermosiphon 7. hybrid of passive systems 8. active solar
9. hybrid of passive and active systems 10. other
Type of Fireplace:
1. no fireplace




Group 5. Fire Protection Provisions
Provision of Smoke Detectors
Type of Major Fire Extinguisher provided
No. of Fire Extinguishers per Unit
Provision of Hose Reels
Provision of Sprinklers in Each Unit
Provision of Fire-resistant Entrance
Doors to Each Unit
Provision of Fire-escape Stairs in
Residential Buildings
Provision of Fire-escape Ladder(s)
Within Unit
No. of Hydrants on Site
Maximum Travel Distance from Unit to









Type of Fire Extinguisher:
1. water 2. powder 3. gas 4. foam
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Group 6. Security Provision for Each Unit
Provision of Door Viewer
Provision of Entrance Telephone
Provision of Entrance Video
Provision of Card-key Lock
Provision of Security Grilles/Shutters







Group 7. Refuse Disposal
Maximum Distance from Unit to
Refuse Disposal m
Type of Refuse Container Inside
Collection Chamber
Location of Refuse Chute
Size of Hopper x cm
Volume of Collection Chamber x x cm
Maximum Distance of Refuse Chamber
from Refuse Vehicle m
No.of Dwellings Served by A Refuse Chute
DESCRIPTIONS
Type of Refuse Disposal:
1. dry carriage: chute and hopper, vacuum
2. manual including dustbins or sacks
Location of Refuse Chute:
1. within unit
3. inside core hall
2. along communal corridor
4. none
Group 8. Site Fixtures and Furniture













































traffic signal controlled crossings
tree grids (square or circular) & guards













picnic tables & seating
pools
sculptures




8. TECHNICAL III : BUILDING MATERIALS AND FINISHES
Group 1. Interior (*)
( * See Common Indices For Codes)
1 Material Form Finish Paint
I Ceiling | Predominant |
1 1 Secondary |
— — — —
Liv | Part'n | Predominant |
I Wall | Secondary |
— — — —
I Floor | Predominant I
1 1 Secondary |
— — — —





— — — -
Bed | Part'n | Predominant I
** | Wall | Secondary |
— — — —
I Floor | Predominant |
1 1 Secondary | — — — —
** Typical bedroom





— — — —
Kit | Part'n | Predominant |
I Wall | Secondary |
— — — —
1 Floor | Predominant I
1 1 Secondary | — — — —
*





— — — —
Bath| Part'n | Predominant I
I Wall | Secondary | — — — —
I Floor | Predominant I
1 1 Secondary | — — — —
Private Balcony Balustrades (material)
Handrail to Private Staircase (material)
Balustrades to Private Staircase (material)
Handrail to Communal Staircase (material)
Balustrades to Communal Staircase (material)
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Window Frames








Hot Water Supply Pipes
























— — — —
Exposed Concrete Surface Texture
Exposed Concrete Surface Treatment
DESCRIPTIONS
Exposed Concrete Surface Texture:
1. smooth with pattern 2 ,
3. fine aggregate with pattern 4
smooth w/o pattern
fine aggregate w/o pattern
5. coarse aggregate with pattern 6. coarse aggregate w/o pattern
Exposed Concrete Surface Treatment:
1. brushing and washing
3. sand and shot blasting





Group 3. Site Fixtures and Furniture
















































traffic signal controlled cross
tree grids (square or circular)





















DESCRIPTIONS: COMMON INDICES for MATERIALS and FINISHES
Surface Materials:
0. exposed structure 1. bituminous substances
2. chippings in bituminous substances 3. concrete
4. GRC 5. cast stone 6. calcium silicate
7. clay 8 . earth 9. ceramics
10. asbestos 11. cement 12. solid timber
13. chipboards 14. plywood 15. cork
16. natural slate 17. limestone 18 . sandstone
19. marble 20. onyx 21. granites
22 . quartzite 23. slate 24. other nat'l stone
25. terrazzo 26. aluminium 27 . cast iron
28 . wrought iron 29. stainless steel 30 . mild steel
31. copper 32 . bronze 33. brass
34. zinc 35. lead 36. pvc coated steel
37. plastic 38 . GRP 39. linoleum
40. rubber 41. glass 42 . gypsum





























2. cement based plaster
4. composite plaster
6. resin based coatings
8. decorative fabrics
10. plastic veneers
1. gypsum based plaster






0. none 1. oil paints 2. emulsion paints










Was Accepted Tender the Lowest Yes/No
DESCRIPTIONS
Basis of Tender:
0. N/A 1. Bill of quantities
2. Bill of approx. quantities 3. Schedule of rates
Type of Tender or Contract:
0. N/A 1. Competitive open




1. Standard clauses of contract in full
2. Fluctuation clauses for labour only
3. Fluctuation clauses for materials only
4. Firm price
Group 2. Sources of Finance
( Cost Unit: Million Won )









Group 3. Elemental Costing
( Cost Unit: Hundred Thousand Won )


































Group 4. Management and Maintenance Costs
( Cost Unit: Hundred Thousand Won )













APPENDIX D. FORM OF HOUSING APPRAISAL AND MEASUREMENT
LEVEL 3. DESIGNER'S INTENTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS
SCHEME
ARCHITECT
1) What considerations were imposed by the CLIENT ?
2) What considerations were imposed by the NATURAL ENVIRONMENT of SITE
3) What considerations were imposed by the SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT of SITE
4) What considerations were given to SITE PLANNING ?
5) What considerations were given to BUILDING FORM and APPEARANCE ?
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6) What considerations were given to UNIT LAYOUTS ?
7) What considerations were given to CONSTRUCTIONAL METHODS ?
8) What considerations were given to MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS ?
9) What considerations were given to BUILDING ECONOMICS ?
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APPENDIX D. FORM OF HOUSING APPRAISAL AND MEASUREMENT
LEVEL 4. USER SATISFACTION
SCHEME
First enter codes for the nature of users' satisfaction/dissatisfaction
listed below (i); then describe more fully (ii).





01. dwelling unit as a whole 02. entrance
03. passage ways 04. staircase
05. living 06. dining
07. kitchen 08. day room (general purpose room)
0 9. bedrooms 10. bathroom
11. utility 12. laundry
13. general storage 14. private balcony
15. greenhouse 16. private garden
17. garage
Outside Dwelling :
21. estate as a whole 22. communal parking/garaging
23. communal stairs/ passage ways 24. carriage ways
25. service vehicle roads 26. footways and verges
27. play equipment 28. schools and day care centres
29. children's playspaces 30 . sports grounds and facilities
31. amenity planting areas 32. parks
33. site furniture 34. community centre
35. centre for the elderly 36. shopping centres
37. superintendent's office 38 . housing Management office






























01. water supply and disposal 02.
03. lighting systems 04.
05. mechanical systems 06.
07. electrical systems 08.



























APPENDIX D. FORM OF HOUSING APPRAISAL AND MEASUREMENT
LEVEL 5. PUBLISHED COVERAGE IN PERIODICALS
SCHEME
Enter code for PERIODICAL from an index (01-11) provided below.





ASPECT OF HOUSING COVERED
(date/month/year)
from page to page
site context
climate and natural environment
site planning and building layouts








03. Architecture & Environment
05. Decoration
07. Environment & Landscape
09. KIRA Journal
11. Total Design
02. Architecture & Culture




( abbreviated list )
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APPENDIX E. THE DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM
1. THE APPLICATION PROGRAM 256
2. HOUSING DATA CONTAINED IN THE SYSTEM 266
3. THE MENU-DRIVEN SYSTEM AND SUBROUTINES WITH
THEIR INFORMATION OUTPUT 279
4. EXAMPLES OF THE SUBROUTINES USED IN DATABASE
RETRIEVAL AND THEIR INFORMATION OUTPUT 292






RUNNAME TASKN ME NEWFILE TASKNAME NOFCASES RECSP RCASE MAXINPUTCOLS RECTYPECOLS MAXRECTYPES MAXRECCOUNT CASEID COMMONVARS
FILEDEMOCODEBO KDEFINITION INITIALIZATIONCOMM NDS DEMO CASEDEFINITION 300 30 80 7 9 100 IDNUM IDNUM(1,6)/














































































































































































































































































PUH PRH HFS HFR HSR HOA ELH SPH RES MHP EIA NTD PUD
• y. 'n'
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)/ )/ )/ )/ )/ )/ )/ )/ )/ )/ )/ )/ )/ )/
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'n')/
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10)
No'/ Yes' No'/ Yes' No'/ es' No*/ Yes' No'/ angle' rectangular' rallelogram' rapezium' pentagon' hexagon' Ushape' Sshape' crossshape' shape'par
(11)'Hshape' (12)'Yshape' (13)*Lshape' (14)'oshape' (15)'Zshape' (16)'other'/
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ENDSCHEMA TASKN ME RECORDSCHEMA
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BLDG CATSIZE UNITSIZE BEDSP NODWEL BLDG
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)/ )/ )/ )/ )/
VARLABELS
IDNUM BLDG CATSIZE UNITSIZE BEDSP NODWEL
ENDSCHEMA TASKN ME RECORDSCHEMA
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VARLABELS
N> OS
IDNUM BLDG PRED TYAC SHPL BALCO FOUND STRUC FLOOR ROOF HEATSO HEATDI AIRCON HEATEM SOLAR RECORD5 5REC5
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MATE(BLANK)/ FORM(BLANK)/ FINI(BLANK)/ PAIN(BLA K)/




IDNUM BLDG SPOT DOMI MATE FORM F1NI PAIN
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APPENDIXE.THEDEMONSTRATIONSY TEM 3.THEMENU-DRIVENSYSTEMANDSUBROUTI ES WITHTHEIRINFORMATIONOU PUT PROCEDUREMENU.CRITERIA:T * **YOURCurrentSelectionC iteriaare: *Dwellingsbetween<*>a d* *SiteAreasbetw en<*>and *ConstructionCostsbetween<*>and<* *Region<*>,Cou try<*>Type*' * ENDPROCE URE PROCEDUREMENU. ET1:T exmenu.criteria **TheSc emesofYourInter stare: * typeempfile * setdemandidnum'EnterIde tificationN berofYouIn r st' * ***Retrievalisbeingperformed.* runet.det1(<idnum>) exmenu.DETPRINT ENDPROCE URE PROCEDUREMENU. ET10:T exmenu.criteria **TheSc emesofYourInter tare: typeempfile * 6etdemandidnum'EnterIde tificationN berofYouIn st' * **Retrievalisbeingperformed.•* runet.detlO(<idnum>) exmenu.detprint ENDPROCE URE PROCEDUREMENU. ET11;T exmenu.criteria **TheSc emesofYourInter sta e: * typetempfile * setdemandidnum'EnterIde tificationNu berofYourIn st' * **Retrievalisbeingp rformed.* runet.detll(<idnum>) exmenu.detprint ENDPROCE URE PROCEDUREMENU.DET2:T exmenu.criteria * *TheSc emesofYourInter stare: * typetempfile * setdemandidnum'EnterIde tificationN berofYouIn r st'
* *Retrievalisbeingperformed.** runret.det2(<idnum>) exmenu.detprint ENDPROCE URE PROCEDUREMENU. ET3:T exmenu.criteria **TheSchemesofYourInt r stas * typetempfile * setdemandidnum'EnterIde tifica ionNumberofYouI t rest * **Retrievalisb ingperformed.* runet.det3(<idnum>) exmenu.detprint ENDPROCEDURE PROCEDUREMENU. ET4:T exmenu.criteria * *TheSchemesofY urInterestar: * typeeropfile * setdemandidnum'EnterIde tificationNumberofYourI terest * **Retrievalisbeingperformed.** runret.det4(<idnum>) exmenu.detprint ENDPROCEDURE PROCEDUREMENU. ET5:T exmenu.criteria **TheSc emesofY urInterestars * typeempfile * setdemandidnum'EnterIde tificationNumbeofYounterest • **Retrievalisbeingperformed. runret.det5(<idnum>) exmenu.detprint ENDPROCEDURE PROCEDUREMENU.DET6:T exmenu.criteria **TheSchem sofYourInt resta: * typetempfile setdemandidnum'EnterI e tificationNumberofYounterest * **Retrievalisbeingperformed. runet.det6(<idnum>) exmenu.detprint. ENDPROCEDURE PROCEDUREMENU. ET7:T exmenu.criteria **TheSc emesofYourInt r sta: * typetempfile setdemandidnum'EnterIde tificationNumberofYounter s




ENDPROCEDURE PROCEDUREMENU. ETN:T exmenu.main ENDPROCEDURE PROCEDUREMENU. ETPRINT: **PRINTOPTION Ifyouwishthaveprint-outf theresultoft pr viousquery, type'0'.Otherwise,type•1•.
setdemandoption'En erOpti exmenu.prog<option> ENDPROCEDURE PROCEDUREMENU.DETS:T * exmenu.select ENDPROCEDURE PROCEDUREMENU.MAIN:T WelcometHousingInt lligencS rvic! PLEASEpressRETURNStoactivatehSYSTEM. setdemandtol'H setdemandtou'0 setdemandsil'U setdemandsiu'S setdemandlco' setdemandcoo setdemandCO' setdemandrg'
IntelligenceService
**SCHEMESELECTION
Youwillbepr mptedforthcharacteristicsf schemesyouwishtinvestigat .Tfollowingvalues willberequested:UpperandLowlimitsNUMBER OfDWELLINGS,SITEAREA,CONSTRUCTIONS SL CATION andtheFORMofHOUSING.































































Codesf rF rmfHou ing: 1.Detachedhous s2.Semi-detached3.Terr ced 4.Flats5.Maisonettes
unret.retprog(<tol>,<tou>,<si1>,<siu>,<lco>,<uco>,<co>,<rg>,<bdg>)
exmenu.select ENDPROCE URE PROCEDURE
MENU.PLAN:T
Sorry,pleasesetheerminal rightnextothis.
exmenu.select ENDPROCE URE PROCEDUREMENU.PROGO:T Sorry,p intfacilityis notavailable.
exmenu.progl * ENDPROCEDURE PROCEDUREMENU.PR0G1:T *"DETAILSELECTION•• *1.Location,constructionperiod,arch tect,compe ition *&designawardshi toryvari usn tureofschem . *2.PhysicaldescriptionofSite. *3.Blockparti ulars,includinggar gingndpa king * provisions. *4.DwellingUnitparticu ars. *5.ConstructionParticulars,incl dingstr cturaland *HVACtypes&ext rnalmateri lsandfinishes. *6.ConciseC nstructionCos sparticulars. *7.PublishedCoveragenscheme. *8.FeedbackfromProje tA chitecrE or. *9.DensityFiguresofScheme. *10.ExternalSpaceProvisiondetai . *11.InternalMaterials&Finished tai . *Or *IFYouwishtgobacktSelectionMode,pleasetyp's'. *IFYouwishtstartNewSearch,pleasetype'n'. *IFYouwishtendhese sion,pleasetype' *. setdemandoption'Enteroption' exmenu.det<option> ENDPROCEDURE PROCEDUREMENU.PROG2sT * typetempfile *PLANSELECTION** 1.SiteCon ext 2.SitePlan 3.BlockP ans 4.GeneralLayouts 5.GeneralElevations 6.StructuralDrawings 7.ServiceDrawings 8.OtherSpecialistDrawings 9.Schedules 10.ComponentDrawi gs 11.StructuralCalculations 12.Specifications 13.BillsofQuantities Or IFYouwishtstartNewSearch,pleaseype'n'. IFYouwishtgobackSele tionM de,pleaseyp' '. IFYouwishtEndheSes ion,pleasetype' '.
setdemandoption'EnterOption'




exmenu.select ENDPROCE URE PROCEDUREMENU.PR0G4:T exmenu.mai ENDPROCEDURE PROCEDUREMENU.PR0G5:T Bye, SeeYouAgainI ENDPROCE URE PROCEDUREMENU.SELECT:T exmenu.criteria * *TheSc emesofYourInt restare typetempfile ••*SELECTIONMODE*
*1.Details s *2.Plans *3.Print *4.BeginNewSearch *5.EndtheSession setdemandoption'EnterO tion1 exmenu.prog<option> ENDPROCE URE ENDPROCEDURE PROCEDURERET.RETPROG:T retrieval integera e,o computetol*nread('Enterwi itfoDwellings')if(toleq7)stop computetou=nread('Enteruppeli itfoDw llings') computesil=nread('Enterl wli itfoSitAr asq.m.') computesiu=nread('Enterupp rli itfoSitAr asq.m.') computelco=nread('Enterl wli itfoC nstruc ionCostsi1000pou ds')computeuco=nread('EnteruppelimitfoC nstruc ionCosts1000pou ds')computeco=nread('EnterCo tryod ') computerg=nread('EnterRegionCod ') computebdg=nread('EnterCodf rHousingF rm') PROCESSCASE PROCESSEC1 computeage=(today(0)-conend)/365.25 IF(tolne00andTOTDWELLTt l)EXITREC if(toune00andtotdwelgttou)xitrec IF(silne00andSITAL il)EXITREC if(siune00andsitagtsiu)xitrec if(age=0)computeto =(tocost-sicost)/l if(age-l)computetoc=(tocost-sicost)/l.05 i£(age=2)computetoc=(tocost-sicost)/l.12 if(age=3)computetoc=(tocost-sicost)/l.2 if(age=4)computeto =(tocost-sicost)/l.35 if(age=5)computetoc=(tocost-sicost)/l.41 if(age=6)computeto =(tocost-sicost)/l.43 if(age=7)computetoc=(tocost-sicost)/l.52
if(age=8)computetoc=(tocost-sicost)/l.6 if(age=9)computetoc=(tocost-sicost)/l.75 IF(lcone00andtotlco)exitrec if(ucone00andtogt )exitrec if(cone00andcou)exitrec i£(rgne00andreg)exitc MOVEVAHSIDNUM,NAMESCH PROCESSREC2 if(bdgne0andbldg)exitrec PERFORMROCS jumpout ENDPROCESSREC out: ENDPROCESSREC ENDPROCESSCAS WRITERECORDSFILENAME=TEMPFILE/VA IABLES*IDNUM,NAMESCH/ FORMAT*(16,2X,A25) ENDRETRIEVAL ENDPROCEDURE PROCEDURERET,TEST:T retieval integera ,to computecountry=nread('whichuntryo') PROCESSCAS PROCESSEC1
,computeage*(today(0)-conend)/365.25 .if(countryne00andouc )exitrec 00IF(REGN<2>)exitrec wJF(TOTDWELL<3>)EXITREC





ENDPROCESSCAS WRITERECORDSFILENAME=TEMPFILE/VARIABLBS=IDNUM,NAMESCH/ FORMAT*(16,2X,A25) ENDRETRIEVAL ENDPROCE URE
SUBROUTINESTHATGENERA EDET IL DSCR PTIONSOFH S NGSCHEM( CH SUBROUTINETREATSONEF11INFORMA IONG UPS(DETTO)I IG.6F CHAPTER11].
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1.00 1.110 1.120 1.130 1.140 1.150 1.160 1.170 1.180 1.190 1.200 1.210 1.220 1.230 1.240 1.250 1.260 1.270 1.280 1.290 1.300 1.310 1.320 1.330 1.340 1.350 1.360 1.370
puo,roa,ancC0V#RAT
CRET.DET2 RETRIEVAL INTEGERSPI,dwepr string*9rgu string*llai CASEI794060 PROCESSREC1 COMPUTERGU=VALLAB(REGU) COMPUTESSI=VALLAB(SHSI) COMPUTES I=(PERI/SITA)*100 computedwe=(dwel/sita)*100 computepre=(prex/sita)*100 computepuox(puop/sita)*100 computeroax(road/sita)*100 computeanc*(anci/sita)*100 COMPUTEABC=DWEL+ANCI COMPUTECOV=(ABC/SITA)*100 COMPUTERAT=(TOTFLSP/S1TA)*100 write*' WRITENAMESCH'atLO WRITE' 'ItsSiteAreaisITAsq.m 'MajorSlopeofiteruns•ori 'PerimeterL ngthisPERImetre.' •ThusitsSitePerimet rIndexis'SPIWRITE write WRITE WRITE write write write write write write write WRITE WRITE WRITE'PlotCoverageis write' ENDPROCESSREC ENDCASEI ENDRETRIEVAL
'RGUSSI'shapet' at'masl•degree'





ItsSiteAreais55243sq.minrregulartriangle MajorSlopefiterunsSEat12degre PerimeterL ng his1433metre. ThusitsSitePerimet rIndexis2%. AreacoveredbyDw llingis7482sq.m Areacov redbyPrivateExternalspacesi0sq.m Areacov redbyPublicOp ns aci32570sq.ra Areacov redbyRoadsis14275q.m Areacov redbyncill rybuildingsis916sq.m Areacov redbyBuildingsis8398sq.mand TotalFl orSpacesar89884sq.r,thusi PlotCoverageis15%andlotR tio62.
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1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.61 .70 ,80 1.90 1.100 1.110 1.120 1.130 1.140 1.150 1.160 1.170 1.00 1.190 1.200
CRET.DET4 retrieval caseis794060 processrec1 writenamesch'loc write' write'Totaltotdw l write'cons stingf write' endprocessrec processrec3 computebdg=vallab(bldg) computecat=vailab(catsize) writecat'typfor*bdg 'unitsizei q.m 'numberofbedspac siwrite write write write' endprocessrec endcaseis endretrieval




Total508dwellingunitsa d2352bedspaces consistingf3differentUtyp mostfreq'tlyusedtypeorlat unitsizei q.m122 numberofbedspacesi5 numberofdwellingnitsthisypis193 largestor2ndl r'ttypeflat unitsizei q.m174 numberofbedspac si6 numberofdwellingunitsthisypis52 smallestor2ndra'typflat unitsizei q.m81 numberofbedspac si3 numberofdwellingnitsthistypis108
1.10CRET.DET5 1.20RETRIEVAL 1.30string*llbd 1.40string*16ped 1.50CASEI79406 1.60processre4 1.70write' 1.80write'<Structuraltype>' 1.90computebdg=vallab(bldg) 1.100computeped=vallab(pred) 1.110compute£ou=vallab(found) 1.120computestr=vallab(struc) 1.130computeflo=vallab(floor) 1.140write'* 1.150writeped'typefobdg:' 1.160write'foundation _'f u 1.170write'structur _tr 1.180write*floor _'f 1.190write'* 1.200endprocessr 1.210processrec4 1.220computebdg=vallab(bldg) 1.230computeped=vallab(pr d) 1.240computehso=vallab(heatso) 1.250computehdi=vallab(heatdi) 1.260computeair=vallab(aircon)
1 1.270computehem=vallab(hea m) 1̂.280computesol=vallab(solar) 1.290write'<HVACdetails>' ,1.300writeped'typefobdg•:' 1.310write'heatingsourc _1 o 1.320write'heatdistribut onmeth d _*di 1.330writeair-conditioningsystem _' ir 1.340writeheatmitter _ 1.350write'solarystem _l 1.360write' 1.370endprocessrec 1.380PROCESSREC5 1.390computebdg=vallab(bldg) 1.400COMPUTESOT=VALLAB(SPOT) 1.410COMPUTEDMI=VALLAB(DOMI) 1.420COMPUTEMTE=VALLAB(MATE) 1.430COMPUTEFRM=VALLAB(FORM) 1.440COMPUTEFNI=VALLAB(FINI) 1.450COMPUTEPIN=VALLAB(PAIN) 1.460WRITE'<Materialsndfinishe>' 1.470write'*sotofbdg(dmi'):* 1.480write'Materialismte*fr 1.490WRITE'FinishediNI,paintPIN 1.500ENDPROCESSREC 1.510WRITE' 1.520WRITE' 1.530ENDCASEis 1.540ENDRETRIEVAL
<Structuraltype> predominanttypetforflats foundation _ structure _in-sitrein.conc. floor _in-situslabs secondarytypeforlats: foundation _raft:be m&sl b structure _ floor _ <HVACdetails> predominantty eforlats: heatingsource _il heatdistributionmeth d _c ntralplant air-conditioningsystem _all-wat:2pip heatmitter _rad.panel:lowtemp, solarystem _n ne secondarytypeforlats heatingsource _ heatdistributionmeth d _ air-conditioningsystem _ heatmitter solarsystem _ <Materialsndfinishes> *externalwalloffla s Materialisexposedstructure Finishedinaturallyfaced *roads Materialisbitum nsubstances Finishedinaturallyfaced *footways Materialisconc Finishedi aturallyfaced
(predominantuses)
notapplicable
,paintedinemulsionints (predominantuses) notapplicable ,paintedino (predominantuses) slabs ,paintedinone
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CRET.DET6 retrieval integera e,sicow , caseis794060 processrec1 computeend^da c( nend, write' writenamesch' asbu lti write' write'ItscostfSitA qu itionwas write'ItscostofSitW rkwas 'ItsDirectCowas 'ItsOverheadCo twasdico,ovco,t co
' mmmdd,yyyy,') cend
sicost siwoco dicost OVC081
thousandPounds' thousandPounds' thousandPounds' thousandPounds'
write write write' write'ItsTOTALConstructionCostswa'tocosth u andPounds' write' write'Thesmaybequiv lenttohfoll wi gcurrent* write'figuresbas donthNationalPriceAdjustment' write'Formulaf rtheC nstr ctionI d stry.' write' computeage*(today(0)-conend)/365.25 if(ageeq0) computesico=sicost*l computesiwo=siwoco*l computedico=dicost*l computeovco*ovcost*1 computeto =tocost*l if(ageeq1) compute8icozsicost*1.05 compute8iwo=siwoco*l.05 computedico=dicost*1.05 computeovco=ovcost*1.05 computetoco=cost*1.05 if(ageeq2) computesico=sicost*l.12 computesiwo=siwoco*l.12 computedico=dicost*l.12 computeovco—ovcost*1.12 computeto o=tocost*l.12 if(age=3) computesico=sIcos *1.2 computesiwo=siwoco*l.2 computedico=dico8t*l.2 computeovco=ovcost*1.2 computeto =tocost*1.2 if(age=4) computesico=sicos *l.35 computesiwo=siwoco*l.35 computedico=dicost*l.35 computeovco=ovcost*1.35 computetoco=tocost*l.35 if(age=5) computesico=sicos *l.41 computesiwo=siwoco*l.41 computedico=dicost*l.41 computeovco=ovcost*1.41
1.580 1.590 1.600 1.610 1.620 1.630 1.640 1.650 1.660 1.670 1.680 1.690 1.700 1.710 1.720 1.730 1.740 1.750 1.760 1.770 1.780 1.790 1.800 1.810 1.820 1.830 1.840 1.850 1.860 1.870 1.880 1.890 1.900 1.910 1.920
computeto o=tocost*1.41 if(age=6) computesico= ico8t*1.43 computesiwo=siwoco*l.43 computedico=dicost*1.43 computeovco=ovcost*l.43 computetoco=tocost*1.43 if(age=7) computesiwo=siwoco*l.52 computedico=dicost*1.52 computeovco=ovcost*1.52 computetoco=tocost*1.52 if(age=8) computesico=sicost*l.6 computesiw =siwoco*1.6 computedico=dicost*l.6 computeovco=ovcost*1.6 computeto o=toc st*1.6 if(age=9) computesic =sicost*l.75 computesiw =siwoco*l.75 computedico=dicost*1.75 computeovco=ovcost*1.75 computetoco=t cost*1.75 write' SiteAcquisition: SiteWork: DirectCost: Overheadswrite write write write write write write' endprocessrec endcaseis endretrieval
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